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The major source of population increase in the United 
States stems from the high fertility performance of the 
rural population* Despite repeated study by demographers 
more Inforaation is required*
This study analysed proposed relationships between the 
fertility of the white rural ♦farm population of South Caro­
lina ands
I* The extent to which that population was dominated 
by urban society*
II* The extent to which that population hed effected 
a partial transfer to an urban economy*
III* The socio-economic status of that population*
South Carolina was taken as the area of study because 
It had sufficient population In the categories pertinent to 
the study* Data were obtained from the United States Bureau 
of the Census enumerations of population* agriculture* and 
housing* Consequently, the county was the unit of analysis 
and the effective fertility ratio was the measure of fer­
tility*
Urbanism was measured by Indexes of per cent of white 
population classified as urban, else of largest urban com* 
nnmity, number of urban communities, and the total urban 
population* Ko relationship was revealed by the use of any 
of these Indexes* Ho relationship was uncovered by either
xl
the simple ranking of counties by urbanism or by grouping 
the counties by homogeneous fertility performance or by 
homogeneous socio-economic characteristics and ranking the 
groupings by urbanism* It was shown that the fertility of 
the white rural-farm population tended to be higher than 
the fertility of the white urban population within the same 
metropolitan area. Also, It was revealed that the fertil­
ity of the whole urban people declines with Increased urban 
size*
It was disclosed that th© fertility of the white rural- 
farm people was related inversely to that people’s pursuit 
of a partial urban economy. The fertility of the rural-farm 
whites Increased as the percentage of employed white popula­
tion engaged In agriculture increased. In a similar fashion 
it was shown that the fertility of the rural-farm whites de­
clined as their pursuit of off-farm employment and part- 
time farming increased when these activities were associated 
with probable urban employment*
The fertility of the white rural-farm people was reveal­
ed to be Inversely related to their socio-economic status* 
Indexes on the general farm economy, the reward distribution 
system, and the level of living of the whit© rural-farm 
people were all inversely related to the people’s fertility 
performance. To some extent this was true for the simple 
ranking of counties. It was true for rankings of groups 
of counties having similar fertility performances and for
xii
groups of counties having similar socio-economic character­
istics* To a large extent the relationship was limited to 
one between extremes* That is* the white rural-f&rm people 
characterised by very low socio-economic conditions had 
very high fertility and vioe versa* But those with moderate 




THE PROBLEM AND THE METHODS FOR ITS ANALYSIS 
The Problem
Demographers have demonstrated that the rural people 
of the United States have a fertility which exceeds that of 
the urban people* Studies made by P. K* Whelp ton indicate 
the differential has existed since 1800** This is shown 
for the white population in Table I* Data presented by the 
National Resources Committee indicate the differential ex<»
Isted among native white women In 1920 and 1930 for each of
2the Bureau of the Census* population regions* These data 
are reproduced in Table II* Lorimer and Osborn present 
figures showing that from 1925*1930 rural-farm and rural* 
nonfarm women produced children In excess of the number 
needed for replacement while women in communities of 25*000 
or more people did not reproduce enough for replacement* 
Equivalent figures are quoted In Table III* In two separate 
studies Thompson has shown a differential in fertility by
1 P*K. Whelp ton* "Indus trial Development and Population Growth*” Social Forces* VI (192©)* 458*467*629-663, 462*
2 National Resources Committee* Population Statistics* National Data (Government Printing Offlo e * Washington, D* C•* 
1937 ) , pp • 4(5-41 *
5 Frank Lorlmer end Frederick Osborn, Dynamics of Population (New Yorks The MacMillan Co** 1934), Figure TO* 
p #27*
1
the Sis* of tlie community with, fertility increasing as 
the community became smaller** The Bureau of the Oenaus
has analysed data for 1940 which revealed that the urban 
population had a fertility less than that needed to replace 
itself* while both the rural-farm and the rural-nonfam popu­
lations had a fertility In excess of that needed for replace­
able rural-urban fertility differential prevails in both
the Negro and the White races* Information supplied by the
national resources Committee indicates that Negro fertility
la higher in both the rural-f arm and rural-nonfarm populations
than in the urban population* and that it varies Inversely
6with the size of the urban community* Pat a demonstrating
these relationships appear In Table IV* These tables indi­
cate the rural-urban differential is found in all of the 
Bureau of the Census* population regions of the United States*^
Furthermore Thompson quotes demographic studies which In—
* Warren Thompson* Ratio of Children to Women in the unitad states* 1920 (Government Printing Office*Wash­ington* t>* 57* 1931) and Warren Thompson* Average Number o£ Children per Woman in Butler County* QfrjLb.» p l P T A  gfeudy H  jjifferentlal Fertility (United States Department of Commerce* 
Washington* D* C** Wil)*
6 yi*fl Statistic». SpeddRmaiLi. "TheNetHapro- duetlon Ratio*1 Volume 10* Number 90 (Government Printing Office* Washington* D* C** 1941)*
6 National Resources Committee* The Problems of anment Printlng^fice* WashIttgEon*
ment*5
See in particular Table II in this text*
3
Table I; Children 0 to 4 per 1*000 Women 16 to 44 in the United States by Selected States ( White 
Population Onlyl ) ®






1940 336 431 392 306
1930 402 526 454 370
1920 489 629 534 458
1880 611 759 640 500
1840 835 966 773 697
1800 1000 1043 962 786
1. In 1930 Mexicans are Included with whites# No change has 
been made in the classification of states since 1920.
2# Original table by P.K* Whelpton as abridged and brought up to date by Warren Thompson, Population Problems 
(third edition; New York: MeOraw-Hill Book Co., 1942),
p.167 #
Table lit Standardized Number of Children 0 to 4 per 1,000 Native White Women 20 to 44 




United States and divisions by year2 
New England Middle Atlantic South Atlantic






All areas 499 555 419 407 417 442 620 738 681 759
Urban 380 399 383 368 366 386 414 452 430 453
100,000 
and more 337 350 345 330 331 350 348 420 394 389
25.000 to
100.000 390 403 386 560 375 395 422 473 416 421
10.000 to
25.000 430 449 419 399 429 448 463 511 456 480
2,500 to 
10,000 462 495 445 430 450 483 505 571 490 537
Rural 683 745 552 553 603 614 773 878 811 873
farm 752 815 622 608 649 641 839 940 858 917
non-farm 609 647 532 528 589 600 707 785 724 765
1* National Resources Committee, Population Statistics, National Data (Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C*, 1937}, pp. 40-41•
2* Abridged*
Table III: Net Reproduction Rates for Whit© Women by Urban and Rural Residence for the United States and Regions: 1940 and 19301
Region 1940® All Urban Rural non* farm
Rural All farm
1930® Urban Rural non­farm
Ruralfarm
UnitedStates 94 74 114 140 111 90 133 159
North 87 74 109 133 104 91 128 150
South 110 76 120 145 132 92 145 169
West 94 76 119 134 99 79 128 151
1* Bureau of the Census# United States Census of Population: 1940 (Series P 5# Ntanber 13# Washington# 1941)#
2* Abridged#
Table IV: Reproduction Rates per Generation Among Negro Women by Sise of Community**®
Slse of community Generation reproduction rate$
United States 1*13
Urban 0.72100# 000 and more 0*6825#000 to 100*000 0.7210*000 to 25#000 0*802*500 to 10,000 0*84
Rural 1*61Rural-nonf arm 1*23Rural-f arm 1 *80
1# National Resources Committee# Problems of a ChangingPopulation (Government Printing office# Washington*D*C •# 1938)# p#l34*
2# Abridged#
3# 1*0 is needed for replacement#
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dicate that rural-urban fertility differentials also 
wist In England* Wales# and Germany*®
Demographers hare olearly demonstrated the existenee 
of a rural to urban migration which has resulted In the 
maintenance or increase in population- in those communities 
which are* theme elves* not replacing their populations*
We first-hand data are available on rural-urban migration 
prior to I960* However* certain inferences can be made*
Whelp ton* s study has shown that rural fertility has exceed­
ed urban fertility at least since 1800• In the absence of 
migration it would be expected that the rural population 
would increase more rapidly# In later years when the urban 
population did not replace Itself* an actual deeline in the 
urban population would be expected# Census data from 1790 
onward indicate the opposite# Before 1840 the urban popu­
lation increased on an average twice as fast as the rural 
population; following 1840* urban Increases have been fre­
quently four times as great proportionally as rural increases# 
Data supporting these generalizations appear in Table V#^
Since 1980 the Bureau of Agricultural Economics* United States 
Department of Agriculture* has made annual estimates of the 
movement to and from farms* With the exceptions of the years 
1952 and 1945* there has been a net out-migration from farms
8 Warren Thompaon. Population TroWLmM (Third Edition; Hew York* McGraw-Hill Book Co**1942}* pp* 176-184#
® The sharp Increase in the urban population since 1840 includes Increases stemming from heavy immigration*
7
Table V: Per Cent of Increase of Rural and Urban Population In the United States^**2
Census year All Per oent of increase Urban Rural
1940 7.2 7.9 6.41930 16*1 27.3 4.41920 14*9 29.0 3.21910 21*0 39.3 9.01900 20.7 36.4 12.21890 25*5 56*5 13.41880 30*1 42*7 26*71870 22.6 59.3 13.61860 35.6 76.4 28.41850 35.9 92.1 29.11840 32.7 63.7 29.71830 35.5 62.6 31*21820 33.1 31.9 33*21810 36.4 63.0 34.71800 35.1 69.9 33*81790
1* Warren Thompson* Population Problems (third edition; New YorksMcGraw-Hill Book Co •,1942), p.&96•
2* Abridged*
Table VI: Migration to and from Farms in the United States, 1920 to 19461*2
Years Arrivals from non­ Departures for Net migrationfarm areas non-farm areas from farms
1920 - 1924 5,370,000 8,701,000 3,331,0001925 - 1929 7,770,000 10,736,000 2,965,000 .1930 • 1934 6,701,000 7,677,000 976,000 31935 - 1939 4,044,000 6,816,000 8,778,0001940 - 1944 4,134,000 9,566,000 4,789,000
1. Paul Landis, Population Problems (New York:American Book Go*, 1948), p'«
2* Abridged#
3# In 1932 there was a net migration to farms of 325,000 people•
a
700*000 t© 800*000 people peer* year# Th© data are pre«* 
seated la Table VI,
This out-migration is attributed to certain attractions 
pulling the farm population away to the city and certain 
stresses within the T a m  world pushing the prospective 
migrant forth* These "pulls* include economic opportunity* 
adventure* and the values attached to urban life* The 
•pushes" Include Improved agricultural technology and ex* 
eesslve fertility*^ In all of this* the basic feature Is 
the original faetor* the overproduction of people relative 
to the economic and social resources of the rural area*
With the virtual cessation of immigration since 1924*
the else and characteristics of the population have been
11dependent upon internal dynamics** The dynamics have been 
shown to be to a considerable extent a function of the rural 
population* It becomes important to trace with the utmost 
care the exact fertility performances of the rural population* 
to distinguish variations in time and space* and to relate 
these to socle-cultural causal factors* With the ©apllelt 
resolution of these phenomena* programs for the adequate
10 carter Qoodrieh, Mlgrat Ian and Economic £EE2£~ tunity (Philadelphia* Pennsylvania8 The University of Pennsylvania Press* 1956)*
^  Has trio tive immigration laws effectively limit yearly population from this date to a maximum of 154*270 persons from all quota countries* Immigration law as ofJanuary* 1955 permits a maximum of 154*567 persons per year from all quota c©runtrice#
9
training, channeling, and use of th© population resources 
of this country can he formulated*
Several studies are indicative of variations in the 
fertility patterns of rural people* Notestein's investiga­
tion demonstrated a rise in fertility performance from farm 
owners to farm renters to farm l a b o r e r s T h e  percentage 
Increases are respectively 12 per cent and 9 per cent* At 
the same time farm owners showed a fertility 11 per cent 
higher than that of unskilled urban workers*
Beegle and Smith working on a county basis demonstrat­
ed a wide variation in the white rural-farm fertility per­
formance *^® Smith associates this phenomenon with the 
degree of rurallty, and he singles out as being the most 
rural and having the highest fertility rates the southern 
Appalachians and the Kocky Mountains followed by the South 
generally* The Rational Resources Committee, working with 
Intrinsic rates of natural Increase for 1930, presents 
essentially the same picture **^ Within South Carolina the 
Beegle and Smith data indicate generally a farm fertility
Prank Hot ©stein, "The Differential Rate of In­crease Among the Social Classes of the American Population," Social Forces* XII (1933), 28*
J* Allan Beegle and T* Lynn Smith, Differential Fertility in Louisiana* Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 40^,Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1946, Figure 17, p. 40*
14 Rational Resources Committee, Problems of a Changing Population* pp* 122-123*
10
variation between the eastern cotton-tobacco counties and 
the Piedmont cotton-general farming counties*
Specialised studies by Belcher and Duncan investigate 
specifically the fertility experiences of village populations*1^ 
Belcher found an inverse relationship between village slate 
and fertility* This was maintained when the type of farming 
area was held constant* Fertility of village populations 
varies between farming areas, rising from a low in the wheat 
area through general, cotton, and subsistence areas to a high 
in livestock areas* Belcher attributed these phenomena to 
variations in the cash value of the different farming opera­
tions*
Duncan's study affirms the Inverse relationship between 
sise of village and fertility* However, he suggested the 
Involvement of several new factors* Village fertility was 
shown to vary with the distance of the village from the 
nearest metropolitan community, the type of farming practiced 
in the area, the average monthly rental in the village, and 
the per cent of poor housing in the village. The last two 
factors were of major importance; th© first three were of 
moderate to limited importance* By holding each variable 
constant Duncan demonstrated that the socio-economic factors
John Belcher, "Fertility of Village Residents of Oklahoma,” Social Forces XXIV (1946), 328-631; and Otis 
Duncan, ’'Fertility of the Village Population in Pennsylvania," Social Forces XXVIII (1950), 304-309.
were at the baa# the original fertility variations by 
village si**#
While village studies? do not refer specifically to 
rural fans populations* they do* as an intermediate* con-* 
tribute to the understanding involved, of major importance 
are the socio-economic factors.
The above-cited studies carry sufficient insight to 
hypothesise the appearance of many of the differentials of 
fertility within the rural world. Thus* the factor of 
education can be expected to influence rural fertility vari- 
at ions. Humorous studies have identified an Inverse relation** 
ship between years of schooling completed and fertility per** 
formance. Primary distinction occurs between persons who 
have a high school and/or a college education* and those 
possessing a grade school education or less. Little differ­
ence occurs between persons with a high school education and
yathose having a college degree. *
Religious differences can also be expected. As Roman 
Catholic doctrine denies the use of contraceptives* the only 
reliable method of birth control* the fertility of its ad­
herents should and does exceed that of the memberships of 
other denominations. The religious differential is much
Rational Resources Committee* Problems of a 
Changing Population, p. 14b.
12
obscured by the other interrelated sooio-cultural factors# 
While its significance apart from other factors was demon** 
strated by ?T©teateinfs work*17 other studies indicate it is 
diminishing in importance#10
Nativity is shown to be a factor in the fertility of 
the urban, rural-non farm* and rural-farm populations# The 
foreign-bom population exhibits a greater fertility than the 
native-born population#1^ However, continued urban residence 
is associated with a decreased fertility on the part of the 
foreign b o m  and the differential tends to disappear.5̂
The final differential to be considered is that of race* 
Data pre erxtod by the National Resources Committee indicate 
that Negros have a higher fertility than whites*01 However
17 Prank W. Rotestein* "Class Differences in 
Fertility," The Annals of the American Academy of Political 
and Social Sciences ctXXXVTTT (i9Z6) pp.
I® A.J. Jaffe, "Religious Differentials in the Net 
Reproduction Hate,” American Journal of Statistics* XXXIV 
(1939), 335-342.
1® National Resources Committee* Population Stat­
istics# Urban Data, (Government Printing Offto e , " W asKTng ton, D*C*, 193^) p* 2l#
Samuel Stouffer, "Trends In Fertility of Catholics 
and non-Catholics," American Journal of 3oclology* XXXXI 
(1935), 153.
01 National Resources Committee, Problems of ja 
Changing Population* p# 123#
IS
this saao source indicates the fertility of Negro females 
in the North is insufficient for replacements a study by 
Beegle and Smith of Louisiana Negro and white fertility 
indicates that the greater fertility of the Negro ia a 
function of hla more rural environment#®® A a tudy by 
Thompson shows the Negro-white differential does not hold 
for northern and southern citiesf®® and a study by Notesteln 
shows that it does not appear in the East North Central oensus
diTlalon.84
While data and citations have been presented on the ex­
istent fertility differentials of rural and urban people* the 
probable eauses have not been considered* Behind established 
behavior patterns lie motivations* Largely probable but not 
verified motivations are offered by demographers* Many have 
assmsed that a basle reason for reduced urban fertility is 
the financial burden of rearing and training the young in 
urban areas* This is thought to be less restrictive In rural 
areas where the family raises a part or all of Its provisions 
and where the young of the family can contribute their 
energies more effectively and at an earlier date* Moreover* 
the farmer* as an entrepreneur* can extend his capacities
28 Beegle and Smith* op * cit.* p* 37*
23 Thompson* Ratio of Women to Children In the 
Whited States* 1920* pp# 141-145#
24 Frank Notesteln* ?lDifferential Fertility in the East North Central States*” Mllbank Memorial Fund Quarterly* XVI (1958)* pp» 173-191#
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while the urbanite as an employee can not* This factor* 
however* would not account for the rural-nonfarm dweller*
Within the urban world the procreating family* a at ten** 
tlone are more frequently drawn outside of the family 
eirele* Extra-familial activities are hampered by infants 
and young children* Seme demographers* therefore* propose 
that low urban fertility is the result* On the other hand* 
the farm family is more strongly bound to its habitat* Its 
members* energies are confined* The prevailing way of life 
of the entire rural community does not permit extensive 
non*familial activity* Therefore* children are not a social 
burden and restrictions on family also are less frequently 
practiced*
Finally* It is thought that as financial and social
conflict are minimized in the rural world as causes of re**
strioted fertility* the older values surrounding the family
•nd procreation are maintained* The unchallenged "Cake of
Custom* is accepted as right and it is followed through
either belief or convenience* The roles of the wife as
fecund and mother and the husband as virile and father pro-
26vail* An ultimate goal is producing and rearing a family*
25 For discussion of causes see Thompson* Population Problems* pp* 206-212* and T* Lynn Smith* Sociology of kurol CTfs (Third Edition* New Yorks Harper and Brothers*15SS) pp* 142^146*
IS
2b* areoth»*«a
The oit®d analyses of fertility permit the eon* 
struct Ion of tw® hypotheses to guide this study* The 
fertility experience of the farm people Is not uniform* 
Underlying socio-cul tur al differences basic to the various 
differentials of fertility are operative* In this complex!* 
ty of interrelationships diverse fertility patterns covering 
relatively homogeneous soeio-oultural groupings exist#
Demographers have shorn that rural people are more 
fertile than urban people* Therefore It is proposed that 
the more rural the farm people of South Carolina are the 
higher their fertility will be* Rurality is taken to mean 
an absence of urban contacts and the prevalence of an agri­
cultural economy* 3uch phenomena can be investigated by 
establishing indices of urbanity or rurality and associating 
them with recognized measures of fertility*
It is further proposed that within the rural world there 
is an inverse relationship between the prevailing socle* 
economic conditions of the rural-farm population and the 
population*s fertility performance* This relationship can be 
demonstrated by associating fertility with appropriate In­
dexes of socio-economic conditions such as farm value# farm 
income* and farm family level of living*
The Residential Concepts
An aerial view of the American society would show large
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dense elutwliip of humanity ringed toy i w c w  ilmtwinii 
gradually diminishing to isolated m U t o M M .  the • U w l y  
w U « t  material MtMpUstaittts of soeloty tueh as m d B i  
Milrotdt| wotlat sad telephone* telegraph, end oleotrla 
power lino* aoold indicate tho oomplioated Interdependence 
•ad c u m i n  of thii society* If thi atruoturo of social ro> 
Utlwahtpa were « U 1 U %  tho eeaplete interdependence would 
ho »«)■. ffoo tho nueleuo of tho family* widening eireles 
of ooolol tloo unito mom •• one* Systems of tho market* tho 
•tote* religion* education* and rooreatlon weave and combine 
in intoNkpodod patterns holding all of tho members of tho 
ooeioty together*8*
Tot* all non*a lives are not tho some* Dally aetlvities* 
life ohanaoo* and hopes and aspirations aro ao differentiated 
that aaMftai wayo of lifo appear aoparating off largo 
grouplaga of men* A generic dlff orontlot ion aoparatoa man 
an the oemblnod hoaia of voaldonoo and oeoupatlsn* Zn tho 
above aerial tin* tho largo oluatarings of humanity somber* 
lag around lnduatrlal and mercantile production and distrl* 
hot ion have boon termed oltloa and tho way of lifo of it* 
people* urbanlew* Tho area of isolated units oantaring 
around farming and allied pursuits is tensed tho country and 
lte way of lifo* rural! am*
®* This descriptive device la onlergod In Hobart KaoXver and Charles Pago* aoolatv (Hew York* Hhlnahort and Co.* Zna** 1®4P) p. lid*
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Bui does the one end and the other begin? From
the aerial view there la no sharp division at whleh the 
point ean be fixed* From Its point of highest oonoentratlon 
the city sprawls out* gradually diminishing* 0reater and 
greater distances separate residences and places of gather* 
lag* The only clue is the gradient of density extending 
from high to loo* In terms of government there Is a sharp 
dividing line containing the legal activity of the elty but 
beyond these stretch all of the other social relationships 
holding city and country together*
While the divisions are nebulous* there are* sociologi­
cally* several characteristics differentiating the elty and
country* Among numerous treatments* that by T* Lynn Smith
87is both concise and accurate* Wine variables are singled 
outs also* density* occupation* environment* social differ* 
cutletIon* social stratification* social mobility* social 
interaction* and social solidarity* The urban community has 
more members* and these live in greater proximity* As a 
result* there are a greater number of relationships* many of 
these are marginal acquaintanceships marked by anonymity* 
Greater formality must be observed both to conserve energy 
and to render order* And* the personality of the actor is 
submerged in the mass of faces of the normal day's contacts* 
The reverse holds true for the rural comaunlty*
87 T. Lynn Sm&tfr, Sociology o£ Rural Lifo.
pp* 18-37*
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Occupational diversity marks the urban community* In 
rural areas a common occupation prevails and with it similar 
problems9 expectations# and technical competence* The 
urbanite leaves his work at the end of the day* The ruralite 
lives in his perpetually! its demands on him are more intense 
and enduring*
The ruralite retains oontacts with the natural environ** 
ment-ellmate* weather* soil* topography* and growth » which 
are more or less effectively screened off for the urbanite by 
the physical accomplishments of the elty* The influence of 
this orientation is far-reaching*
Urbanism is marked by extreme social differentiation* 
Separate groupings are innumerable* In the course of a 
normal day9s activity the urbanite takes part in these group** 
Inga* each possessing special functions* rendering him needed 
services* With fewer contemporaries the ruralite belongs to 
fewer groups* each of whleh combines a number of functions*
In his separate groups he is much more likely to encounter 
familiar faces known to him from his other associations*
In the same fashion* social stratification is less marked 
in those rural communities characterized by family farms* 
Common memberships in different social groups prevents ex­
tensive stratifying* The more common mode of life prevents 
the appearance of separate interests and possessions which 
might serve as criteria of dissimilarity or encourage their 
appearance* It should be noted however that the agricultural
19
peculations of many societies are highly stratified*^ 
Extensive strut if lost ion is also found in the plantation 
area in the United States*^
Necessarily* social mobility is also lessened for the 
rural dweller* Fewer groups mean fewer opportunities for 
change of membership* and the absence of extensive strati** 
flection serves as a similar barrier to vertical mobility*
The type of soelal interaction also varies* Sice and 
complexity as previously mentioned prevent the complete 
emergence of personality in urban relationships* Standard 
institutionalised forma w e  needed to expedite action* In 
opposition to this secondary form of interaction* the rural** 
ite is accustomed to direct* face to face* personal contacts* 
Be "knows* the people he deals with* To him* they are not 
formalized actors with functional names) they are persons*
While considerations of these factors give a truer 
understanding of urbanism and ruralism* it does not provide
a clear* set boundary between the two* Bach of these is an
attribute characteristic of human sooiety* Simply* they are
29 For example see T* Lynn Smith* Brasil a People and (Baton Rouge* Louisiana* Louisiana state Uni** varsity Press * 1946)* Oh* 15*
89 T. J. Woof ter, Jr. efc. al„ Irfwilord j&d Tananfeon the Cotton, Plantation (Works Progress Administration fte- searoh Monograph V* Government Printing Office* Washington*
D* C.* 1936)*
p998t88td to ft groat or or lesser extent In seme &re&» of 
life tt«a In ethers* For purposes of explicit study some 
definitive boundary must be established* Such boundaries 
have been attempted by the Bureau of the Census* and these 
will be used in this study although attention is drawn to 
their summary treatment of the above factors* Specifically* 
sine* density* and occupation are considered by the Census 
Bureau*
Urban residence is defined as residence in* "(a) places 
of 2*500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities* boroughs* 
and villages* (b) incorporated towns of 2*500 persons or 
more***** (e) the densely settled urban fringe* including 
both incorporated and unincorporated areas around cities of 
50*000 or more and (d) unincorporated places of 2*500 in** 
habitants or more outside any urban fringe
Rural residence becomes residence in any other plaee*
It has been subdivided into rural-farm residence and rural** 
nenfarm residence* The rural-farm residence is residence 
•on farms without regard to occupation**^ A farm is any 
area of three acres or more on which crops or livestock are
30 Bureau of the Census* United states Census of Population8 1950* Volume XX* "Characteristics of the Fop* lat ion* *Fart 1 * United states Summary* Chapter B (0ovem~ sent Printing Bffice* Washington* D# 0«* 1952)* p« 6*
^ xbid** p* 7#
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grown for a sale of $150 or more* or any smaller piece of 
land from which erops or livestock are marketed for a mini-*
Rural-nonf arm residence Is any other rural residence*
It is In the main a catch-all category consisting of *isolat- 
ed oarfftn homes in the open country* villages and hamlets 
of fewer than 2*500 inhabit ants* and some fringe areas sur*»
££» ffqapwp js£ E.».y£U?-te
Fertility is the actual reproductive experience of a 
woman or a group of women in terms of the number of off-* 
spring produced* It is a partial realisation of fecundity* 
the biological capacity of a woman to reproduce*
A number of measures have been derived for the compari­
sons of the fertility of women ©r groups of women* They have 
been developed with reference to the available data on births* 
children* women* and deaths* However the following disousslon 
is limited to those measures which will illustrate the char- 
acterlsticsof a comprehensive measure of fertility* and which
mum of $150 per year*
rounding the smaller incorporated places*113®
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can be based upon census data alone* One such measure Is 
*the crude birth rate* This is a simple ratio of the total 
number of live births in a given time and area to the total 
population of the same time Interval placed on some arbi­
trary basis (generally per 1000)* This measure needs two 
sets of data: 1) the yearly number of births, 2) the total
population* Humber one can be obtained from Vital Statis­
tics reports published annually. Number two must be ob­
tained directly from the decennial census collected the 
first year of each decade and published by the Bureau of 
the Census*
The following is a sample computation of the crude 
birth rate for the South Carolina white population in 19 50*®4
Humber of births Y ,nnn . 30*755 Y , nnn _ 0„ aTotal population X 1 0  1,293,465 lOOQ 23*8
While this measure may be computed with ease, it has 
several drawbacks* Two separate sources of data must be 
available* Birth statistics for any part of the TInited 
States are not available before 1915, and all of the states 
were not included in Vital Statistics reports until 1933*
34 These and subsequent data used in illustrating 
the fertility measures come from: Bureau of the Census*,
United States Census of Population: 1950* Volume XI, "Ghar- acteristlcs of the Population, Part 4'0, South Carolina, 
Chapter B, (Government Printing Office, Washington, I)• C*, 
1952): and Public Health Service* Vital Statistics of the 
United States: 1950* Volume II* (Government Printing Ojfffce, Washington, D* C*, 1953)*
An official count of population is available only for tho
beginning y w  of each decade# Of special importance la
the unreliability of the measure itself# It fails to con*
alder important eharaoterletiea of the population# Women
are the production unit* and they must be in the fecund
period of their lives# Unbalanced populations containing
large numbers of men or of the aged or the young could have*
by this measure* the same measured fertility as a balanced
population* sex and age wise* although the women of the
5 5former are actually bearing more children per woman#
Other measures have been developed to avoid this error# 
Standardised birth rates may be computed# These rates hold 
constant any factor thought to exert an influence on the 
reproductive experience# By way of example * an age specific 
birth rate is the ratio of the number of live births caper- 
leneed by women of a particular age group placed on some 
arbitrary basis (generally per 1000)# This measure standard­
ises for age and sex#
The following is a sample computation of the age 
specific birth rate of the white women of South Carolina aged 
15-19 for 1950#
59 Per a critique of the crude birth rate* see T# Lynn smith* Population Analyjia ( New fork* McGraw-Hill Bode Co#* 1948)* p# 194#
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Number of children born 
to South Carolina white
F ^ g r ^ M ^ C a r o T r ^ - x 1000 * * 1q3 s a5‘4
white women aged 15*19
In the employment or this measure, a aet of standard­
ised rates must be computed for all age groups in the fecund 
period* Suoh a set is frequently called a fertility schedule. 
The following is a sample computation of the fertility sched­
ule for the whit© women of South Carolina for 1950,
(1)Age Number of women Number of births Age Specific ____________________________________________ Birth Rates
15-19 54,654 ' 4,660 86.4
20-24 54,784 10,145 185.2
25-29 57,585 8,223 142.830-34 51,061 4,639 90.8
35-39 48,227 2,340 48.5
40-44 41.347_______________636_____________15.4
Such a schedule is an accurate, insightful measure of 
fertility performance, however, it is awkward to present and 
interpret, and its control of the difference of age and sex 
Is lost in its umrieldlness*
A measure has been developed which eliminates the need 
for the two sources of data while it retains the controls 
on age and sex* This is the effective fertility ratio, a 
ratio of the total number of children 0 through 4 years of 
age to the total number of women aged 15 through 44 years 
for the same area and time placed on some arbitrary basis 
(generally per 1000). The age span 15 through 44 years is 
conventionally accepted as the childbearing period* Smith,
la a tabular demonstration of the computation of standardis­
ed birth rates fop the United States and urban and rural 
populations* shows extremely low fertility experience for
the age groupings through 10-14 years and 45 through 54 
56years#
The following Is a sample computation of the effective 
fertility ratio for the shite women of South Carolina for 
1950#
Humber of children
I u B w T o F  x 10 * !§$?§§§ X l0* * 808,0 z women 15—44
The data for this measure may be obtained entirely 
from the Census# The measure standardises for age and sex 
and the data are available for a variety of areas* The 
term effective is appropriate as the data are already stand­
ardised for experienced mortality* It has the advantage of 
easy computation* It has# however# the major limitation 
that the data for its calculation is available only for the 
years in which the census Is taken#
The Pate
The two souroes of data necessary for the described 
fertility measures are available immediately* Both are pro-
Ibid.. Table 21, p. 1B6
vlded by the united states Government# The Bureau of the 
Census provides compiled data on the total population deeen- 
ially# This oenaus is accepted legally as an accurate count 
for the first day of April of the beginning year of each 
deesdo# It is a do jure census* that is* it refers each 
counted person to his normal or usual residence regardless 
of his location at the time of the count# The census has 
been continuous since 1790#
Sufficient refinements of the population by social and 
economic characteristics are present to mate possible a de­
tailed study of fertility# Census information has been 
shown to be highly reliable# Studies of the accuracy of the 
1950 census indicate an underestimation of X#4 per cent of 
the population# This under enumeration was greatest in 
the rural areas and consequently in the South# Under 
registration is highest in the age group under five years* 
where It is estimated to be 4#8 per cent#^ Incorrect 
enumeration by sex is thought to be negligible and is not 
estimated# These errors are not sufficient to preclude the 
use of the data#
w  Bur.suat ths Census, Pnl^gd I figMM M  „Population! 195Q# # Volume II* Part 1* Chapter &9 p# 92#
P*
59 Ibid.. p. 20.
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Tli# aMoad source of data# published by the Public 
Health Service* consists of vital statistics# registrations 
of births and deaths* These data are first collected by 
local government units and are then compiled and published 
by the Bureau of the Census* Complete records for the 
United states are net available before 1935* The data are 
conceded to be less reliable than those of the Census*
n e  i m a f  sisSt
The rural people of the state of South Carolina were 
selected for the study* The author was employed at a South 
Carolina institution* and he felt additional Insights on the 
questions Involved could be obtained from his colleagues*
In addition* his selection of this area gave him a sense of 
personal involvement *
The selection of a state as the area of analysis pre­
sented a perimeter of suitable also* yet not too large for 
one individual wl th limited facilities to undertake * The 
total population in 1950 of 2*117*027 was located in the 
State9s 46 counties* The latter is the unit of analysis in 
the study* and 46 is a large enough number of units to per­
mit the use of correlations to test the strength of relation*
40ships found to exist*
49 Thorn—  KoComlck, pgfflontigg SoclaJ. Sfc*fcl»tlea (ffew Tories McGraw-Hill Book Co** Inc#, 1941)* p* 182*
The population is distributed so that sufficient 
numbers are present in all of the categories pertinent to 
the study* The population is nearly equally divided be«* 
tween urban* rural-nonfarm* and rural«*farm residences*
There are 777*981 urban people composing 36*7 percent of 
the total population* 696*459 rural-nonfarm people equal** 
ling 90*9 per oent of the total population and 700*611 
rml-fftra people composing 95*1 per oent of the total 
population* Therefore* none of the residential groupings 
is spurious*
Sufficient divergence in urban alse is also found*
There are three metropolitan communities - Greenville* 
Charleston* and Columbia* Their respective populations 
are 168*152 people* 164*856 people* and 148*668 people* There 
are two other good sized urban communities «• Spartanburg 
with 96*795 people and Reek Hill with 24*508 people* There 
are 78 other urban places* ^  Therefore* there should be 
sufficient play between urban and rural forces*
In the same fashion South Carolina* a rural population 
Is of adequate else for the study* By 1950 census figures
42 Jbjtd** Tables 10 and 11*
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Carolina la the eighth moat rural state in the union**9
The state has teen subdivided on a county basis into 
types of farming areas by experiment station specialists at
the entire agricultural orientation of the state is towards 
the production of cotton* there are significant specializa­
tion areas* These include a tobacco area* an orchard area* 
a truck-farming area* and poultry-farming area* There should 
be* therefore* considerable variation in farm economy and 
social organisation*
The report cited above also demonstrates the absence
of cultural Islands of a nationality or religious basis
which might bias the areal analysis* While place names
mark the original location of such groupings* their current
45import is negligible*
*9 South Carolina is exceeded in rurality only by the following statesf North Dakota (73*4 per cent)* Miss­issippi (72*1 per cent)* Arkansas (67*0 per cent)* South Dakota (66*3 per cent)* North Carolina (66*3 per cent)* West Virginia (65*4 percent)* and Vermont (63*6 per cent)* Itis almost equalled by Kentucky with 63*2 per cent*
daemon College*** There are six such farming areas* While
> L* Fulmer* jftrag g£ gaaw|ag & 8Ein South Carolina* South Carolina Agricult' ;a€lon* Bulletin 310* damson* South Carolli
** J* « Types ;rlculturallina*1937*
4® Tbld.. Plgur* 12, p. 19.
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Preliminary scanning of 1930 Census data on the Socio­
economic characteristics of the rural-farm population bear 
out the belief in sufficient variability for the proposed 
study*
At the same time* South Carolina’s population offers 
considerable homogeneity in several characteristics associ­
ated with fertility variability* Such homogeneity In this 
ease will be considered as rendering these factors constant* 
and tabular analysis will give them no consideration*
Religiously* the state is predominantly Protestant* and 
within this it is largely Baptist and Methodist* In 1936 
approximately 97*7 per oent of the State’s religiously-organiz­
ed population was Protestant* 1*6 per oent was Roman Catholic*
and 0*7 per oent was classified as belonging to other 
46religions* Of the Protestants 401*170 or 66 per oent were 
Baptist and 174*005 or 25 per oent were Methodists* It must 
be recognized that these proportions were only those persons 
offielally listed upon church roles or reglsterles* While 
figures for 1936 were the most recent available* the organis­
ed traditional strengths of the prevailing religions can be 
safely presumed to be retained and the proportional strengths
46 Bureau of tho Census, United States Census of Hoit<ri«n« Bodies 8 1986, Volume 1 (Government Printing Office, Washington, t>. C., 1941), Table 29. There were 693,694 Protestants, 11,643 Catholics, and 4,926 others*
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of the bodies constant#47
The population is almost entirely native-born# The 
prevailing ancestry is Seoteh-Irish# German# and French# 
Theme ansesteries are of such ancient origin that little 
remains but family names# place names# and Celtic-tfordi© 
physical features#4** In 1950# of a total population of 
1*150*867 people 21 years of age and over# only 6*958 
people or 0*6 per eent were born In a foreign country# Of 
these the majority# 1*850 people* or 86*5 per eent* were 
resident in the metropolitan area of Charleston# the sea 
port# Of the original 5*958 people* only 598 or 8#6 per
iAeent are rural-farm residents#
There Is also industrial homogeneity# With the eat- 
eeption of Charleston# the urban communities are eentered 
around the manufaeture of textiles* In 1947* 70 per eent 
of the total value created In the process of manufacture
47 G* Croft Williams* A gocl South Carolina (Columbia* South Caro South Carolina Frees# 1946)* pp# 20-21*
48 Edward MoCrady, Thg S&0&8S1J&th* Roy^Ggrarmioni Tl#r To*kt IE* MaoMillanCo.,
Pcpulatloni 1950, Velua* II, Part 40, Chapter B, Table 17,
u s£Xlnat University 63:
m
sciwas In twtilei* Induction runs the entire gamut from 
tho spinning of the thread to the finished material includ­
ing its conversion to clothing and household articles*
In terms of employed persons this homogeneity also 
exists* Out of a total labor force of 210*799 persons en­
gaged In manufacturing* 131*447 persons produce textile mill 
products and another 9*919 persons produce apparel and other 
fabricated textile products*8* The last two figures consti­
tute 67*1 per cent of the total number of persons engaged in 
manufacturing*
In terns of the characteristics associated with vari­
able fertility performance* there are important differences 
and similarities between the populations of South Carolina 
and the United States* These will be reviewed as it is pre­
sumed that insights gained from this study will be applicable 
to other population groupings*
80 Bureau of the Census* United States Census of Manufacturesi 1947* Volume III \Government Printing Office* Washington*D* C** I960)* Table 3* p* 535* Value added is the remainder of the value of shipments minus cost of mater­ials* supplies* containers* transport* and contract work* In that it approximates the values created In the process of manufacture* value added provides the most satisfactory measure of the relative economic importance of given indus­tries available in the Census jgf Manufactures* Volume XXI*
P* 13*
Bureau of the Census* United States Census of Populations 1930* Volume II* Part 40* Chapter B* Table 30*
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Table VII below* shows the age end sea distribution of 
population for the united States and South Carolina* South 
Carolina has a younger population* For whites* Negroes* 
aales* and females* the proportions of population appearing 
In the age groupings under 10* and 10 through 10 years are 
larger than those of the united States population#®®
For South Carolina whites* the per eent of persons aged 
SO through 44 is nearly the same as the nation* South Carolina 
Negros* however* appear to a lesser extent than is true for 
the nation* Such a break may indicate considerable out ml~ 
gratlon by Negroes* From the age 45 onward South Carolina's 
proportions in all the classes are smaller than those of the 
Nation's population# However# in the age group 65 and over 
South Carolina's Negroes are nearly proportionally equal to 
United States Negroes*
The sex ratio for the white United States' population 
is 99*0* the same as South Carolina's* In the age grouping 
20 through 44# the white United states' sex ratio is lower* 
being 97*0f South Carolina shows much less of a decline with 
a 98*6 sex ratio* The suggested explanations for these ex* 
cesses in females is r. decline in immigration Which Is male 
selective and the superior longevity of women* The more even 
sex ratio In South Carolina may be explained perhaps by the
$2 The census classification is "non-white*" As almost all non-whites in South Carolina are Negroes* the latter term is used*
Table VII: Far Cant Distribution of Population by Ago# Sax* and Raca# Unitad States and 
South Carolina!
Location and Ihite Vsn-Whlt*Ago Male Per Female Per Hale Per Female PerGent oent eent eent
united Stats*!Under 1 1599645 Sal 1341092 2.0 203798 2.6 203728 2.51 - 9 11759696 17.5 11280645 16.6 1588895 20.6 1587074 19.710 - 19 9650560 14.5 9594689 13.8 1341581 17.4 1569436 17*020-44 94969569 57.9 25746516 38.0 2828338 36.7 3154031 39.245-64 14016586 20.9 14056545 20.7 1306319 17.0 1277805 15.965 and over 5560556 8.0 6013351 8.9 456638 5.7 459219 5.7All ages 67129199 67819856 7704047 8051286
South Caro­ S
lina®Under 1 15056 2.5 14317 2.2 11849 3.0 12200 8.91 — 9 151855 20.4 195749 19.4 106394 26.7 106275 24.910-19 115837 17.7 110390 17.0 90646 92.7 91702 21.590-44 949516 58.9 953004 38.9 129504 30.9 141170 33.145-64 100455 15.6 106065 16.5 46371 11.6 52737 12*365 and over 32916 5.1 40515 6.9 19203 5.2 99571 5.3All ages 645575 tmmmm 649858 aooMMP 396964 426655
Washington, 1952,. (ftispter 6, ¥aKta $57
Volume II, Part I,
2m Bureau of the Census, United states Census of Population: 1950, Volume II, Fart XXXX, 
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Table 15,
3# The census classification is non-white, but in South Carolina this is virtually 
Identical to Negro«
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« o m  Intensive out-migration of females than males* The 
Negro sex ratio for the United States is 95*7 while in 
South Carolina It is 93*0* The ratios at the age grouping 
SO through 44 are 89*7 and 86*8* respectively* In both 
eases the reduotIon is attributed to the greater longevity 
of women and to the male selectivity of long distance 
northern and western migration*
Prom these eharacteristics certain implications be­
come evident about fertility performances* In south 
Carolina both white and Negro populations are younger# and 
the white sex ratio is mere evenly balanced* The latter 
factor presents a greater potential of marriage* The former 
places a larger proportion of families In the earlier years 
of marriage in which the potentials for having children are 
greater* Prom this# higher fertility rates can be presumed* 
In actuality# the variation in fertility between the Souths 
east end the nation* resulting from variation in age has 
beam shown to account for only a small proportion of the 
higher fertility performance in the Southeast*®^
Xt is apparent that the racial composition within South 
Carolina is divergent from that of the nation* In South
53 Rup8rt Y«M», mamuaafti am*North Carolina) The University of worth Carolina Frees* 1945)* Figure 76* pp* 101-108*
Carolina 61*1 per cent of the population are white while 
In the Chited States population the whites constitute 
39*5 per cent of the population* Distinctive social and 
economic characteristics separate whites and Negroes* It 
Is* therefore* laqpertant to separate the races and to dls~ 
cues the white race's characteristics apart*
The residential distributions of the South Carolina 
and United States populations are significantly different*
As earlier reported* South Carolina is the eighth most 
rural state in the nation* Of the total population of 
£*117*087} 56*7 per cent are urban* 30*8 per cent are 
rural~nonfarm* and 53*1 per cent are rural«*fara* The Negro 
and white populations of the state are not homogeneous*
The white population's residential distribution Is 41*9 per 
cent urban* 33*5 per cent rural-nonfarm* and 35*5 per cent 
rural-farsu The corresponding percentages for the Negro 
population are 23*6*. 36*4* and 45*0* As the per cent of 
whites in the total population of the state Is 61*1* the 
bulk of the urban population is white* while the Negroes 
are primarily rural*
In contrast* the residential distribution for the 
whites of the United States population Is 64*3 per cent 
urban* 21*1 per cent rural—no nfarm* and 14*6 per cent rural-* 
farm* For the non**whltes the percentages are respectively 
61*6* 17*3* and 31*2* The South Carolina white population 
is much less urban than the United States white population*
Table VIII: Racial, Occupational, Financial, Educational, National, and Religious Diatrt 




Per cent Rural-nonfarm Per cent Rural-fam Per cent
United States 
Race
White 87014507 64*3 28470339 21,1 19715254 14.6
Negro 9734567 61,6 2710986 17.2 3333096 21.2Industrial group 
Agriculture 440850 2.2 901741 17.4 5195424 82.6Manufacturing 11304038 56.6 2524644 48.5 747010 11,9Wholesale and 
retail 8425318 41,8 1775613 34.1 346638 5,5
Population over 21, 
foreign boro 8440960 83.8 1088220 10.8 544006 5,4Median years 
schooling persons over 21 10,2 8.8 8.4Median Income In 
dollars 2970 ---- 2186 1567
South Carolina^ 
Race White 542262 41.9 420754 32.5 350389 25.5Negro 235659 28.6 217741 26.4 370222 45,0
Table VIII (continued)t Racial# Occupational, Financial# Educational* National* and Re­ligious Distribution of the Population by Residence# United 
States and South Carolina1*2
area and 
characteristics Urban ResidencePer cent Rural-nonfarm Per oent Rural-farm Per cent
Industrial group 
agriculture 1938 1,5 7660 7.5 60701 68,7Manufacturing 79833 59,9 70880 68.5 23821 23.5Wholesale and 
retail 51510 38,6 24714 24.0 7956 7.8Population over 21* 
foreign born 4950 71,2 1415 20.9 593 8.5Median years 
schooling persons over 21 10,3 8.4 7.9 mmmmMedian income in 
dollars 2587 2343 -------- 1492
1, Bureau of ike Census* T^ted ŝ afees G$mm of Population* IMd. Volume IX* Part I 
Washington* 1952, Chapter B* Tables 34# 41* 44* 55* and 57,
8, Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Populations 1950* Volume II. Part 40. Washington* 1952, Chapter B, Tables l5,17*7mtl5&7..
5* With the exception of the racial classification the figures for South Carolina are for the White population alone.
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much m m  rural-nonfann* and much more rural-farau How*- 
W W |  the classification la ?&gu«f Front gener­
al experience# it may ba pointed out that South Carolina's 
rural-nonfarm population is largely a Tillage and hamlet 
papulation rather than a metropolitan and urban fringe popu­
lation*
Once again no complete generalisation can be made about
this variation* Rupert Vans a demonstrated that while rural-
ity explains a portion of the Southeast*a superior fertility
5 4it does not offer a basic explanation*
The basio nature of the prevailing economy of the two 
populations can be examined by surveying the numbers of 
persons employed In agriculture* Industry* and wholesale 
and retail trade* Certain basic differences are observed 
between the economic patterns of the two populations* For 
the total United States 6*538*015 persons constituting 90*6 
per cent of the total are employ*d in agriculture* Another 
14*575*690 persons or 46*1 per cent are employed in manu­
facturing businesses* Finally* 10*547*569 persons or 33*3 
per cent are employed in the wholesale and retail trades*
In contrast to these* out of South Carolina* s total of 
557*413 persons employed in these same areas* 79*099 persons 
or 25*5 per cent are employed in agriculture# Another 
173*934 persons or 51*5 per cent are employed in manufactu­
ring* while 84*180 personM or 24*9 per cent are employed in
54 Xbld** Figure 76* pp. 101-102*
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wholesale and rat ail tradaa * Therefore# South Carolina 
exceeds by 8*9 paraantaga points in agricultural employ- 
aaat and by 5*5 points in manufacturing* The United states 
population exceeds South Carolina's in employment in whole­
sale and retail trades by 8*4 points# It would appear that 
there is a greater polarity of both urban and rural employ­
ment in South Carolina# It may be that rural-urban fertil­
ity differences discovered in South Carolina will be modi­
fied when applied to the nation as a whole#
The nativity of South Carolina's population can be con­
trasted to that of the nation* In South Carolina 0#6 per 
cent of the population 81 years of age and over Is foreign- 
bora# Of these# 71*8 per eent are urban* Only 8*5 per cent 
are rural-farm residents# In contrast# the United States 
population contains 10*075*186 foreign-born persons of 21 
years of age or over who constitute 6*7 per eent of the pop­
ulation* Of this number* 8*440*960 or 83*8 per oent are 
urban residents* Only 544*006 persons or 5*4 per eent of 
the total are rural-farm residents# Nativity is less of an 
over all factor In South Carolina than in the nation* but a 
proportionally larger factor in the rural-farm population#
In all eases the proportions Involved In the rural areas are 
too small to be of any consequence except In small areas of 
known ethnic nature#
In terms of median years of formal schooling attained 
by the adult members of the population 25 years of age and
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ever* the white populations or the Unite! States an! South 
Carolina are similar* The white rural-farm population of 
South Carolina has 7*9 median years of schooling as compared 
to 8*4 for the equivalent United States grouping* The whan 
populations are Identical with 10*9 median years for the 
Uhited states and 10*5 years for South Carolina* The social 
significance of one half year of schooling occurring midway 
in the junior high school program is unknown* Xt can be 
tentatively assumed as lnsignlfloant• Fertility breakdowns 
distinguish between convenient grade school and high school 
levels of attainment* The above figures are intermediate 
and really too all-embracing to provide grounds for assump­
tions*
In toms of money income* about #100 difference Is 
found between the white urban and the white rural populations 
of the Uhited States and South Carolina with the United 
States being larger* The sum is not great and must be con­
sidered in terms of divergent economic demands of the nat­
ural and soeio-cultural environments of the two populations* 
Of more important consideration for fertility variation 
would be the range of incomes and the proportional strengths 
of areas of this range*
In review the population characteristics of the United 
States and South Carolina show both basic differences and 
similarities* The South Carolina population contains a
larger percentage of ea who are in turn* predominantly
/ *f - 1 ‘f-KAi, ; 'T\' -■> - i
\  J r  !
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rural m l d n U *  FuwUamtil «Mltl and eeonomle differences 
41rt»t« tbs tspsnts MnaldswtlM of whites and Kegroes*
■ith rsgtrd to tbs Alts population* south Oap^Uns Is young* 
or sbS ito ooxos o«« asm evenly balansed numerically* South 
Gs n IIm  lo o s n  rural* hawing nearly twioe tho proportion of 
fortMsfa residents m  doss the tbaited States* In tho pot* 
tons of tho ooommst • greater proportion of south Oarollnl ana 
a w  employed la agriculture and In awsufooturlng than Is* 
tns for tho tdtod states* (hi an average South Carolinians 
s m  UOO looa than tho national population* Urban south 
Corollalono oro ao m i l  educated la torao of yoaro of fensl 
schooling ao tho urban national population* but mWl«#HMi 
ototo rooldoato have m o  half yaar looo education* Finally 
South Carolinians ao o vbsls aro sraro frequently native-born*
Baolo unit of state
9 w  smallest unit of classification of tho rural-fam 
and rural-uonfana populations published by ths Bureau of tho 
Conouo la tho oounty* This* therefore* booontoa tho baelo 
unit of analysla in this study*
Cortala limitations of the study aro inherent la Ito use* 
tho county lo tho next oaallost political unit to tho ototo* 
la South Carolina* there aro 46 counties. Their average 
siso la 475 square miles* and their average population Is 
40*098 people* it becomes ncoessary to oonslder their popu­
lations as being homogeneous* Of eeuroo this la not neeessari-
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ly tHd# Char ao ter I at lo 8 attributed to the oounty at largo 
m y  really characterise only a segment of It although a 
neeeas&rily important segment* By way of example* a oounty 
bordering the Piedmont and Coastal Plain farming areas may 
hare a split farming population* By dominant practice It 
may be classified as one or the other} realistically* it has 
no homogeneous nature*
Squally important* social and economic influences of 
contiguous areas are not barred by county lines* Segments 
of a county’s population may be Influenced more deeply by 
the characteristics of contiguous populations than by the 
dominant characteristics of their own county* For example* 
county A may be characterised by a high degree of rurallty 
while a neighboring county B* is highly urban* B*a urban­
ity is due to a large city located near the border of County 
A* The people of County A residing near B*s city will be 
influenced by it* but this influence will not be accounted 
for In their county’s characteristics*
The limitations can not be directly accounted for in 
the analysis* They can be kept in mind only and subjective 
evaluations of their influence must be made as the analysis 
of the data warrants*
ffqWflg
The reproductive performance of the people of a society 
Is not uniform* A basic variable is residence# The far til-
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ity of rural people exceeds that of urban people* The main- 
tenanee and growth of large towns and cities is dependent 
upon the excessive reproduo11 on of the rural people and 
their continued unbanward migration*
It is not correct to presuppose uniform fertility with­
in the rural population* Studies show variations in rural 
fertility which are related to social and economic factors* 
Continued study of these variables is advisable for two 
reasonst
X* More complete demographic understanding*
XX* Potential training and channeling of future excess 
rural population for urban life and use*
The people of South Carolina are taken for study pur­
poses ass
X* About one third of the state’s population la rural- 
farm*
XX* There are significant urban clusterings*
XXX* The population Is relatively homogeneous as regards 
other fertility variables*
This study undertakes the further analysis of the relat­
ionship between urbanisation and the soeio-economic condition 
of the white rural-farm people and their fertility performance*
CHAPTER TWO
THE INFLUENCE OF URBANISM UPON THE FERTILITY OF THE 
WHITE RURAL-FAHM POPULATION
Urbanism
In a previous section of Chapter I the urban and 
rural communities were distIngulshed*^ it was shown that 
no clear, definite boundary could be established between 
the two} that each existed at opposite ends of a gradient 
of social relationships* The difference in life prospects 
and behavior was a matter of degree rather than of kind*
Pasle distinctions were made in terms of size and 
density of population, prevailing occupation, extent of 
exposure to the natural environment, the social processes—  
differentiation, stratification. Interaction, and mobility** 
and social solidarity.
These factors have combined to form a prevailing way 
of life for the urbanite termed urbanism. Urban soolal 
relationships feature greater complexity and differentia* 
tlon which In turn foster standardised, secondary interaction 
and formal controlling devices, Si2e and differcntiation 
lead to greater tolerance and anonimity, Complex different* 
iation requires voluntary association, and the size of the 
group and the marginal membership in groups require formal,




The National Resources Committee has outlined some of
3the attributes of the urban community* Demographic ally 
the urban conmnmity is set off from the rural community*
Its age structure features a dearth of young and aged per- 
sons and an excess of persons in the productive span of 
life* ages 30 through 65* Urban residence is also sex 
selective* This however Is a more generalised phenomenon 
and is dependent upon the dominant economic activity of the 
particular city* For example heavy industry towns show an 
exeess of males*
Similarly the first and usually the permanent residence 
of the foreign-born Is the city* Major cities that are 
recipients of the immigrants are characterised by ethnic 
residential areas where the practiced ways of life are 
sharply divergent from those of the remainder of the city*
As previously reported the populace of the urban commun­
ity does not reproduce Itself* Maintained size or continued 
growth are products of excessive rural fertility* here and
4previously in Europe* and a prevailingly urbanward migration*
® For an elaborate discussion see K* Davis* Human Society (New York* The MacMillan Go** 1949)* pp* 389-5557
* Rational Rssoursss Cwwlttoo, Our Cltlsat TOi.olr Bolo In tho Rational Economy (Government Printing ofrle*, Washington* D* C** *937)* pp* 7—84*
* Soe this study pp* 1-8.
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Suicide lc associated with urban life* There la a 
direct relationship between Increases in suicide and In­
creases In the alee of the urban community* rate of urban 
growth* and per eent of aged and males In the population* 
This has been shown to be related to the secondary structure 
of the urban social relationships which feature normless- 
ness and social distance*5
Family life Is diminishing in the urban community* A 
higher percentage of persons remain single and family else 
is more severely restricted* Conditions of living and 
working are not conducive to family life* Children repre­
sent increasing financial burdens* and adults have less 
direct control over the economic potentialities of the 
faally.6
Public health is better maintained in the city* med­
ical services* hospitals* clinics* laboratories* doctors* 
nurses* and technicians are concentrated there*7 Per 
capita expenditures for public health facilities are twice
5 Beil Durkheim* Le Suicide* Etude de Socloloala* (Paris* Francet Alcan pie m  a S r a u A ^ dls,tAtm in Process (New York? McGraw-Hill Book Co** Inc**1948)* Table and text pp* 119-113*g National Resources Committee* Our Cities* pp* 7-8 and Stuart A* Queen and David B* Carpenter* The Amerioan City (New Yoxis McGraw-Hill Book Co** Inc** ITOil* Tables Sl*52* end 53 and Text* pp* 261-963*
7 By way of example see Bomer L* Hitt and Alvin L* Bertrand* Socla£ Apjaeptg ©£ Hpggltjq £larni^ i n LQuialana* (Louisiana Study Series* Number 1* Louisiana Agricultural Experiment station* Baton Rouge* Louisiana* 1947)*
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thooo tf th# vumI a m t i  la u» m m  fashion prlvofco
fMttitlM and o p M A t t w r M  arm g m t a r .  Buts opldoulao*
fUfMi tMlflO) and Industrial aoeldanta arm also anrm
Anvuaft* And* a largo proportion of tho urban population
rooidoo in oubotandard homing in oongootod aroaa of tho
olty not thought to bo ooagpatlablo with good hoalth* Doo*
plto and booauao of thooo faotora urban fortuity to loaa
offootively uood than rural fertility in u  atueh ao thonrural*fara population has a groator longevity* Rural la*
font nortality rotoa aro loaa than urban Infant mortality
ratoo* although only slightly so* In tho United Statoo aa
a wtaolo, eltloa of 100*000 or moro population have lowor
aiafanl sopitllty rtiM than daw tha rural
Doa^fttlwl variability la aa aaaantlal aharaetar* 
latla of tha city* Xhara la a dirate relationahlp batwaan 
tha proportion of professional worieon to all employed and 
tha alaa af tha urban ooanmlty* There la an inverse 
latlenahlp batvaan proportion of self employed and urban 
alaa* tha writing apan of tha urban worker la ahortar than 
tha rural natter# Xnooaea ara higher but ao ara living 
easts# Living aanditiona ara ganarally thought to ba hlghar 
la tha urban ao— mmlty although 00 par seat of all urban 
dwelling* laak hat and oold running water* 1ft par aant hava
9 Louie X* Dublin# A* J« Lotka* and M« Speigleman* Laarth af Llf a (Revised Edition* How Terfel Tha Ronald Pressi labia flOf p«
^ Ibid#* Table 00# p* 70#
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no inside toilets# end 20 per cent have neither showers 
nor bathtubs*
the attempt has been to consider essential elements
of the crowd and the press# the ambition of the people#
and the economic complexity and inelasticity or urban life*
Such a life finds little use or place for children* As
stated by Thompson*
The city as organised today is primarily a work and recreation place for the various adults*It Is net organised to care for child life*
Children are not of the essence of the city* The 
things done for them are afterthoughts and gen*erally they are very badly done*10
Similar to public health* the educational facilities 
of the urban community exceed those of the rural community* 
School buildings* physical equipment* teaching and admlnl* 
strstive personnel* programs and courses* and access to 
other educational agencies and media predominate in the 
urban community* Also the college and the university are 
generally found in the urban setting* The specialised 
schools# as those for defectives# are more common In the 
urban community* However* it is possible that student* 
teacher relationships are better developed In the rural 
areas where school size is minimized and where the teacher 
is better known in the community* The inference here is 
wide acquaintanceship with varying cultural ways Including
^  Population Problems (third edition; Hew York; 
McGraw-Hill Book company* 1942)* p* 210*
ao
tli* desirability* patterns* and techniques of birth con­
trol*
Recreational facilities are urban centered where they 
can draw upon larger masses of potential customers* The 
nea-eeamerelal cultural programs are also urban centered 
for the asm reason* All types of voluntary organisations 
except those dealing specifically with agriculture are 
grouped in the urban community* They cater more to indivi­
duals than to family groups and more to adults than to 
children* and thereby encourage consideration of family 
planning and limitation*
Following Maelver’s analysis the contrasts between
urban and rural life can be drawn together in several basic 
11points# Rural life stresses a semi-isolated family life 
centering around agricultural activity* which is in itself 
a number of separate techniques and skills* and stressing 
a simple* uniform level and style of living* Rural solid­
arity is effected by sameness and common interests and 
soelal control is exercised largely in terms of personal 
family relationships* Urban life emphasises specialisation 
and competition between and among specialists* Yhese en- 
hanee the prospects of soolal mobility and require formal!*-
Yorks Hi
Rob.rt Maclv»r and Chariaa Paga.Sgolaty (Naw and Co*# Inc*# 1£49)# pp* 316-329*
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«d| s«eondai7  control# Specialisation la carried to the 
extent that there are numerous *ways of life* within the 
*urban way of life11* The resulting personality differences 
between urbanites and ruralites is illustrated In the for* 
ner*a absence of community sentiment and **we feeling1*#
Xn suaaaary the urban communityf
stands In contrast to the country side with Its fans of accentuation# Intensification# or soph* isticatlon# The difference in the last resort is one of contrasting types of social organise* tlon# of the nature# kind# and number of social relationships to which the members of the two groups are exposed# 12
With respect to fertility urban life deemphaalses 
children and family life in favor of the individual and a 
tremendous variety of social activity# The urban oonmu* 
nity represents small families and low fertility#
urban Dominance
Early ecological studies of the community have empha*
si sad the dominant position of the urban community In
general and the metropolitan community in particular over
the entire society# McKenzie# in his works# writes t
By reducing the scale of local distance# the motor vehicle extended the horizon of the eouKimlty and Introduced a territorial division of labor among local institutions and neighbor* ing centers which Is unique in the history of settlement# The large center has been able to extend the radius of its influence| its popula*
12 P. 329
m
tlon* and many of its institutions* freed from the dominance of rail transportation* hare be- oome widely dispersed throughout the surround* ing territory# Moreover* formerly Independent towns and villages and also rural territory have beeeme part of this enlarged city complex# This new type of super community organised around a dominant focal point and comprising a multitude of differentiated centers of activity differs from the metropolltanlsm established by rail transportation In the complexity of Its in­stitutional division of labor and the mobility of the population# Its territorial scope is de­fined in terms of motor transportation and com­petition with other regions# Her is this new type of metropolitan community confined to the large cities# It has become the communal unit of local relations throughout the entire nation#1®
The tremendous spurt of urban growth is relatively 
recent* being traced largely from the 18th century# Its 
bases are the Agricultural Bevolutlens and the Industrial 
Revolution# The former embraces the introduction of science 
to agriculture in the improvement of animals* plants* and 
farming practices and the replacement of a peasant* sub­
sistence farming economy by a capitalistic* exploitative 
farm economy#^* These innovations liberated masses of 
farm people for employment in urban commerce and Industry 
and provided sufficient increases in food for all of the 
peoples gathered into urban communities#
(Hew Yop
Harry 'E. Barn**, An Eoonpwlo Matorr *£
, Hareourt,Braoo and Company, i.942), pp# 
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The Industrial Revolution provided the tremendous 
energy possibilities of water and steam* More and more 
elaborate machinery# sourees of mechanical power# and 
numbers of personnel required to operate the machines led 
to larger and larger concentrations of people# At the 
same time science and industry provided the health and 
sanitation and the transportation and eommuni c at Ion facil­
ities required for large scale urban life# In this mann­
er the modern urban community appears*^®
The passing of time shews more and more ties binding 
the rural community to the urban* Sach new technique of 
transportation and communication destroys the barriers of 
distance and prevents soolal Isolation* All of the media 
of mass communication are centered in the urban eoamxuniby# 
particularly in the metropolis# and continually stress in 
stereotype the prevailing urban °way of llfe*”^  The city 
thus dominates the tastes of the society and instigates 
both fashion and fad* It is the source of the non-agricult* 
ural Interest groups which are attractive to the rurallte 
and in which he attempts to participate#
Ibid** pp* 499—505*
Bernard Berlson and P* Salter# ^Majority and Minority Americana; An Analysis of Magaslne Fiction #"
3*gfessg 1% 0 *Bri<inet, al.,Mew TowsHaughton Mifflin Co*# 1951)# pp. 854-S61#
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Maclver summarises urban dominance!
Tha city has tha prestige of power and wealth and specialised knowledge# It holds the key to finance# It is the market to which the rurelite must turn to buy and sell and borrow# Its people habituated to many contacts# have the advantage# When city and country meet# of being more articulate# more expansive# and# superficially at least# more alert# The pro- ducts the city sends to the country# unlike those it receives from it# carry with them something of the urban culture# of its way of life and technique# Consequently# in the In- tar course of city and country# the former tends to dominate#*7
Urbanisation
The continuum of rural-urban difference is tending to 
break down under the prevailing urban dominance# The two 
ways of life are elosely bound both technologically and 
culturally# Systems and rates of interaction are high# 
Urban dominance means the gradual diffusion of urban ways 
as the prestige attached to its products and modes of be­
havior cause them to be taken up rather than rejected by 
the rural people# In competitive life experiences the 
rural person is forced to adapt to t he urban pattern or 
face eventual defeat#
This process of blending of urbanism and ruralism Is 
termed urbanization# Sorokin defines It as the trend# 11 in 
which the specifically urban and rural traits are merging 
together# preserving the pluses of both and decreasing the
Mac Ivor and Page# gg# pit## p# 530
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short 40«l&g0 of each of these agglemoratlone#*
Attention la called to tho foot that tho process to 
really o blond ao tho lxmuaoroblo rural migrants to tho 
urban community carry with thorn tho cultural teaching* of 
their former way of life* Also* tho mdftarbenito to in 
eleee proximity to tho rural environment* To emphasise 
thia aepoet the concept urbanisation haa boon modified to 
rurtosnisatlen*
However there are observed areas in which inventions 
end modifications of technology and culture make their 
appearance in the elty and gradually become diffused to 
the country* Hurd areas are tho repository of older two* 
ditlons# customs* end behaviors* In tho same way the older 
techniques of production* modes of dross* homo appliances* 
and architecture are retained in tho country while the urban 
nnssunity has goo* on to new objects* materials* and boo 
haviers* But as mentioned before the differ m o o s  are being 
reduced*
Studies in urban and rural demography show the relation* 
ship Misting between population ehareeterlatios and the pro* 
vailing social structure*1 9 It can be Inferred that as the
18 Pitiria Sorokin* 
silty (Hew Yerkt Harper and
** Thompson*
Smith* The Seel Harper
PP* 1O0*US| and aditlextf Sra Yorkf
process of urbanisation continues# urban elements dominat­
ing# tha demographic oh&raetarlatloa of tha rural communi­
ty v l U  become increasingly thoaa of tha urban community*
In a similar fashion tha population dynamics of tha urban 
community will gradually characterise tha rural community*
mpbsali sad Rwwl
It has baan astabllshad that the urban community is 
characterised by 1 oar fertility* and that this is a phenoa- 
anon of long standing* The totality of urban culture 
contains those attitudes and values conducive to tha vol­
untary restriction of family slse and the techniques for 
realising this objective*2* It has further baan establish* 
ad that urbanism dominates ruralism and that through the
process of urbanisation rural culture patterns tend to modi-
fifify in the direction of urban culture*
It is* then* proposed that among the attitudes# values# 
and techniques passing from urban to rural culture are those 
concerned vlth the voluntary restriction of family else* 
Therefore It is proposed that the families of the white 
rural-farm population having the least contact with the 
urban community and its culture will have the highest fertil­
ity performance*
Sse tbit study pp, 1-5 and Tablet I-V.
See this study PP* 13-14 and 46-50 
88 sse this study pp, 51-56
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To toot these prepositions the fertility experience 
of the rural-farm people of each county will be related 
to various Indexes of urbanism for eaeh oounty* The 
strength of any observed relationship will be tested by 
correlation*
itethodoXoer
The basic unit for which demographic data can b e ob­
tained is the county* All measures of fertility and eon** 
sequantly of urbanity must be based upon this unit# The
possibilities and the limitations in the use of this unit
oshave been discussed*
Fertility was measured by the effective fertility 
ratio* The data required* computations used* uses* and 
limitations for this measure were discussed in Chapter 
One* pages 21-25* The data were broken down into the resi­
dential categories urban* rural-nonfarm* and rural-farm* 
These residences vere defined in Chapter One* pages 20-21*
measures of urbanity must be based upon or give in­
sight to the previously defined characteristics in the 
rural-urban continuum* The Immediate basic characteristic 
available is the extent or condition of the existing urban 
community* This one unit Includes all urban characteris­
tics having potential bearing upon fertility* As this 
study is hot concerned with the specific urban element or
See this study pp* 42-43*
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elements producing fertility variations* the unit is 
satisfactory*
Several Indexes were developed from this character­
istic* They were* else of largest urban community* total 
population of the county classified as urban* and the num­
ber of urban eomtumitles in the county# Each attempts to 
summarise the extent of the urban community# It is presum­
ed that the more extensive the urban community the greater 
the opportunity for urban contact and urbanisation on the 
part of rural-farm people* and the lover their fertility*
The Indexes have basic weaknesses# 9 In each the
assumption of equal access by all rural members of the
eosBmmity Is not accurate# Further* the possible Influence
of an urban eeauunity beyond the border of Its oounty is
denied# All three indexes have the recognised demographic
support of the relationship between the else of the urban
235community and urban fertility performance#
All three Indexes were computed from data supplied in 
the 1950 Census# The index* largest urban community in the 
county* was computed by listing every urban consmxnlty by 
county and selecting the largest urban community in each# 
For this purpose Tables 33 and 37 of Volume XI* Chapter B
24 For a criticism see T# Lynn Smith# Peculation Analysis (Hew York* McGraw-Hill Book Co#* 1946)* pp* 39-40#
25 See this study pp* 1-5*
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•* &BS&S& sisifii mss« s£. zsBtikssifia* issa
us*A tog»th«r with an afcloa,®6 Th« eounti«« were pank*A 
by sise of largest urban community* Tha results appear 
In eelumns 1# 8ff and 5 of Table IX*
The Index# total population claaaifled aa urban# was 
developed from Tables 42# 46# and 42 of Volume IX# Chapter
b er  th* m #»*a M a ifti S s a m  &£. xan aaU aB * 1252* Th«>a«
tables contain respectively data on total oounty population# 
county rural-nonfam population# and county rural-farm popu­
lation* From these# total urban populations for each oounty 
vere obtained* Counties were then ranked by else of total 
urban population. Columns 1 and 2 in Table XI contain the 
results of this tabulation*
The index# number of urban communities per county# was 
derived from the same source# Tables 63 and 58* Together# 
these tables list.all urban places* With the aid of an 
atlas these urban places were correctly located by counties* 
Then counties were ranked by the total number of urban 
places they contained* Within each unit of classification 
counties were arrayed alphabetically* The results appear 
in columns 1 and 2 of Table XII*
In an entirely separate operation a comprehensive set 
of effective fertility ratios was computed for the white
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rural-farm* rural-nonfarm* and urban populations for each 
oounty* As those ratios will bo used repeatedly in this 
study* they were not ineluded in t he text of this Chapter* 
but were plaeed in Appendix A as Table 1* where they are 
readily available for reference from all seotlons of this 
study* In Appendix A* Table I Is a synthesis of the 
effective fertility ratios for eaoh white residenoe group* 
Appendix A* Table II contains the base computations of 
each residence group by oounty* Tables IX* XI* and XII 
were completed by the Inclusion of the effective fertility 
ratios*
Analysis of the Data
Following the construction of eaoh table* It was 
analysed In terms of the light It could throw upon the re­
lationship existing between the fertility of the white 
rural-farm population and the degree of urbanism of this 
population* Guiding this analysis was the hypothesis pro­
posing an inverse relationship between the fertility of the 
white rural-farm people and their degree of urbanity*
Table IX relates specifically to the Influence of the 
else of the largest urban community In the county upon the 
fertility of the white rural-farm population* An Inspection 
of the contents of the table Itself did not uncover the 
existence of any such relationship* To render the analysis
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Table IX: Relationship Between Counties Banked by Size of Largest Urban Community and the Fertility of 
the White Rural-Farm Population1
Counties Name of 
community
Size of Effective fertility 
community ratios white rural- 
....... * « ■  population
Allendale None 430.7Barnwell None 598.2Berkeley None 620.4Calhoun None 457.9Hampton None 596.8Jasper None 489.8McCormick None 479.6Saluda None 503.4Edgefield Edgefield 2518 444.7Clarendon Manning 2775 706.0Bamberg Bamberg 2954 577.1Lee Bi shopvillw 5076 548 .8Fairfield Winnsboro 5267 457,0Lexington Cayce 3294 570.1Dorchester Summerville 3312 533.5Oconee Seneca 3649 602.2Williamsburg Klngstree 3664 685.7Colleton Walterboro 4616 463.5Chesterfield Cher aw 4836 659.1Beaufort Beaufort 5081 497.5Marlboro Bennettsville 5140 649.4Dillon Dillon 5171 684 .4Abbeville Abbeville 5424 526.6Georgetown Georgetown 6004 716.5Horry Conway 6073 675.2Pi ckena Easley 6316 527.4Darlington Darlington 6619 606 41
Table IX (continued): Relationship Between Counties Ranked
by Sis© of Largest Community and the Fertility of the Whit© Rural-Farra 
Population^-
Counties Name of 
community
Size of Kffectiv© fertility community ratios whit© rural- 
farm population
Marlon Marlon 6834 641.4Chester Chester 6893 475.4
Kershaw Camden 6986 605.6
Aiken Aiken 7083 515.3Lancaster Lancaster 7159 543*2
Newberry Newberry 7546 430.9Cherokee Gaffney 8123 528.3Laurens Laurens 8658 422.9Ikxion Union 9730 432.6
Greenwood Greenwood 13806 407.0Orangeburg Orangeburg 15322 560.5Anderson Anderson 19770 514.0Sumter Sumter 20185 657.7Florence Florence 22513 667.6York Rock Hill 24502 537.8Spartanburg Spartanburg 36795 472.9Greenville Greenville 58161 430.1Charleston Charleston 70174 502.6Richland Columbia 86914 435.1
1* Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population: 
1950, Volume II, Part 46, Washington, 1952,"’TJhapter B, Tables 53 and 38; and Table I, Appendix A*
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clearer a scatter diagram of the data was constructed.
This appears as Figure 1. A perusal of this diagram makes 
It abundantly dear that a relationship does not exist in 
so far as it is measured by this particular index. Positions 
within the figure indloate a prevailing low fertility ratio 
for the white rural-farm populations within those oountles 
having a relatively large urban community. But there is 
no clear relationship existent in those counties having 
small urban communities.
The possible influence of the metropolis can be ob­
served. There are three such areas. Hanked by slse of 
population these are Greenville* Charleston* and Richland 
(containing Columbia city) Counties. These three possess 
fertility ratios of 430.1* 502.6* and 435.1, However* final 
affirmation can not be given as the much less urban Green­
wood* Laurens* and Newberry Counties* and the completely 
rural Allendale County* have equally low fertilities.
Immediately several propositions appear to mind. One* 
the ambiguity associated with the basic unit of the data* 
Two* some further soclo— cultural distinction within the 
rural population. Ihree* If the communities between 2*600 
and 10*000 In population were telescoped and their white 
rural-farm fertility computed as a single fertility* the 
performance would be superior to those of white rural«farm 
residents in counties having larger urban communities. Has
Figure 1: Relationship Between Counties Ranked by Sixe of Larges 
Urban Community antd the Fertility of the White Rural- 
F&rm Population
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this-been a practice In other studies? And* thinking In 
the opposite direction* if there were more communities in 
the larger categories* would the spread exhibited by the 
small oategorles be found there as well?
At this time of analysis the problem of an Inadequate 
basic unit must await the analysis of the other indexes* 
Consideration can be given to the possibility of the In­
fluence of other socio-cultural characteristics* Figure 
2 graphically portrays the fertility performance by county 
of those white rural populations in counties whose largest 
urban communities do not exceed 10*000 people* The fertil­
ity ratios of the white rural-farm people in the metropoli­
tan counties and other counties having large urban centers 
are recorded within the boundaries of their respective 
counties*
Several patterns are immediately noticeable* In the 
northeastern counties bordering the coast and Horth Carolina 
the white rural-farm populations are characterized by high 
rates of fertility* In this same grouping Florence county* 
having the sixth largest urban community* has the very high 
fertility ratio of 668*
In the lower southeastern comer of the state all of 
those counties surrounding Charleston County* with the 
exception of Berkeley County have depressed fertility ratios* 
In this same comer those South Carolina counties bordering
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the savannah River and the Savannah Metropolitan Area 
also a how depressed fertility ratios* Hampton County la 
the only exception*
Using central Richland County as the pivotal point for 
the Piedmont region* the counties immediately above and to 
the left show low fertility ratios* Those to the immediate 
left show moderate ratios*
In the far Piedmont counties low ratios are found in 
metropolitan Greenville County and highly urbanised Spartan* 
burg County and moderate ratios in the bordering counties*
In Oconee County* the mountain county* the ratio roversea 
to a high one*
It must b e remembered that these counties have small 
urban communities* none having an urban community over 
10*000 in population* Perhaps some influence comes from 
neighboring metropolitan counties* Thus the depressed rates 
in counties surrounding Richland* Charleston* and Greenville 
Counties*27 Yet this is not a constant factor* Non-con* 
tiguous counties also demonstrate depressed fertility ratios* 
For example* the non*contiguous Newberry County shows a 
lower ratio than does Lexington County which borders on 
Richland* the Metropolitan county* Kershaw county which
27 Aiken County* with a moderate fertility is in* eluded in the Augusta County* Georgia* metropolitan area*
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border* TUohlend county show* • high fortuity ratio*
« »  earlier proposition of metropolitan Influence is new 
completely denied*
Prewiouely quoted • tudies by the Hattonal neeouroee 
Cnmittoe end by Warren Theqpien used abridged olaseea la 
grouping urban communities by aise.88 it was suggested 
that sash a practice in this study would sufficiently gem* 
eralise the units so as to demonstrate tha expected re** 
latloasMp bstwaan also of urban community and the fertility 
of the white ruml-farm population* This procedure is o r  
dartaksn in Table X« The expected relationship does not 
appear* Indeed* those eountles hawing no urban population 
hare a lower fertility than all but the largest else urban 
groupings*
Insofar as the index* else of largest urban community* 
is a satisfactory neasure of urban influence; urban!ana and 
urbanisation are not equal factors In reducing the fertility 
of white rural-fam people*
Other than this* some entirely different explanation 
m a t  be determined* Immediately noticeable from the data 
in Figure 2 la the regional variation which divides the 
Coast Plain from the Piedmont# In sociocultural terms the 
difference lies agriculturally in distinct type of farming
See this study# Tables XX and XV*
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Table Xi Relationship Between Counties Grouped Tor Size of 
Largest Urban Community and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Population^-
Size of largest Effective fertility ratiosurban community white rural-farm population
No urban community 522,1
2,500 to 9,999 561,7
10,000 to 24,999 557.4
25,000 and over 460,2
1. Condensed from Table IX*
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areas* and industrially in the absence of industry in the 
Coast Flaln and the presence of a thriving textile industry 
in tha Piedmont*
These both present profitable lines of inquiry* Their 
pursuit must* however* await further consideration of the 
other proposed Indexes of urbanism*
Table XX* appearing below* relates specifically to the 
relationship between the fertility experienoe of white rural** 
farm people and the sise of the urban population of the 
county* An inspection of the data presented in the table 
indicates that the proposed relationship does not exist in 
so far as it is measured by this particular index* To 
render the analysis easier the data were plotted in Figure 
S* So relationship Is dlscemable* There is great vari­
ability among those counties having a small total urban 
population* Ho appreciable decline Is seen in those count­
ies having a large urban population* If the class Intervals 
from O to 20*000 were telescoped the r esuiting average fer­
tility would not appreciably alter the picture*
This seeond index is very closely related to the first 
as South Carolina is not highly urban and congested* and 
the largest urban community is likely to dominate the total 
else of urban population* The inference drawn from this 
table supports that from the first tablet the fertility of 
the white rural-farm population is not related to urbanism
Table XI: Relationship Between Counties Ranked by Total Population Classified as Urban 













ratios white rural- 
farm population
Allendale 0 430,7 Marlboro 7828 649.4
Barnwell 0 598,2 Horry 9418 675.2
Berkeley 0 620,4 Union 9730 432.6
Calhoun 0 457,9 Chester 10426 475.4
Hampton 0 596 ,6 Newberry 10552 430,9
Jasper 0 489,8 Lancaster 11472 543.2
McCormick 0 479,6 Marion 11750 641.4
Saluda 0 503,4 Darlington 12277 606.1
Edgefield 2518 444.7 Cherokee 12412 528,3
Clarendon 2775 706,0 Lexington 13063 570.1
Lee 3076 548.8 Georgetown 13733 716.5
Dorchester 3312 533.5 Orangeburg 15322 560*5
Williamsburg 3664 685.7 Laurens 15826 422,9
Colleton 4616 463.5 Aiken 17800 515.3
Chesterfield 4836 659.1 Greenwood 20550 407.0
Beaufort 5081 497.5 Sumter 26031 657.7
Dillon 5171 684,4 Florence 27625 667,6
Abbeville 5424 526.6 York 35163 537,8
Bamberg 5768 577.1 Anderson 40521 514.0
Fairfield 6203 457.0 Spartanburg 52039 472.9
Pickens 6316 527.4 Greenville 100699 430*1
Oconee 6753 602,2 Richland 110688 435*1
Kershaw 6986 605.6 Charleston 120289 502,6
1. Bureau of the Census, Ifolted States Census of Population: 1950, Volume II, Part 40, 
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Tables 42, 48, and 49; and Table I, Appendix A.
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Figure 3: Relationship Between Counties Ranked by Total Urban Popu­
lation and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Population
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as a total phenomenon* The previously stated proposi­
tions covering possible reasons for the failure of this re** 
l&tionshlp appear to hold elan for thia index and table*
A criticism of the firat index la the assumption made 
that the total population of the county had equal access 
to the urban community* This need not be so* The second 
index may also be subject to this critic lam as the bulk 
of the urban population nay bee end In fact frequently Is# 
located In one urban community* A fundamental proposition 
of the above analysis is that urbanisation is related to 
the opportunity to contact the urban environment* These 
opportunities nay in part be associated with the number of 
urban communities available for contact* Table XII takes 
this into aeoount by classifying counties on the basis of 
the number of urban commities which they contain end 
associating the fertility ratios of the white rural-farm 
population with this ranking* However# an analysis of the 
data shows that no relationship exists* There is great 
variability between the fertility of the rural populations 
in those counties having two# one# and no urban communities* 
Both counties having four urban communities do have a low 
fertility* Average fertility ratios for each class show no 
variability* The ratio for the all-rural class is actually 
13 points lower then that of the class of two urban e o n s *  
itles*
It is possible that the index# total urban population#
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Table XII: Relationship Between Counties Hanked by the 
Number of Urban Communities and the Fertile 
ity of the White Rural-Farm Population**-
Counties Number of Effective Averaged fer«*urban fertility tility ratios
communities ratios white rural-farm 
population
for groups of 
counties®
Aiken 4 515 *3 510.0
Anderson 4 514*0
Spartanburg 5 472*9York 5 537*8
Bamberg 2 577*1 552.3
Cherokee 2 528*2
Cheat er 2 475.4Darlington 2 606*1
Georgetown 2 716*5Greenville 2 430.1
Greenwood 2 407*0
Horry 2 675,2Laurens 2 422*9
Lexington 2 570.1
Marlon 2 641*4Marlboro 2 649*4Newberry 2 430*9
Oconee 2 602*2
Abbeville 1 526.6 551.2










Table XII (continued): Relationship Between Counties
Ranked by the Number of Urban 
Communities and the Fertility 
of the White Rural-Farm Pop-* ulation1




ratios white rural-farm 
population
Averaged far* tillty ratios 
for groups ofcounties**
Lancaster 1 543*2Lee 1 548.8Orangeburg 1 560.5Pickens 1 527.4Richland 1 435*1Sian ter 1 657.7
Union 1 432*6Williamsburg 1 685*7
Allendale 0 430*7Barnwell 0 593*2Berkeley 0 620*4
Calhoun 0 457*9
Hampton 0 596.8
Jasper 0 489.8McCormick 0 479*6
Saluda 0 503.4
1* Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Popu­
lation : 1950, Volume II, Part'"4b', Washington, 1952, 
Chapter B, Tables 33 and 38; and Table I, Appendix A*
2. An average of the county averages*
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obscures the degree of domination of the urban population 
in counties of relatively small total populations and over* 
emphasises it in counties with large populations* In 
addition* there might possibly be a few counties in which 
urban residence is primarily a characteristic of the Negroes* 
An index of per cent of total white population classified 
as urban would avoid these difficulties* This index is 
used in Table XIII* The counties are ranked in column one* 
the per cent of white population classified as urban in 
column two* and the effective fertility ratios of the white 
rural-farm population in column three*
No relationship between the two characteristics is 
observable* Non-urban counties show wide fluctuation in 
fertility* The same degree of scatter is largely maintained 
in other sections of the table* No pattern is to be found 
for the table as a whole or any of its parts* No evidence 
is available from this table and index to support the pro* 
position that the fertility of the white rural-farm popu­
lation is Inversely related to that population’s degree of 
urbanization*
Generalising on the basis of five tables Is not with­
out its danger* The expected relationship did not appear*
On the face of the data the mere presence of urban commu­
nities or urban populations does not lead to reduced fer­
tility on the part of the shite rural-farm population*
Table XIIIt Relationship Between Per Cent of White Population Classified as Urban and 
the Fertility of the White Rural-Parm Population1






















Allendale 0 430.7 Darlington 24.5 606.1
Barnwell 0 598.2 Marlboro 24.6 649.4
Berkeley 0 620.4 . Fairfield 28.5 457.0
Calhoun 0 457.9 Lexington 29.5 570.1
Hampton 0 596.8 Lancaster 50.9 543.2
Jasper 0 489.8 Union 31.0 432.6
McCormick 0 479.6 Bamberg 32.9 577.1
Saluda 0 503.4 Newberry 33.2 430.9
Williamsburg 3*4 685.7 Aiken 33.5 515.3
Clarendon 8.6 706.6 Laurens 33.7 422.9
Chesterfield 13.3 659.1 Chester 34.0 475.4
Lee 13.3 548 .8 Florence 34.6 667.6
Dorchester 14.6 533.5 Spartanburg 34.6 472.9
Edgefield 15 e 2 444.7 Cherokee 35.5 528.3
Horry 15*7 675.2 Marion 35.5 641.4
Pickens 15.8 527.4 Georgetown 43 .2 716.5Colleton 16.3 463.5 Anderson 44.7 514.0Dillon 16.7 684.4 Sisnter 45.1 657.7Oconee 17.3 602.2 York 49.1 537.8Beaufort 18.8 497*5 Greenwood 49.4 407.0Kershaw 21.6 605.6 Greenville 59.9 430.1Orangeburg 22.3 560.5 Charleston 73.0 502.6Abbeville 24.2 526.6 Richland 77.6 435.1
1. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Populations 1950. Volume II, Part 40,
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Tables 42, 48, and 49} and Table I, Appendix A.
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Four explanations are possiblet
X* Previous studies of fertility by consolidating 
materials over large social areas have ignored 
local variations*
XI* The dynamics of fertility have been altered and 
older generalisations no longer hold*
XIX* South Carolina is atypical*
IP* The causal factor Is not urbanism as suoh but 
specific characteristics of urbanism net present 
in effective degree in South Carolina urban com­
munities or not effectively controlled in the 
above criteria*
The first proposition is not substantiated in the study 
of the five tables* Consolidating the data by telescoping 
class Intervals of the tables or gauging the net effect of 
such a maneuver does not modify the results obtained in the 
extended tables* Ho tangible evidence can be quoted to 
support this thesis* Nevertheless* the work so far done in 
this study does emphasize the complexity of fertility varia­
bility* It appears that any measure or analysis designed 
for broad insight or generalization Is subject to criticism* 
In any case* their predictive value would be reduced and* 
as a result* the value of retaining them as generalizations 
would be reduced*
Number two must await other fertility studies* as well 
as the evaluation of the complete results of the study*
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HUmber three can be eliminated* Exceptions do not 
prove the rule*
Humber Tour presents the most logical area of con­
tinued analysis In this study*
All discusslons of fertility variation take note of 
underlying economic factors* Urban economy militates 
against children* particularly a large number of children* 
The rural economy does not* She economic activity of the 
urban family with its atomization of family life rules 
against children* The rural production unit is familial 
and incorporates children* Urban struggles for higher 
socio-economic status result in few children* Rural status 
systems are not so urgent nor so sharply defined*
Therefore* a profitable line of analysis is the study 
of the degree to which rural areas showing depressed fer­
tility ratios have an urban economy and the degree to which 
rural areas having inflated fertility ratios have an agri­
cultural economy* These factors will be taken up In Chap­
ter Three*
Before this in undertaken* a corollary to proposition 
four should also be examined* If there are specific aspects 
of urbanism which are associated with reduced fertility* 
can it be assumed that there are specific aspects of rural- 
ity which are to be associated with high fertility?
Granted specific characteristics of rurality* are there
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any such characteristics which will not ba inherent In the 
proposed consideration of the transposition of the rural* 
farm people to an urban econorayt
Rurality as a concept goes beyond the praetloe of 
fieagriculture* Seal-isolated family life is also a basic
charaoteristic* The existence of Isolation and its lie*
pact upon social life is a source of continued Interest and
sospeculation to the sociologist* Rural isolation and its 
relationship to high fertility practices has been noted**®1 
Is this Isolated farm family characterised by strong intra- 
family bonds among which is the desire for a large family? 
While the strength of family bonds oannot be tested* the 
tendency towards larger family size among Isolated rural 
families can*
Isolation may In part be measured by the density of 
the rural-f arm population* This will indicate the oppor­
tunity to make contact with others* It would not consider
i
topographical and social barriers* It would also consider 
each county to be a sealed unit with no inter-county con­
tacts* While possessing these deficiencies* it is the best 
measure available*
^  See this study# pp* 15-21*
80 See Smith, The Sociology sL Bwel life, pp, ISO-185,
See this study, p, 9.
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As tbs problem under Investigation concerns the isola­
tion of family units* it was decided not to use the total 
white rural-farm population* Average family also was not 
known* The work so far aeeomplished in this study indi­
cates county variability in fertility* so a standard family 
else could not be used* Therefore* an attempt was made to 
obtain a count of the heads of families* It was proposed 
tlmt the Census enumeration of the total number employed in 
agriculture would constitute suoh a count* Farm workers 
are primarily male and unless living at hone with their 
parents are most generally married* There would in all 
likelihood be a strong positive relationship between the 
number employed in agriculture and the number of farm fami­
lies*
Charleston* Creenville* and Richland counties* all 
metropolitan districts* were excluded from the study on the 
grounds that their metropolitan characteristics would carry 
to all farm units* Horeover* the clusterlng of small vege­
table farms* in the iamediate environs of the central cities 
would distort any measure of density*
Data on the land area of the counties were obtained 
from the Merrlam Webster Geographical Dictionary*3® Data 
on the white rural-farm working population were obtained
  •
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from the 1950 Census of Populat 1 on*
These data arranged for the analysis of the relation*- 
ship between the density of the white rural-farm families 
and the fertility of the white rural-farm population are 
presented in Table XIV* Column one contains the counties* 
column two the density of farm workers (number of farm 
workers per square mile)* and column three* the fertility 
performance of the white rural-farm population*
Visual Inspection is sufficient to show that a re­
lationship exists between the two variables# However# It 
Is not in the expected direction* The data indicate that 
as the density of the farm families increases their fertil­
ity experience rises* Counties with one and a fraction to 
less than one family per square mile show fertilities which 
are lower than those of families in higher densities# The 
progression appears to be regular and continuous with strong 
scatter*
Correlation was used to determine the strength of the 
relationship* A moderate relationship of 0*51 was register­
ed* The expected strong scatter was authenticated with a 
coefficient of alienation of 0*74* The weakness of the re­
lationship can be most adequately accounted for by the poor
Bureau of the Census* United States Census of 
Population! 1950* Volume II* n Char act erls tic a or lltie P o p u - 
I on**? ar i 40* South Carolina* Chapter B (Government Printing Office# Washington# D* C*# 1952)* Tables 43 and 44
Table XI Vs Relationship Between Density of the White Farm Worker Population and the 
Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Populat?on by Countŷ -




















Beaufort 0.29 497.5 Abbeville 1.60 526.6
Jasper 0,39 489.8 Newberry 1.68 430.9
McCormick 0.43 479.6 Laurens 1.74 422.9
Fairfield 0,45 457.0 Lancaster 1.75 543.2
Charleston 0.56 502.6 Williamsburg 2.02 685.7
Berkeley 0,59 620.4 York 2.06 537.8
Allendale 0.64 430.7 Orangeburg 2.15 560.8
Georgetown 0.79 716.5 Lee 2.24 548.8
Richland 1.00 435.1 Saluda 2.59 503.4
Hampton 1.01 596.8 Marlboro 2.68 649.4
Union 1.05 432.6 Lexington 2.72 570.1
Chester 1.12 475.4 Marlon 2.98 641.4
Greenwood 1.14 407.0 Chesterfield 2*99 659.1
Calhoun 1.20 457.9 Oconee 3.09 602.2
Edgefield 1.22 444.7 Greenville 3.32 450.1
Aiken 1.25 515,3 Darlington 3.40 606.1
Sumter 1.27 667.7 Cherokee 3.60 528.3
Colleton 1.28 463.5 Pickens 3.67 527.4Dorchester 1.30 533.5 Anderson 4.04 514.0
Kershaw 1.37 605.6 Spartanburg 4.44 472.9
Clarendon 1.52 706.0 Dillon 4.56 684.4
Barnwell 1 «O0 598,2 Florence 4.95 667.6Bamberg 1.56 577.1 Horry 5.17 675.2
1# Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population: 1950, Volme II* Part 40*
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, fables 4$ and 44; Table I, Appendix A; and Webster^
Geographical Dictionary (Springfield, Massachusetts: Merriam-Webster Co., 1949}•
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measure of soeiQ*cultur&l isolation*
On the face of the evidence aooIo-cultural Isolation 
of the white rural-farm family Is not directly related to 
high fertility of the white rural-farm family* The opposite 
relationship exists* This was counter to expectations* Be­
fore accepting the findings as final* the adequacy of the 
measure must be determined* The results actually lend them­
selves to a completely different explanation* The number of 
farms Indicates the else of the farms* Small farms In cotton* 
tobacco* orchard* and general farming areas can mean reduced 
income and a 1cm level of living* This is associated with 
high fertility* Therefore* the above index may be measuring 
socio-economic status as well as isolation* In a different 
view* small f arms and their low economic returns may mean 
part-time farming enterprises* A man working in industry or 
business could not expect to work more than a small farm*
Small farms may then indicate a partial urban economy* Final 
conclusions on the Interpretation of these data must await 
the Independent consideration of these two potential explana­
tions*
Summary
In this chapter the proposed relationship between ur- 
b an ism and the fertility of the white rural-farm population 
was investigated* The relationship was proposed on the basis 
of a known inverse relationship between urban fertility and
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and sis© of community and between urban and rural fertile 
ity# Motivations were traced to reduced family functions* 
increased outside interests* and heightened economic bur* 
dens for the urban community family. In the face of known 
urban dominance and urban to rural cultural diffusion* it 
was proposed that the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population would decline as the population came increasing- 
ly udder the domination of urban community life.
As direct evidences of urban pursuits on the part of 
the white rural-*farm population were not available* indexes 
measuring the potentiality of urban contacts were construct­
ed # These included9
I* Size of the largest urban community In the county* 
II# Total population classified as urban*
III# Number of urban communities*
IV* Percent of population classified as urban*
V* Density of the farra-worker population*
No relationship was uncovered by the uae of the first 
four indexes* On the face of the data* the mere presence 
of urban communities or urban populations does not lead to 
reduced fertility on the part of the whit© rural-farra popu­
lations#
Index five was originally introduced In a proposed 
direct relationship between White rural-farm fertility and 
white rural-farm isolation* However* a moderate Inverse
% 
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PRACTICE OF AN URBAN ECONOMY RELATED TO THE FERTILITY
OF THE WHITS RURAL'-FARM POPULATION
The Agricultural Economy
The United States is predominantly a land of commer­
cial agriculture, a non-subsistence farming system In which 
erops and stock are raised for cash sale by individual 
entrepreneurs#^* Although It is generally considered to have 
originated during the Civil War period, early forms can be 
traced to the first tobacco farming enterprises in the
osouthern colonies*
The system while treated as a separate entity Is 
closely bound up with the total economy and Is subject to 
the price, market, and credit conditions of the latter# In­
deed the, “financial, foreign, and taxation policies of the 
United States were designed to assist the commercial, manu­
facturing, banking, and speculating groups*”®
See Charles Loomis and J* Allan Beegle, Rural Social Systems (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc#, 1950), pp# 
315-339} and Lowry Nelson, Rural Sociology (American Book Co#, 1948), p# 251#
o James Barnes, Wealth of the Amerlcan People (New York: PrentIce-Hall, Inc#, 1949j$ pp# 52—54*
® Benjamin Kendrick, "Agrarian Movement in the United States,” Encyclopedia of the Social sciences. Volume 1, p# 509#
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The agricultural system in south Carolina contort 
around tho cash crop of cotton** The prooont f a m  tenure 
ay at on employing largo numbero of wage workers and aharo 
oroppora io an outgrowth of tho earlier ainglo orop slavery5system* The present system compels largo numbers of the
form tenant population to live at a very low level of liv-
6Ing and to assume a precarious economic position* the 
seasonal variations in work patterns result in slack 
periods requiring little time on the farm*
* Ida J, Whit*, Egonomlo Impact sL the Wa£ goon 
Agriculture In th£ p m T g B . M i e n i l  glatrffi“(tgageral Reserve Bonk of Richmond* Richmond* Virginia)* Ap* pendix Table 7* ’•Cash Farm Income in south Carolina by CetBBodlties* 1930-1945** p* 611 and J* L* Fulmer* Types 
Sl and Farm Bualnaaa Studies in South Carolina,Agricultural Experiment station* Bulletin 51* Clemson*South Carolina* 1937* pp* 25-27*
5Barnes* op* cit* Ch* 3; and T* J. Woofter and A* E* Fisher* The Plantation South Today (Works Progress Ads&nistratlon* social Problems Series Number 5* Govern­ment Printing Office* Washington* D* C** 1940)* pp* 3-4*g Woofter and Fisher* Ibid#* pp* U~13; and T* J* Woofter* et* al** Landlord and Tenant on the Cotton Plan­tation (Works Progress Acfiainlatration* r ©searcnTlonograph S* Government Printing Office* Washington* D* C** 1936)*Ch* 7* "Tenant’s Standard of Living"; and Charles S* John­son* S* R* Bnbree* and W* W* Alexander* The Collanee of Cotton Tenancy (Chapel Hill* Worth Carollnat fte unfvereity of Worth Carolina Press* 1935)* pp* 11-23* and 36~45*
Arthur F* Haper* "The Cotton Belt,, Hur*! Life totha a$atfi£ (Carl 0. Taylor, adit or; flSafoSE.Aliped A, Knopr, 1949), pp, 361-352,
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The consequence of thin ays tom is the sasking and ob­
taining of off-farm employment by larger and larger pro- 
portions of the rural-farm population* "The Increase of 
part-time farming In various parts of the country la re­
ducing status demarcations by permitting more farm people
9to increase their incomes and Improve their dwellings*”
In turn their economic and family life patterns become more 
and more conditioned by the urban-industrial economy into 
which they have partially passed* As reported by H* H*
Allen and associates* tho part-time farmers seeio-economio 
position is altered as follows *
1) It is economically advantageous to the farmer
2) The farm is small* requires small capital outlay* 
and does not by Itself make the family economically
self-sufficient*
3) Suburban or open country residence is required*
4) Modern conveniences are less frequently available 
than to the industrial worker*
a Louis J* Ducoff and M* y* Kagood* ”Occupational Patterns in Rural Population*” Rural Life in the United States* op* cit** pp* 249-250* and Table 38* p* gSb'J and R* Hi. Allen, et* al** Part-Time P arming in the South East (Works Progress Administration* Research Monograph 9* Government Printing Office* Washington* D* C** 1937)* pp* xvi-xvlil*
® Arthur F* Raper* ”Rural Social Differentials*" Rural Life in the United States* op* cit** p* 325*
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5) Home ownership is mors common than among in* 
dustrial workers«
6) Families more frequently participated in organls* 
ed community affairs than do industrial families,
7) Positions of leadership are more frequently held 
than by industrial workers.
8) Higher aoeial status is obtained.
9) Part-time farming is dependent upon the system 
of the industrial economy j urban jobs must be 
available and must permit three to five and one 
half houra of farm work par day.10
A study made In North Carolina in 1947 reports the same 
eeonomle advantages, but stresses the economic loss sue* 
talned by cotton and tobacco farmers when their off-farm 
work forces reduced acreage of their principal cash crop,***
It must be remembered that the practice of part-tism 
farming or extensive gardening when it occurs around a 
large urban center frequently concerns city dwellers who
Allen, at. al., op. cit % pp. xxxiii-xxxviii.
11 Francis E. McVay, Factory Meets Farm in North Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment station technical Bulletin 83, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1947, pp. 8*15. -
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12have moved in or who hiivo succumbed to urban Influences •
In a sense this distinguishes week-end farmers from 
regular farmers as well as the socialisation background 
of the persons concerned*
Estimates of future agricultural conditions for the 
Southeast indicate reduced cotton acreage* Increased mech­
anisation, increased yields* and larger urban popula- 
13tions* These factors will not only produce out-migration 
of the farm population but also larger scale part-time 
farming* Larger urban communities will foster this through 
the suburbanisation process and greater demands for dairy* 
poultry* and truck garden products*
The Urban Economy and Rural-Farm Fertility
What has been and will be the affect of this economic 
shift upon the fertility of the white rural-farm population? 
The crux of the lowered urban fertility is presumed to be 
the urban economy* Logically the fertility of the rural- 
farm families should diminish as these families shift to an 
urban economy* At the seme time working in an urban environ-
Wathan Whet ten and E* Devereaux, Jr** Studies 
In Suburbanization in Connecticut * Connecticut Agrlculiursi 
Experiment St atIon*~Buile tin 2l2* Storrs* Connecticut. 1936 Figure 10* p. 41. * f
13 John h, Fulmer, Agricultural Progress In the 
Cotton Belt Since 1980 (Chapel kill, Ndrih CarolinatUni-versity of North Carolina Press* 1950)* pp# 170-176.
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ment will moan increased exposure to urban values# norma# 
and techniques •
It ia proposed that the fertility of the white rural- 
farm population will vary inversely with this population^ 
practice of a part-time farming economy#
Methodology
Effective fertility ratios have been computed previous­
ly for the white rural-farm population of each county#
These computations are found in Appendix A# Table I#
Counties will be ranked In terms of indexes of part- 
time farming economy and such rankings will be compared 
with a ranking by effeotive fertility ratios# The strength 
of resulting relationships will be measured by correlation#
The following were selected as indexes of part-time 
fanning:
I# Per cent of employed population in agriculture#
II# Per cent of faim operators working off their farms 
100 days or more In 1949#
III# Per cent of all farms classified as part-time 
farms#
Index one gives insight Into the degree to which agriculture 
is practiced In a given county# Banking of counties on 
this basis leads to greater and greater degrees of rural- 
Ity# It shows the degree to Which urban communities and
employment prospects are available to the rural-farm. popu­
lation* The previously quoted work by R* H* Allen and his 
associates indicates that availability of urban employment 
is directly related to part-time farming*^4
Index two turns directly to the actual off-farm em­
ployment record* "off-farm" employment as used in the Cen­
sus of Agriculturex 1950 means any work done for wages or 
pay by a farm operator off of his own farm* In addition 
to industrial labor it may Include working on another man*s 
farm* However, figures are available for off-farm work of 
100 days or more* Some students maintain this will ex­
clude virtually all of the latter*1^ It Is, however, Im­
possible to determine which farm operators are farmers 
first and urban workers second and which are "week-end farm- 
ers#"
Index three bolsters the Insight gained In Index two*
By definition a part-time farm is any farm with a sale of
products of from $250 to $1199 whose operator worked off
of the farm 100 days or more a year or whose operatorfs
non-farm Income exceeded that obtained from the sale of
16farm products* It Is thus more Inclusive than Index two*
14 Allen, et. al*, op* pit** p* xxxvlii*
15 Ducoff end Hagood, op* cit*, p* 050*
16 U. S. Bureau of the Census, United States Cen- 
sue of Agriculturei 1950, Volume I, "Counties «nA sia^e Economic Areas,” Part 16, North and South Carolina (Gov­
ernment Printing Office, Washington, D* C*, 1952), p# xlx*
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Index®a one, two and three were obtained respectively 
from Tables 43, 1, and 7 of the United States Census ££ 
Agricultures 1950* Volume X, Part 16, Chapter B*
Analysis of the Data
Table XV presents the index, per eent of employed 
population In agriculture• Column one contains the counties 
ranked In an ascending order of agricultural economy*
Column two shows the per cent of employed persons in agri* 
culture for the oounty* The data deal with agriculture as 
an Industrial group* By census definition an Industrial 
group is more comprehensive than a classification of farm 
operators and tenants* It also includes the agricultural 
laborer and all other persons who are employed on a farming 
enterprise* Thus a truck driver is placed In the agricul­
tural industrial group If Ills regular employer is a farm 
operator* Column three contains the effective fertility 
ratios of the white rural-farm people of the counties*
To facilitate analysis, Figure 4 (a scatter diagram 
of columns two and three) was plotted* A relationship 
was immediately observable* It Is a direct one with an 
increase in the per cent employed In agriculture being 
accompanied by a rise in fertility* If a ruler is held per­
pendicular to the horizontal axis and gradually moved away 
from the vertical axis it can be demonstrated the relation­
ship is fairly consistent throughout and Is not spuriously
Table XV: Relationship Between Per Cent iitaployed Population in Agriculture and the 
Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Population by County*
Counties Per cent of Effective Counties Per cent of Effective
employed in fertility employed in fertility
agriculture ratios agriculture ratios
white rural* white rural*
farm farm
population population
Richland 5«9 455.1 McCormick 35.5 479.6
Charleston 6.8 502.6 Hampton 36.6 596.8
Greenville 7.0 430.1 Beaufort 37.0 497.5
Greenwood 8.6 407.0 Jasper 38.7 489.8
Spartanburg 12.3 472.9 Darlington 39.3 606.1
York 15.2 537.8 Colleton 40.0 463.5
Union 15.7 432.6 Florence 42.1 667.6
Lancaster 15.9 543.2 Edgefield 42.7 444.7
Pickens 16.5 527.4 Chesterfield 42.8 659.1
Anderson 16.9 514.0 Marlboro 43.8 649.4
Lexington 19.9 570.1 Berkeley 43.9 620.4
Laurens 20.3 422.9 Bamberg 44.9 577.1
Aiken 21.3 515.3 Orangeburg 46.9 560.5
Newberry 22.3 430.9 Saluda 48.6 503.4
Cherokee 22.7 528.5 Allendale 51.0 430.7
Chester 23.1 475.4 Marion 52.1 641.4
Georgetown 24.1 716.5 Calhoun 55.5 457.9
Oconee 24.5 602.2 Horry 58.8 675.2
Abbeville 25.4 526.6 Dillon 60.5 684.4Fairfield 28.4 457.0 Barnwell 60.8 598.2
Kershaw 32.8 605.6 Lee 63.9 548.8Sub ter 33.7 657.7 Clarendon 69.8 706.0
Dorchester 35.2 533.5 Williamsburg 72.2 685.7
1* Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population: 1950# Volune IIf Part 40,
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Table 43; and Tab lei, App en di x A •
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based upon extremes of the scale*
By inspection, the relationship Appears to be of mod** 
orate to light strength aa there ia a well-developed scatter* 
This indicates the presence of other causal factors* Also* 
the fertility of the vhlte rural-farm people of some of ifche 
counties is in sharp variance with the general tendency* A 
discussion of these deviants may lend insight to the pro* 
sence of other factors* Georgetown County exhibits a low 
degree of rural economy* 24 per cent* but very high fertil­
ity* 716* Colleton* Edgefield* Allendale* and Calhoun 
counties shew high degrees of rural economy and low fertil­
ities* Their economies are respectively 40* 42*7* 51* and 
5S#5 per cent while their effective fertility ratios are 
465*5* 444*7* 450*7 and 457*9*
In none of these counties has there been any sudden 
shift in farm population* The state as a whole and each of 
these counties have experienced a decline in farm population 
since 1940* The declines aret Georgetown 10 per cent* 
Edgefield 22 per cent* Allendale 16 per cent* Calhoun 14 per 
cent* and Colleton 14 per cent* These are less than the 
State decline of 25 per cent*
There are no outstanding economic, shifts shared by 
the five counties* None of the counties was characterised 
by a large number of share croppers In 1940 as each had less
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than In 1949 Bdg«fl«ld hsd 493 croppers* Allendale
9* Calhoun 466* Collet in 141* and Georgetown 189*^® Thus 
share cropping la not practiced equally in all eountiea of 
tho state* All five of the eountiea had relatively low 
proportions of share cropping in oomperison to the state as 
a whole*
To determine the strength of the relationship between 
the pursuit of a rural economy and the fertility of the 
white rural-farm people established in the above table* a 
correlation table was eonstrueted and a correlation com* 
puted* A correlation of 0*58 and a coefficient of aliens* 
tlon of 0*73 was obtained* The relationship la thus of 
noderate or less than moderate strength as the visual in* 
epee tlon of the diagram indicated* Other causal f actors 
must be sought* Before proceeding* some aspects of this 
index mist be considered*
The Index* per cent of employed population In agrl* 
culture* can be refined* In its present form it refers to 
a U  agricultural workers and not to white workers alone*
iM S M a iia n M m m H M a m m H m H H m H a m M M e i
17 Allan Edward., £flr■onye—  J2& gmfflMipBii swth C woljnaAgrl-culture Experiment station* Bulletin 358* damson* South Carolina* 1945* Figure 8* p* 14*
t 1950* Volume 1* Pi
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It is quite possible that the rurality of a given county 
is principally a Negro phenomenon* The whites in the 
county may be highly urban, but if they are in the minority, 
the county would be considered rural*
The United states Census of Populationt 1950 contains 
figures for the occupational classification of the non* 
white and the total population of each county*^9 These 
materials are contained In Tables 45 and 44*s®
Table XVI contains the data bearing upon the relation* 
ship between the fertility of the white rural-farm popula* 
tion and that population’s employment In agriculture* The 
counties are listed in column one* Column two shows the 
per cent of the employed white population in agriculture 
for the county# Column three presents the effective fertil* 
lty ratios of the white rural-farm population of the county*
A direct relationship between the degree of employment 
In agriculture and fertility is observed* As agricultural 
employment Increases* fertility Increases* This relation­
ship is not dependent upon the extremes of the continuum but 
Is consistent throughout. However, counties having 10 per 
cent ©r less of their populations employed in agriculture
9 The non-white classification for the South Caro­
lina population is almost equivalent to a Negro classifica­
tion#
*
ment Printing Office, Washington* f>* C#* 1952)#
t a *  P f t a u ia t io m  i» o u «  vojLurae i i .  " u n a ra c 6 i» i st.iG B  nr t.h *
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Charleston 1*7 502*6 Jasper 18*0 489.8
Bichland 2*2 456.1 Oconee 18*0 602.2
Greenwood 4*0 407*0 gerkeley 19.3 820.4
Greenville 4*7 430.1 Darlington 19.4 608.1
Union 6*2 452*6 Hampton 21.1 596.8
York 7*0 557*6 Dorchester 21.7 535.5
Chester 8*1 475*4 Allendale 22*1 430.7
Spartanburg 8*1 472.9 Edgefield 22*4 444.7
Beaufort 8*4 497*5 Bamberg 22*4 577.1
Lancaster 8*6 545*2 Marlboro 25*6 649.4
Fairfield 9.6 457*0 Orangeburg 25*1 560.5Laurens 10*0 422*9 Marion 26*0 641.4
Aiken 10.6 515.3 Florence 26*4 687.6Anderson 10*9 514*0 Calhoun 28.6 457.9$ taster 11.0 657.7 Colleton 29*0 463.5Georgetown 15.0 716*5 Cheaterf1eld 30*4 659.XSewberry 15*0 450.9 Saluda 31*6 503.4Cherokee 15*8 528.5 Dillon 51.9 684.4Pickens 15*9 527.4 Lee 53.3 548.8McCormick 14.0 479*6 Horry 34*2 675.2Abbeville 14*1 526*6 Clarendon 55*0 706.0Lexington 15*1 570.1 Barnwell 55*3 598,2Eershew 17*5 605*6 Williamsburg 39.5 685.7
1. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population: 1950. Voluae II, Pert 40.
Washington, 1952, Tables 43 and 4%j and ¥abTe I, Appendix A*
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are indlscrimlnant In fertility performance*
The strength of the established relationship was 
measured by correlation* A correlation of 0*60 was attain­
ed with a coefficient of alienation of 0*64* These measures 
indicate a relationship of moderate strength with a strong 
tendency to scatter* More than one causal factor exists* 
This general picture is the one indicated in the visual in­
spection of the data*
In the lower percentile level* 10 per cent and under* 
three eountiea* Charleston* York* and Lancaster* show above 
normal fertilities* In the moderate percentile level* Sum­
ter and Georgetown counties exhibit similar fertility per­
formances* In the higher percentile level* 20 per cent and 
above* a number of counties exhibit below normal fertility 
performances* These are Allendale* Edgefield* Calhoun* 
Collet on* Saluda* Lee* and Barnwell* There is no immediate 
connection between these counties* They do not present a 
contiguous grouping*
An immediate propose! is a more accurate consideration 
of the original proposition of an increased transfer to an 
urban economy with resulting decline In fertility*
Unfortunately data for suggested Indexes two and three 
do not permit the separation of the experiences of whites 
and Megroes* This distinction has been shown to be slgnifl-
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cant in the analysis of Tables XV and XVI* It appears# 
therefore# that any relationship shown to exist with in* 
dexes two and three will be stronger than the face values 
of the data indicate*
Index two la the per cent of farm operators working 
off of their farms 100 days or more during the year* Data 
for the index were obtained from the United States Census 
of Agriculturet 1950»Volume I# Part 16# Chapter B# Table !• 
The data apply to the work year 1949* Table XVII presents 
the data on the relationship between the fertility perform** 
anee of the white rural-farm population and the proportion 
of the farmers having off-farm work of 100 days or more 
during the 1949 work year* The counties are listed In 
eoluan one# the per cent of pert time farm operators in 
eolumn two# and the effeetlve fertility ratios of the white 
rural-farm population in column three* It must be noted 
that this index pertains to farm operators only and does not 
consider the off farm activities of farm laborers# although 
the latter are Included in the measures of fertility*
An examination of the data in Table XVII does not sug­
gest a relationship between the practice of a partial urban 
economy and the fertility of the white rural-farm population* 
To render a clearer analysis# the data in columns two and 
three were plotted in a scatter diagram which la reproduced 
below in Figure 5* A quick appraisal suggests a relation-
Table XVIIs Kelationship Between Per Gent of Farm Operators Working Off of Their Perms
100 Days or More in 1049 and the Fertility of the White Hural-Farm Population 
by County*
Counties Per cent of Effective Counties Per cent of Effective
farm operators fertility farm operators fertilityworking off of ratios working off of ratios
their farms white rural* their farms white rural-
100 days or fans 100 days or farm
more in 1949 copulation more in 1949 eopuUtion
Charleston 56,4 502.6 Colleton 26.5 463.5
Greenville 41.9 430.1 McCormick 25.6 479.6
Beaufort 41.4 497.5 Aiken 24.3 515*3
Pickens 40.6 527.4 Saluda 21.9 503*4
Richland 40.5 435.1 Chester 21.6 475*4
Lancaster 57.4 343.2 Kdgefleld 20.3 444.7Berkeley 57.4 620.4 Cherokee 18.9 528.5Lexington 37.2 570.1 Chesterfield 18.7 659.1Greenwood 37.1 407.0 Orangeburg 16.7 560.5
Jasper 56.8 482.6 Bamberg 16.3 677.1
Georgetown 56.8 716.5 Allendale 15.9 430*7
Spartanburg 34.5 472.9 Sumter 13.6 657.7Onion 32.8 432.6 Darlington 15.2 606.1
Fairfield 32.3 457.0 Clarendon 11.9 706.0
Dorchester 32.1 555.5 Barnwell 10.8 598.2Hampton 52.1 596 .6 Borry 10.5 675.2
Hswberry 31.9 430.9 Marlboro 10.2 649.4Oconee 31.9 602.2 Willlaaaburg 10.0 685.7Laurens 29.2 422.9 Lee 9.5 548.8York 28.7 537.8 Marion 9.4 641.4Abbeville 27.9 526.6 Calhotm 8.9 467.9Anderson 27.4 514.0 Dillon 8.4 684.4Xershaw 27.3 605.6 Florence 6*2 667.6
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ship. However* with further study this assumption fails*
In the lower percentile level* below 15 per cent* fertili- 
ties are with two exceptions hlgjh* But* from 20 per cent 
and above no relationship is dlscernable* There is heavy 
scatter* and no regression line could be plotted* A cor* 
relation could be computed for the total Table* and it would 
probably show some slight relationship • This would be 
spurious* however* as It would clearly be a function of the 
eases appearing in the lower percentile level*
Counties showing a combination of low percentages of 
100 days or more of off-farm work and high fertility ratios 
are Sisntor* Darlington* Clarendon* Barnwell* Horry* Marl­
boro* Williamsburg* Marlon* Dillon* and Florence* The 
counties showing low fertility and low percentages of off- 
farm work are Lee and Calhoun*
Will the use of class Intervals resulting in the 
telescoping of the data in the area below 20 per cent in­
fluence the results? Will it by generalizing and broaden­
ing the base of the analysis demonstrate an overall tendency? 
The telescoping can be done by locating the potential breaks 
In the percental distribution of the counties* Wherever a 
break of several points occurs In the array a tentative 
class boundary can be set up• Such classes are not equi- 
interval* but they are legitimate for partial analysis* This 
was done to the data In Table XVII* The results are dis-
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appointing* Ihere is still no indication of a relation­
ship* On the basis of this index no relationship was dis­
cerned between the fertility of the white rural-farm people 
and the practice of a partial urban economy*
Are there any variations within the Table? Is there 
a sub-regional breakdown within which the Inverse relation­
ship between fertility and off-farm work la established?
A simple division of the state into two seetions and an in­
fixterstitlal band is frequently made* * The two regions are 
the Coast Plain* the earlier ocean bed raised by geologic 
forces* and the Piedmont* and interior area of older cry­
stalline rocks* The dividing band is the fall line running 
from Worth Augusta * Georgia through Aiken* Lexington* Rich­
land* Kershaw* and Chesterfield counties and entering Worth 
Carolina slightly east of Cheraw town in Chesterfield 
County* south Carolina* From this band to the ocean on the 
east lies the Coast Plain while from the band to the west 
lies the Piedmont* The data were subelasslfled by this 
system and the results appear in Table XVXIX*
Wo Inverse relationship between fertility and off-farm 
work Is discovered among the Piedmont Counties* Xn the 
Coast Plain the northeast counties stand off In a block pos­
sessing high fertility and low off farm work ratios* Other-
a* Croft Williams* A Social Xnteiteretatlon ofuth C a r o I I ^ ^ o r  South
Table XVIII: Relationship Between Off-Farm Work and the Fertility of the White Rural-
Farm Population by Regions and Counties^
Regions and Per cent of Effective Regions and Per cent of Effective
counties farm operators fertility counties farm operators fertility
working off of ratios working off of ratios
their farms 












Greenville 41*9 430.1 Richland 40.5 435.1
Pickens 40*6 527.4 Lexington 37.2 570.1
Lancaster 57*4 543.2 Kershaw 27.3 605.5Greenwood 37.1 407.0 Aiken 24.5 515.3Spartanburg 34.5 472.9 Chesterfield 18.7 659.1
Union 32.8 432.6 Coast Plain
Fairfield 32.3 457.0 Charleston 56.4 502.6Newberry 31*9 430.9 Beaufort 41.4 497.5Oconee 31.9 602.2 Berkeley 37.4 620.4Laurens 29.2 422.9 Jasper 56.8 489.8York 28.7 637.8 Georgetown 36.8 716.5Abbeville 27.9 626.6 Dorchester 32.1 533.5Anderson 27.4 514.0 Hampton 32.1 596.8McCormick 26.5 479.6 Colleton 26.5 463.5Saluda 21.9 503.4 Orangeburg 16.7 560.5Chester 21.6 475.4 Bamberg 16.3 577.1Edgefield 20.3 444.7 Allendale 15.9 430.7Cherokee 18.9 528.3 Sumter 13.6 657.7 107
Table XVIII (continued): Relationship Between Off-Farm Work and the Fertility of the
White Rural-Farm Population by Regions and Coratlea1
Regions and 
count!68
Per cent of 
farm operators 
working off of 
their farms 










Per cent of 
farm operators 
working off of 
their farms 








Coast Plain Lee 9.5 546.8
Darlington 15.2 606.1 Marion 9.4 641.4
Clarendon 11.9 706.0 Calhoun 8.9 457.9
Barnwell 10.8 598.2 Dillon 8.4 684.4
Horry 10.3 675.2 Florence 8.2 667.6
Marlboro 10.2 649.4
Williamsburg 10.0 685.7
1* Compiled from data in Table XVII; regional breakdown defined by G* Croft Williams, 
A Social Interpretation of South Carolina (Columbia. South Carolina: University of 
South Carolina Press, 19?£)f p.3.
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wise there is considerable variability among this group** 
ing or counties. No real relationship can be discovered 
between the two variables within the Coast Plain. The 
five counties in the fall line band* interstitial to the two 
areas* do show the expected Inverse relationship* with the 
exception of Aiken County ^fhioh is considerable out of line. 
However* such a small sise grouping prohibits more than the 
mention of this fact*
This failure In the use of the regional breakdown tends 
to discredit any suggestion about the role of the type of 
urban economy. The industrial picture of the state shows 
the industries to be concentrated in the Piedmont area*
The necessary industrial breakdown figures are available 
for 1930. Although they are not recent* they are indicative 
of this location of industry. The Piedmont is the area of 
cotton~textile manufacturing and the Coast Plain is an area 
of limbering and processing
Does urbanism appear In the picture? This can be 
checked by classifying the counties by degree of urbaniaa* 
tlon and then analysing the present relationship within this 
classification system* In Chapter Two* Table XIX appearing 
on pages 74*75 presents the counties ranked by per cent of 
white population classified as urban. This ranking by per
Allen* et* al.* og* pit.* p. xxiv.
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cent can be conveniently subdivided in 20 per cent inter­
vals* This was done and within each such class the data 
upon the relationship between fertility and off-farm work 
were studied* The results appear in Table XIX* Counties 
having no urban population were considered separately* The 
proposed Inverse relationship between off-farm work and the 
fertility of the white rural-farm population Is not present* 
Within the class interval 1-19 per cent* a general tendency 
towards the proposed relationship does exist* but the small 
number of cases prohibits stressing the elements of the re­
lationship* There Is a considerable variability* and sev­
eral counties appear out of line with the general tendency* 
These are Oconee and Chesterfield Counties with overly high 
fertility and Lee County with depressed fertility* In the 
third class* 20-59 per cent* the expected relationship does 
appear* There are a larger number of eases* and more stress 
can be placed on the findings* They indicate an Inverse re­
lationship with a regular increase in fertility coinciding with 
the decline in off-farm work* Two outstanding exceptions 
are Kershaw County with higher than the expected fertility 
for Its position on the off-farm work scale and Chester 
Gounty with lower than the expected fertility* There are a 
limited number of counties with more than 40 per cent of 
the white population classified as urban* and less importance 
can be placed on the data included* The expected inverse 
relationship appears* Georgetown County appears rather out
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XIX l Relationship Between Off-Farm Work and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Population by Counties Grouped for 
Degree of Urban! tyX
Per cent of population 
elaaaif led as urban
Countlea Per cent of 
farm operators working off of 






Ho urban Berkeley 37 *4 620.4population Jasper 33 .8 489.8Hampton 32*1 596.8McCormick 25*6 479.6Saluda 21.9 503.4Allendale 15*9 430.7Barnwell 10*8 598.2Calhoun 8.9 457.91*19 per Beaufort 41 «4 497.5cent Pickens 40.6 527.4Dorchester 32*1 533.5Oconee 31*9 602.2Colleton 26.3 463.5Edgef1eld 20.3 444.4Chesterfield 18.7 659.1Clarendon 11.9 706.0Horry 10*3 675.2Williamsburg 10.0 685.7Lee 9.5 648.8Dillon 8.4 684.420*39 per Lancaster 37.4 543.2cent Lexington 37.2 570.1Spartanburg 34*5 472.9Union 32 .8 432.6Fairfield 32.3 457.0Newberry 31.9 430.9Laurens 29 .2 422.9Abbeville 27.9 526.6Kershaw 27.3 605.6Aiken 24.5 515.3Chester 21.6 475.4
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Table XIX (continued) s Relationship Between Off-Farm Work
and the Fertility of the White Rural- Farm Population by Countlea Groined 
for Degree of Urbanityl
Per cent of Counties Per cent of Effectivepopulation farm operators fertility
classified working off of ratios
as urban their farms white rural-100 days or farmmore In 1949 population
20—39 per Cherokee 18*9 628 *3
cent Orangeburg 16*7 560*5Bamberg 16*3 577*1Darlington 13.2 606*1
Marlboro 10*2 649*4Marlon 9*4 641*4Florence 8 *2 667*640 per Charleston 66*4 502*6cent and Greenville 41*9 430.1over Richland 40*5 435*1Greenwood 37*1 407.0Georgetown 36*8 716*5York 28*7 537*8Anderson 27.4 514*0Sumter 13*6 657*7
1. Compiled from data in Tables XIII and XVII% and Table I* Appendix A*
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of place with a much higher fertility than it® position on 
the scale would indicate*
The purpose of this Table has been to investigate a 
secondary factor interposed in the data bearing upon the 
relationship between the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population and off-farm work* Its primary function has 
been to indicate a possible and probable off-farm source of 
employment* It has served to uphold the expected relation­
ship* When given equal probability of contact with urban 
communities and work# the farm people in those oounties 
having the largest proportion of off-farm work also reflect 
the lowest white rural-farm fertility ratios* In the one 
case where there was an absolute minimum of urban contact 
no tendency towards this relationship was found*
*falted States Census of Agriculture: 1930 contains 
data on the nianber of part-time farms in each county* These 
data were used to construct the Index# per cent of farms 
classified as part-time farms* By census definition a part- 
time farm Is any farm from which the farm products are sold 
for more than $250 but less than $1200 per year when the 
farm operator either worked off of his farm for 100 days or 
more in 1949 or had a greater income from non-farm actlvi-
23 Bureau of the Census# United States Gens us of 
Agriculture: 1950# Volume I# Part" To# pr• XIX*
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From these data and previously computed effective 
fertility ratios, Table XX vas constructed* Column one 
contains the counties* column two the per cent of part- 
time farms* and column three the effective fertility ratios 
of the white rural-farm population* Visual inspection of 
columns two and three uncovered no relationship so a scat­
ter diagram of the variables was plotted* It is reproduced 
as Figure 6* Again a quick appraisal leads to a presumed 
relationship* while a continued examination rejects this 
presumption* It is true that a slight tendenoy may be 
present* Any relationship would be due to some half dozen 
eountles evidencing eight per cent or less of part-time 
farms* The counties concerned are Olarendon* Sumter* Marl­
boro * Darlington* Williamsburg* Marlon* Dillon* Horry* and 
Florence* Ho new counties have been added to this block 
which was originally identified In Table XVIII* Barnwell 
coimty has been dropped* Only Lee county shows low part- 
time farming and low fertility ratios*
Again It appears that other factors intervene in this 
proposed relationship* Such could be expected following 
the experiences Involved In index two* The immediate pro­
position Is the influence of an adjacent urban economy on 
the off-farm work* In this case as the part-time farm is 
not economically self-sufficient for the farm family* It1® 
undertaking Involves an original employment* The presence 
of an urban population would indicate probable urban employ-
Table XXi Relationship Between Per Cent of Part-Time Parma of All Parma and the 
Fertility of the White Rural-Fana Population by County1
Counties For cent of 
part-time 








Counties Per cent of 
part-time 








Newberry 25.6 430.9 York 16.6 537.8
Spartanburg 25.2 472.9 Onion 16.6 432.6
Pickens 25.0 527.4 Hampton 16.6 596.8
McCormick 24 .2 479.6 Calhoun 15.5 457.9
Greenwood 24.1 407.0 Chesterfield 15.2 659.1
Richland 22.9 456.1 Chester 15.1 475.4
porchester 22.6 533.5 Bamberg 14.4 577.1
Abbeville 22.5 526.6 Orangeburg 14.1 560.5
Lexington 22*5 570.1 Aiken 14*1 515.5
Oconee 22.2 602.2 Charleston 11.6 502.6Greenville 22.2 430.1 Allendale 11.4 430.7Jasper 21.5 489.8 Barnwell 10.9 598.2Cherokee 21.0 528.3 Beaufort 10*6 497.5Saluda 20.5 503.4 Clarendon 8.0 706.0Kershaw 19.7 605.6 Sumter 7.9 657.7Lancaster 19.2 543.a Marlboro 6.8 649.4Fairfield 19.2 457.0 Darlington 5.8 606.1Anderson 18.5 514.0 Williamsburg 5.7 685.7Georgetown 18.3 716.5 Marion 5.3 641.4Edgefield 18.3 444.7 Lee 4.9 548.8Laurens 18.2 422.9 Pillon 3.9 684.4Colleton 17.9 463.5 Horry 3.7 675.2Berkeley 16.8 620.4 Florence 3.3 667.6
1* Is th^?®ns™» Pnlfced States Census of Agriculture: 1950. Volume 1, Part 16.Wsshington, 1952, Cnaptar B, Tsble 7, and faole X, Appendix A* 3T
T
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Figure 6 i Relationship Between Per Cent of 
Part-Time Farms and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Population
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ment. The procedure In dealing with this feature was the 
same as that devised for the second index. The selected 
intervals were no urban population, 1-19 per cent, urban, 
20-39 per cent urban, and 40 per cent and over of white 
population classified as urban.
There were only eight counties In the first class of 
no urban population, and the resulting analysis could not 
be stressed. Calhoun and Allendale counties are character** 
ised by lower fertilities than would be expected fro® their 
scale position. The other six counties show an orderly pro** 
gression in Increasing fertility with decreasing part**time 
farming. The variation and small number of cases prohibit 
a statement on tendency.
The class interval 1*19 per cent urban is larger as it 
contains 12 cases. As a result more stress can be placed 
upon the relationship discovered. The results are only 
partially in line with the expected Inverse relationship.
The data within the class fall into two groupings. Pour 
counties, Clarendon, Williamsburg, Dillon, and Horry, have 
high fertility and low part-time farming ratio®. At the 
opposite end of the scale, Pickens, Dorchester, Edgefield, 
and Colleton have low fertility and high part-time farming 
ratios. In their midst is Oconee County with a high fert­
ility ratio. Interstitial to the two groupings is Chester­
field County with a moderate part-time farming ratio and a
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Table XXI s Relationship Between Fart*Time Farming and the 
Fertility of the White Rural*Fam Population 
by Counties Grouped for Degree of Urbanity*-
Per cent of Counties Per cent of Effective fer­population part-time farms tility ratiosclassified of all farms white rural-as urban farm population
No urban McCormick 24*2 479.6
population Jasper 21 #3 489.8Saluda 20.3 503.4
Berkeley 16.8 620.4
Hampton 16.6 596.8Calhoun 15.5 457.9Allendale 11.4 430.7Barnwell 10.9 598.21*19 per Pickens 25.0 527.4cent Dorchester 22.6 533.5Oconee 22 .2 602.2
Edgefield 18.3 444.7Colleton 17.9 463.5
Chesterfield 15 .2 659.1
Beaufort 10.6 497.5Clarendon 8.0 706.0
Williamsburg 5.7 685.6
Lee 4.9 548.8Dillon 3.9 684.4Horry 3.7 675.2
20-39 per Newberry 25.6 430 .9
cent Spartanburg 25.2 472.9Abbeville 22.5 526.6
Lexington 22.5 570.1
Cherokee 21.0 528.3
Kershaw 19.7 605.6Lancaster 19.2 543.2Fairfield 19.2 457.0
Laurens 18.2 422.9Union 16.6 432.6
Chester 15.1 475.4
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Table XXI (continued)* Relationship Between Part-Time Farm­ing and the Fertility of the White 
Rural-Farm Population by Counties 
Grouped for Degree of Orbantty***
For cent of Counties Per cent of Effective fer-
population part-time farms tllity ratiosclassified of all farms white rural*
as urban farm population
20-39 per Bamberg 14 *4 577*1
cent Orangeburg 14*1 560*5Aiken 14*1 515.3Marlboro 6*8 649*4Darlington 5*8 606*1Marlon 5*3 641*4Florence 3*3 667 .640 per Greenwood 24*1 407*0
cent and Richland 22*9 435.1
over Greenville 22*2 430.1Anderson 18*5 514 *0Georgetown 18*3 716.5York 16*6 537.8
Charleston 11*6 502.6Sumter 7.9 657*7
1* Compiled from data in Tables XIX and XX, and Table I, 
Appendix A*
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^ 8 ^  thdre is not a progression but
a sharp break In the data* But* a sharp break in the fertile 
Ity data is to be expected as there is a sharp break in per 
cent of part-time farms in this class interval* those 
counties with very high fertility have very low percentages 
of part-time farms while those counties with low fertility 
have very high percentages of part-time farms# A gradual 
progressive relationship is not to be expected#
In the third class* 60-59 per cent of white population 
classified as urban* there are 18 counties which is suffi­
cient for generalisation# Within this class the part-time 
farming scale shows a regular progressive decrease to 14 
per cent below di ich there Is a sharp drop in the scale to 
6#8 per cent# Those counties grouped In this lower segment 
of the scale all have very high fertilities# Those counties 
grouped in the upper segment of the scale have variable fer­
tility performances# Within this class* therefore* the re­
lationship is one between the extremes of part-time f a m ­
ing the fertility of the white rural-farm population*
There are only eight cases in the final class of 40 per 
cent or more of the total white population of the county 
classified as urban* Generalisation can not be made In any 
strength* In this class the data tend to support the ex­
pected inverse relationship# They do so in an orderly 
fashion* The only exception is Georgetown County where a 
moderate part-time farming ratio is associated with a high
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fertility ratio*
In summary the data in this Table support an inverse 
relationship between the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population and part-time farming when there ie a probability 
that the latter is related to urban employment* The data 
are less convincing than those of the previous tables*
There is a strong tendency to a relationship at the ex­
tremes of the seale as opposed to a progressive relationship 
at all points on the scale* In a part this is a function of 
the scale itself* Also* it must be remembered that the 
present index was not standardised for the white race* only* 
Its accuracy is therefore questionable*
An analysis of the impact of a shift from a rural to an 
urban economy upon rural farm fertility is presented in this 
chapter* This problem grew out of work presented in Chapter 
II showing that mere presence and contact with urban communi­
ties were not associated with reduced rural-farm fertility*
It was inferred that some aspect of this contact was Impor­
tant* Demographic theory Indicates economic factors are 
basic to fertility variation* that urban economic demands 
end expectations lead to controlled and reduced fertility*
It was* therefore* proposed that the partial transfer of 
white rural-farm people to an urban economy would result in 
their reduced fertility*
laa
The nature of the data and their unit of presentation 
required an analysis on a county basis* Counties were rank* 
ed on scales giving insight to a partial transfer to an 
urban economy and on a scale of fertility performance*
Their ranked positions were compared end a relationship or 
its lack was determined* Strengths of relationships were 
measured by correlations* The following were selected as 
measures of a partial transfer to an urban economy*
I. Per oent of employed population in agriculture*
II* Per cent of farm operators working off of their 
farms 100 days or more In 1949*
III* Per cent of farms classified as part-time fame*
The analysis of the tabulated data supported the 
originating hypothesis* The fertility of the white rural- 
farm population Is Inversely related to a partial transfer 
to an urban economy* This was true for each index used*
The fertility of the white rural-farm population is direct­
ly related to the degree to which farming is the prevailing 
occupation of the county* Correlation indicates a moderate 
relationship of 0*52* There la however, considerable 
variability as shown by a coefficient of alienation of 0*73* 
When consideration Is given to the racial bias in the index* 
the relationship Is shown to be stronger* White rural-farm 
fertility Is directly related to the extent to which farming 
Is the prevailing occupation of the employed whit© popula-
12$
fcton of the county* The correlation strength Is 0*62 and 
the coefficient of alienation is G*64*
This interpreted relationship is substantiated by the 
analysis using indexes two and three* These Indexes per** 
mit the other side of the coin to be examined because they 
refer to the actual extent of a transfer to a non-agricul- 
tursl economy* It was necessary in each case to modify the 
index so It would indicate the probable nature of the off** 
farm employment* This was done by comparing grouped 
counties having somewhat similar proportions of urban popu­
lation* In both cases the proposed inverse relationship 
was found to exist* As the first index, when modified for 
racial biases, showed a stronger relationship, it is pre­
sumed that the relationships established with the use of 
indexes two and three would have been stronger If they 
could have been modified in like fashion*
The previously defined conditions of Increasing 
mechanisation and increased yields Indicate a growing 
partial transfer to an urban economy* Such a phenomenon 
will mean a continued over all reduction of the reproduc­
tion rate of the white rural-farm population*
The variability of the data Indicate the presence of 
other factors* On© significant area of socio-economic ac­
tivity has not been considered# This is the actual varia­
tion of socio-economic position within the white rural-farm 
population* This will be studied In the next chapter*
CHAPTER FOUR
THE FERTILITY OF THE WHITE RURAL*FARM POPULATION AND SOCIO­
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Every society Is characterized by a ranking of Its mem­
bers In hlerarohial order*3* Each member is accorded certain 
prestige and authority In dealings with others of the socie­
ty* Members of the society attaining equality in ranking 
are referred to as a stratum or class of that society* Hav- 
ing approximately the same life chances or opportunities* and 
the same social capacity to control the actions of others*
the members of a stratum tend to have the same outlook* the
osame interests, values, and attitudes* In total they share 
a common way of life* The American Society is stratified
3primarily on an economic basis*
American rural society is stratified* The degrees and 
the types of stratlfIcation have been analyzed In detail In
^ Elngsley Davis and Wilbert E* Moore* 11 Some 
principles of Stratification," American Sociological Re­
view, Volume X (1945), pp* 242-243*
2 Richard Centers, The Psychology of Social Classes 
(Princeton, New JerseyI Princeton University Press* 1949)* 
Chapter 12*
3 /Robin Williams, American Society (New York*
Alfred A. Knopf, 1952), pp. 9iS-96.
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a number or studies#* Pertinent to this study is the 
tooitl partieipation or interaction between members or the 
same stratum or class# Urban class studies by Warner and 
hunt in the Worth and the i study by Davis and the Gardners 
in the South demonstrate that clique and formal particlpa- 
tion follow class lines#® With some modification this is 
true of rural action# These studies reveal the tendency
99of rural families to participate along class lines# The
. 4 £— # DoUard, Caste and Q&MjtJ# & gg|$&SS1 ,Town (Hew York* Harper and Brothers# 1957)% Allison Davis# Burleigh Gardner# and Mary Gardner# Deep South (Chicago* Illinois* University of Chicago Press# 1941; j Harold Kauf­man# Prestige Classes in £  Hew York Rural Community* Cor­nell Agricultural Experiment station Memoir £60# Ythaca#Hew York# 1944* James West# Plalnville* U#S*A# (Hew York! Columbia University Press# 1945}* Horton Rubin# Plantation County (Chapel Hill# North Carolina* University of Hortn Carolina Press# 1951)# and B« A#' Schuler# Social Status and Farm Tenure - Attitudes and Conditions of Corn Belt Cotton Bei t Farmers (United States Department of Agriculture Social Research Report IF# Government Printing Office# Wash­ington# D#C## 1958/#
® W# Loyd Warner and Paul Lunt# The social Life of a community (Hew Haven# Connecticut* faie^nfversttyPress# 1941)# p* 90# and Davie# Gardner# and Gardner# op# 
jsit## p# 138#
® Schuler# o p# pit#* Figure 26# p# 196#
7 Ibid# Figure 26# p# 196; Davis# Gardner# and Gardner# op# cit## pp# 137-170* West# OR# <&£&## PP* 133-134; Rubin# o p# clt** pp# 162# 176—177# 182—183#
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significance of this participation* of joint action 
achieved along linos of common and like Interests and 
attitudes# is pointed up by Charles Loomis in a study of 
relocated farm families in the Dyes Colony of Mississippi
oCounty# Arkansas* At the end of two years farmers elect* 
ing to leave generally belonged to the same ollque$ those 
remaining belonged to a different clique*9 In terms pf 
interaction these cliques were virtually Isolated from 
each other*
In terms of the relationship between socio-economic 
status and fertility* it is logical to conclude that the 
sharing of common Interests and needs enforced by primary 
social control will produce socio-eeenoatloally based for* 
tility patterns*
Relationship between Fertility and podlo- Economic Status
The demographic research on fertility reviewed in 
Chapter I pages demonstrates the existence of an in*
verse relationship between fertility and socio-economic 
status* Families characterised by a low income and low 
social status tend to have more children than families of
8 Charles P. Loomis* Studios o£ Rural Social Organ! satlea (Collage Book Store* East Lansing* Michigan, 1945}* pp. 41-105.
• Tbld.. pp. 122-123
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moderate and M g h  Incomes and status* However* families 
of M g h  Ineome and status tend to have larger families 
than the moderate group* hut less then the low group
This relationship is pertinent to the entire nation* 
separate regions* states* localities* and communities* It 
has been verified by various analyists with t he use of 
different data* And* It has been established for differ** 
ent time Intervals* This evidence was introduced in Chap** 
ter I* pages 9-110
Fertility variables are interdependent and at a 
theoretical level this relationship is expected to exist 
within the rural-farm population* Farm populations have 
higher fertility than urban populations* and lower classes 
have higher fertility than upper classes* Therefore* fami­
lies within the socio-economic class breakdowns of the 
rural-farm population may be expected to exhibit variable 
fertility* Farm families of upper socio-economic status
a have smaller families than those in lower socio­
economic levels*
Analysis of the fertility of the rural-farm population* 
While less extensive* upholds these expectations* Their 
fertility varies by state and by county within each state*
10 Paul Landi*, Population ProttUaw (How Yorki 
A n r i t n  Book C©*» 1948)* pp* 111*1X2•
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These variations can bo partially explained by socio­
economic factors* The previously quoted Belcher and Duncan
11studies Introduce some factors* Belcher showed fans for** 
tility varied by type of faming area* From this he deduc­
ed variations in economic level as the basic causal agent* 
Duncan* s study demonstrated the influence of economic 
status on village fertility* Village families of lower 
economic level had more children than those of higher 
economic stilus* Among the factors of urbanisation* village 
else* and type of farming area* the economic level of the 
village was shown to be the most significant*
Beegle and smith in analysing rural farm fertility 
acted the variation by county and called attention to the 
high fertility in those counties characterised by subsIs— 
ence farming and low levels of living*^
Wetesteln’s study of fertility as related to social
class indicated the tendency of farm tenant families to eae»
IBcoed the fertility of farm owning families* Woof ter and
^  John Belcher* "Fertility of Village Residents of Oklahoma*” Social Forces* XXIV (194e)*328-331j and Otis Dun­can* "Fertility of the Village Population in Pennsylvania*” Social Forces* XXVIII (1950)* 304-309*
12 J* Allan Beegle and T. Lynn Smith* Differential Fertility in Louisiana* Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 463* Baton Rouge* Louisiana* 1946* p* 40*
Frank Hotestein* "The Differential Rate of In­crease Among the Social Glasses of the American Population*” Social Forces* XII (1953)* pp* 39-53*
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associates In reporting on tenants reported the pressure 
landlords placed on tenants to have large families#** 
The else of tenant acreage was allocated on the basis of 
available family labor#
Garnett and Sdwards reporting on the rural popular
tlon of Virginia stated that farm tenants were more fre*
q.uently characterised by having two to four children than
IBwere faxm*»ownlng families# This holds true among both
whites and Negroes# The same differential was reported for
16selected families In several parts of North Carolina#
Similar comparisons of fertility performance between farm
owners and tenants are presented by Loomis and Beegle in
1 7their text Rural Social Systems#
1 4 T# J# Woof ter# et* al## Landlord and Tenant on The Cotton Plantation (Works Progress Admini stration, Re* search lionograph 5# Government Printing Office# Washington# P# C*| 1936)# p# 6#
W# E. Garnett and A# P# Edwards# Virginia gjnal Populations * A Study in Rural Poverty# Virginia Agri* culturalExperiment station Bulletin 3$f># Slacksburg# Vir* glnia# 1941# pp# 351*333#
1 6 C# Horace Hamilton and Marguerite York# "Trends in the Fertility of Married Women of Different Social Groups in Certain Rural Areas of North Carolina#" Rural Sociology# Volume II (1937)# pp# 192*303#
Charles Loomis and J# Allen Beegle# Rural Social Systems (New York* Prentice Hall# Ino## 1950)# Figure' 11# 
p# Ids#
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The previously quoted Notestein study attributes the 
superior fertility of tenant famors to their marriage at
igen earlier age# There is doubt about this conjecture#
Kupert Vance demonstrates that the application of the age
distributions of the TJhlted States as a whole to the South**
east as a region would reduce the fertility performance of
19southern white women only 8*4 per cent# As marriage as
well as births is so closely bound to age* Notesteinfs con­
clusion does not seem acceptable*
Indirect evidence on birth cent m l  practices can be 
summarized* Farm women of higher socio-economic status 
practice contraception less frequently than do women from
AAboth large and small urban communities# At the same
time* It was demonstrated that families of higher socio­
economic status more frequently practiced contraception 
than families from lower statuses# From this it can be 
inferred that tenant farm families will less frequently 
practice contraception than farm—owning families# Work 
by Vance supports this proposition# His analysis of re—
Notestein* op# cjt*» pp* 26-36#
19 Rupert Vanoe* All These People (Chapel Hill* Verth Carolines University of North Carolina Frees* 1046)* 
Figure 76* p* 101#
20 John W# Riley and Matilda White* ,fThe TJae of Various Methods of Contraception**9 American Sociological 
Review* V (1640)* p# 894#
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iponsea frcm 67 tenant farm mothers shoved only eight used 
contraceptives*5̂  This despite the fact that a substantial 
majority or them favored birth limitation* Margaret Hagood 
reports Southern women desire fewer children but do not as
opyet use contraceptives*
To sunmarise* the moral structure of the rural soci- 
ety sustains the roles of children and parents in the fam- 
ily and the community* Technical knowledge on cdntracep- 
tlon is limited* and its diffusion pattern is from high to 
low socio-economic levels* In turn the nisnber of children 
per family increases from high to low socio-economic level*
And* the economic system of agriculture rewards those fam­
ilies in the lower socio-economic levels that possess a 
large number of children*
Indexes of Soelo-Seonomic Status
Suitable indexes for defining the socio-economic level 
of each county must be determined* Of inmediate interest 
is some measure of family income* There are* however* im­
mediate drawbacks to its use for farm families. The degree
21 Rupert Vance* "The Regional Approach to the Study
of El ah Fertility*” The Millbank Memorial Fund Quarterly. Volume 
XIX (1941)* pp. 356-3^4.
22 Margaret Hagood* Mothers of the South (Chapel Hill, 
Horth Carolina} University of North Carolina Frees* 1939), 
pp* 122-125*
See this study* pp* 13-14*
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of self -suffieieney of the family will not bo mirrored In 
its la«oM| and the level of living will depend as wall on 
the density of population end the consequent availability 
of goods and services*24
A logical tppro&oh to socio-economic status le on in- 
don of the level of living of the people! that le* the 
possessions end activities presently practiced by a 
people* It eon be presumed that in as far as their eoo- 
nsmie position will allow* individuals and families will 
aspire to and possess those things they desire* Moreover* 
their soelal post ion in the community will be Judged on a 
basis of these possessions and practices*®4 Within any 
pes90sslesi there will be grades of culturally approved 
attributes* A house as a possession may be subdivided by 
materials of oonstruotlon* style* cost* else* exterior 
appointments* residential location* state of up-keep* etc*; 
automobiles by manufacturer* model* year of production* 
wp-keep* etc*
Such discriminations have been widely used In deter-
®4 For a critique of Income as an Index of farm family socio-economic level* see Carter Goodrich* et* al**
mgr.t-U .on « £  f t o a  fit hlxlm* 12fShl®5± < Philadelphia, Pennsylvaniat university of Pennsylvania Press* 1955)* pp* IS—15*
24 Schuler* on* clt»» pp* SS-55*
24 W. Lloyd Warner* Mar chi a Meeker* and Kenneth KUis* Social Class Jn M g F M M  <N»W ^orbt American Book Co** 1949)* p* 59$ end Williams* ĵ E* pit;** pp* 92-99*
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mlng the level of living of rural families* Schuler pro­
duced a aeries of variables in living levels of northern 
and southern farmers*Among these were house types; 
house facilities# types of heating# lighting# water supply# 
and toilet aocomodetions; persons per household; rooms per 
house; household appliances# refrigerators# washing and 
sewing machines# kitchen sinks# telephone# and radio; and 
economic condition of the farm# total acreage# crop 
acreage# type and degree of mortgage* Information concern­
ing these factors may be held as averages for each county# 
and the latter ranked on a socio-economic continuum*
C* 6* Lively and Conrad Taeuber in analysing the re­
lationship between socio-economic factors and migration
devised a scries of indexes of level of living applicable 
fidto counties* They proposed the classification of land
areas by quality of soil* The poorer the soil the lower
the probable level of living of its rural-farm residents*
In constructing Indexes Lively and Taeuber equated "economic
00well-being" to the possession of "desirable11 facilities*
For facilities# they considered value of dwellings and pos-
27 Schuler# op* clt*. pp* 53-65*
a# C* E* Lively and Conrad Taeuber# Rural Migration fck* United States (United States Department of A s u ­ture# Bureau of Agricultural Economics# Research Monograph 19# Government Printing Office# Washington# D« C*# 1939)# Chapter 4*
29 Ibia. p. 78.
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session of llgbtii telephone# radio# running water# and 
automobiles*
A* ¥U Mangua in differentiating the rural regions of 
the United states considered as an Important factor the 
level of living of the people* As criteria of level of 
living he selected average value of farm dwelling# per 
cent of farms having automobiles# electric lights# piped 
water in the house# telephones# and radios
William Sewell in converting his original level of 
living scale to a short form extracted a list of 14 easl* 
ly determinable and aecurate criteria#*® These criteria 
are construction of house# number of persons per room# 
type of lighting# piped water in the house# possession of 
power washer# refrigerator# radio# telephone# and auto* 
mobile# dally paper# education of husband and wife# attend* 
aaee of both at church#^
'iThe basic problem In selecting criteria of level of 
living for this study Is that they must be applied to
»  A. R. Mangos. Rural 2S£&fiai Si !£«JMliaS States (Works Progress Administration* Special Reports* <3oveminent Printing Off loo# Washington* D. C., 1940)*
8 1 JkAfl«»P» 79*
®  William Sewell, "A short Pont of the Perm Psstlly Socio-economic Status Seale," Rural sociology. VIII (1943), pp. 161-109.
2&U** p * l®®*
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counties and must bo obtainable from census reports* Thus 
the oho lea of data la limit ad* Also* there la no certainty 
that the data can be applied equally to levels of living In 
each county* Working upon this problem* Margaret Hagood 
measured the relative importance of 14 separate criteria of 
level of living and Isolated five criteria determined to be 
of constant major importance* ̂  These are per cent of oc­
cupied dwelling units with fewer than 1*5 persons per room* 
per cent of dwelling units with radios* recent model auto­
mobiles* and median years of formal schooling consisted by
^ . 85persons 25 years of age and over*
Hypotheses and Methods
On the basis of these quoted studies* it Is proposed 
that the fertility of the white rural-farm people in South 
Carolina is Inversely related to their socio-economic char­
acter* Specifically* the white rural population associated 
with upper socio-economic levels will have lower fertility 
performances than white rural-farm populations having lower 
soclo—economic levels*
The available data require the use of the county as 
the basle unit of inquiry* This Increases the difficulty
^  Margaret Hagood* "Development of a 1940 Bural- Varm Level of Living Index for Counties*tt Bural Sociology. VIII (1943)* pp* 171—180*
86 p*
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of do terming any existent relationship because it neoessl* 
tates an indirect association of fertility and socio-eco- 
nomie status* Bata for fertility measures# a ex and age 
characteristics of population groups# are not subolassified 
by any category useful for denoting socio-economic level* 
therefore# counties must be equated socio-economically and 
the fertility of their white rural-farm population measured* 
Counties ranked or grouped by one factor can then be examin­
ed in terms of the other*
Fertility ratios were computed for previous areas of 
36this study* Attention may be turned dlreetly to measur­
ing the socio-economic level for the rural-farm people for 
each county* The experiences and proeedures of previous 
Investigations have been studied and reviewed*^ From 
these and the insights gained from them# the following 
factors have been selected as criteria of socio-economic 
level i
I* Reward distribution system and conditions of the 
general farm economy*
A* Per cent of tenanoy*
B* Per cent of crop tenancy*
C* Per cent of ownership*
t>* Average value of farm lands and buildings*
36 See this study p* 25 and Tables I# Appendix A* 
^  See this study pp* 131-135
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R* Average Cash Incoma par farm*
II* Sala©tad aspects of tha laval of living*
A* Par eant of farm dwellings having or not having*, 
1* Electric lights*




B* Par cant of farm dwellings having 1*5 persons or 
more per room*
G* Median years of formal schooling of the white 
rural-farm population 85 years of age end over*
Tha use of indexes In previous phases of this study has
demonstrated the advisability of holding race constant*
This need to account for race has been d emonst rated by
Thompson in his discussion of the use of Hagood’s Index of
38laval of living* Negroes generally occupy the base of
the economic scale* and their presence in any number Is 
sura to distort tha general economic picture* Their pre­
sence would make the scale unreliable for reference to the 
White population*
Reward Distribution System Related tg White 33ffi&~ESES EfiE-
88 warren Thompson*"Differentials In Fertility and 
Levels of Diving In the Rural Population of the United States," American sociological Review, VIII U®48), PP* 516.554} smith. FOoulat Ion Analysis (Hew York*
MeGraw-Hlll Book Company, 1948), p, 48,
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tillty*
The whole idea of socio-economic statuses Is depict** 
ed in the variations between farmers with respect to their 
tenure of the land and the capacity of the farm enterprise* 
Tenure implies the rights possessed to the use of the land 
by on individual or a group* In commercial agriculture# it 
is all important In determlng who will reap the profits 
from farming* It is# therefore# the primary basis of 
soelo»eeonomle statuses in the rural population* It will 
be the first criterion used in this study* The capacity 
of the farm enterprise entails the quality of the land as 
a producer# the sise of the operation# and the available 
machinery and apparatus*
Data on tenancy are given by the Census Bureau in sev**
39eral categorical breakdowns* These ares
Cash»tenancy - The tenant pays a cash rent for anotheroperator*a land for a stipulated time of use*
Share-eash tenancy - The tenant pays a rent partlyin farm products*
Share«tenancy- The tenant pays a rent entirely by ashare In the farm products*
Cropwtenancy •* The tenant Is paid a portion of thecrops or other farm products for work** ing the farm* The landlord furnishes the implements# seeds# and closely super** vises the tenant * s work*
89 Bureau of tha Census, United States Census £f Agricultures 1950. Volume 1, "Countiesend state Economic Areas,5 Part 1 6 , North end south Carolina (Government Printing Offloe, Washington, D« C., 1958), pp XVIII*XIX.
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The a a forma of tenancy have been presented aa ranked by 
the Census Bureau* They present a decreasing order of 
economic and social standing* The ranking Is by independ­
ence of operation and the proportion of profits accruing 
to the farm worker*
Tenancy does not have the same connotation in all 
areas of the country* In the South* tenancy implies a 
fora of farm labor in which the laborer is paid off with a 
percentage of the crop. Aa the laborer brings more and 
more to the work* machinery and animals* his share is pro* 
portionately increased*4^ But through all of these phases 
he occupies the bottom of the economic scale* In the 
South tenancy is a simple device to obtain agricultural 
workers and is not operated as a stepping stone towards 
eventual ownership* This widespread practice stems from 
the production of a highly speculative single-crop with 
property rights for large tracts of land in th© hands of 
an individual or a small group of investors*
This argument does not prohibit the use of a tenant 
data provided by the Census Bureau so long as the socio­
logical significance is born In mind*
40 T* Lynn Smith* The Sociology of Rural Life (third edition! New York? Harper and Brot here * 19531 * pp* 280-281.
41 Ibid.. p. 280.
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It seems advisable to account for two possibilities 
in tenancy| crop tenancy and general tenancy* All tenants 
occupy low economic positions# and their presence in preport-* 
tonally large numbers would be a significant gauge of eco­
nomic level* Crop tenants occupying the lowest level of 
tenancy would be a more accurate measure of low economic 
level* In both cases tenancy must be considered for the 
white rural-fara population alone#
Pat a on tenancy are presented in the United States 
Census of Agricultureg 1950* Volume I# Part 16, Chapter B, 
Table 2a* A ratio of tenants to all farm operators was eom- 
puted for each county* Pats bearing upon the relationship 
between tenancy and fertility among white rural-farm people 
are presented in Table XXIX* Column one contains the 
counties, column two the per cent of all white farm workers 
classified as tenants, and column three the effective fertile 
ity ratios of the white rural-farm population*
Bo relationship is dlsoernable* There is a very wide 
variability In every interval of the tenancy scale* Counties 
showing equal tenancy ratios varied over 200 points in fer­
tility performance* Blther general tenancy is not an accu­
rate measure of socio— economic level or socio-economic con­
ditions are not related to fertility* It is possible that 
general tenancy is not satisfactory as it covers such a wide 
economic range*
Table XXII: Relationship Between.Tenancy and fertility Among the White Rural-farm
Population by County1
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Billon 62*5 &84.4 6range\>urg 22.8 §£6.5
Marlboro 55.8 649.4 Greenville 22.7 430.1
Marion 52.6 641.4 Georgetown 22.6 716.5
Florence 49.9 667.6 Saluda 21.9 505.4
Horry 45.1 675.2 Allendale 21.1 450.7Darlington 40.0 606.1 Laurens 20.4 422.9Chesterfield 58.0 659.1 McCormick 20.1 479*6
Cherokee 55.0 528.5 Jasper 19.5 489.8
Clarendon 55.8 706.0 Hampton 19.0 596*8
Anderson 55.5 514.0 Edgefield 18.4 444*7Bamberg 52.5 577.1 Colleton 15*9 463.5Oconee 52.2 602.2 Union 15.0 437.5Barnwell 51.8 598.2 Greenwood 15.0 407.0Aiken 51.5 515.5 Hewberry 13.6 450.9Williamsburg 50.2 685.7 Lexington 13.6 570.1Spartanburg 29.9 472.9 Chester 15.4 475.4Pickens 29.7 527.4 Calhoun 13.4 457.9Dee 27.1 548.8 Berkeley 11.7 620.4York 24.0 557.8 Beaufort 11.7 497.5Sumter 24.0 657.7 Dorchester 10*8 455*5Abbeville 25*8 §26.6 Richland 10.7 435.1Kershaw 25.7 543.2 Fairfield 9.6 457.0Lancaster 22.8 545.2 Charleston 7.7 502.6
1. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Agriculture; 1950, Volume I, Part 16,
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Table2a; and fable I, Appendix A,
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Tills can be checked by using a measure which Is based 
on crop tenancy# Bata on crop t enanoy were obtained from 
the same table In the 1950 genaua &£ Agriculture and ratios 
of crop tenants of all farm operators were computed for 
each county#
Bata bearing upon the relationship between white crop 
tenancy and the fertility of the white rural-farm popula­
tion are presented in Table XXIII* Column one contains the 
counties# column two the per cent of white farmers classl* 
fled as crop tenants# and column three the fertility ratios 
for the white rural-farm population*
Wo relationship of consequence was discovered* The 
over all sense was a loose vague relationship* The extremes 
of the scale do show a noticeable difference In fertility 
performance* But at each Interval on the tenancy scale 
there was a strong scatter* The computation of a correla­
tion measure was thought to be useless and was not under­
taken*
The criticisms of the measure of general tenancy can 
be applied to the measure of crop tenancy* If tenancy is 
a poor measure# can any other measure be used to direct 
attention towards the underlying principle that fertility 
is related to the potential claims the farm worker can make 
upon the economic system? Beginning at the other end of 
the economic scale# the proportional farm ownership by farm
Table XXIII: Relationship Between. Crop Tenanoy and Fertility Among the White Rural-Farm
Pop illation by County*
Counties Per oent of Effective Counties Per cent of Effectivewhite fanners fertility white farmers fertility
classified as ratios classified as ratios




Marlboro 29,4 649.4 Kershaw 8.5 605.6
Dillon 26,1 684.4 Saluda 7.0 503.4
Florence 23,4 667.6 Greenville 6,8 430.1
Darlington 23,3 606.1 Lancaster 6.1 543.2
Marion 17,4 641.4 Edgefield 6.0 444.7Bamberg 17.2 577.1 Union 5.3 432.6Chesterfield 16,6 659.1 Su&ter 4.8 657.7Cherokee 15.3 528.3 Calhoun 4.5 437.9Horry 14.7 675.2 Greenwood 4.5 407.0Anderson 13.6 514.0 Lexington 4.1 570.1Barnwell 13.4 598.2 McCormick 4.0 472.6Williamsburg 13,1 685.7 Chester 3.6 475.4Clarendon 12.7 706.0 Newberry 3,5 430.2Spartanburg 12.6 472.9 Colleton 2.6 463.5Aiken 11.0 515.3 Hampton 2.6 596.8Lse 10.7 548.8 Dorchester 1.2 533.8OrangeburgOconee 10.710.6 560.5602.2 FairfieldRichland 1.51,4 457.0435.1Abbeville 9.9 526.6 Berkeley 1.2 620,4Pi ckens 9.8 527.4 Charleston 1.0 502.6Laurens 9.4 422.9 Jasper 1.0 489,8GeorgetownYork 8.88.6 716,5537,8 BeaufortAllendale 0.40.3 497.5430.7
5ur?fu 11 be Census, United States Census of Agricultures 195Q« Volume I* Part 16.Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Table 2a$ and Table I, Appendix A.
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operators can be used as a measure* The 1950 United atatop 
Census of Agriculture contains data upon the number of farm 
owners per county in Table 8a of Volume I* Fart 16* chapter 
5* It is proposed that the proportion of farm owners to all 
paid farm workers will provide an adequate measure of eocnom— 
ie potential* It is further proposed that the white rural- 
farm people in counties with high percentages of white farm 
owners will have lower fertility performances than those in 
counties with low percentages of farm owners*
Table XXIV* contains data bearing upon this proposal*
In column one Is Hated the counties* in column two* the per 
cent of white farm owners of all paid white farm workers) 
and in column three# the effective fertility ratios of the 
white rural-farm population* An Inverse relationship be­
tween farm ownership and fertility Is dlscemable* As the 
per cent of farm ownership in the county declines the fer­
tility of the rural-farm population tends to increase* The 
relationship seems to be constant through out although It 
is marked by a strong tendency to scatter* Scatter is 
least a«ftng those counties having 50 per cent or less of 
farm ownership* This is also true to a lesser degree a-
those counties having over 70 per cent of farm owner­
ship* The interval 50-70 per cent Is characterised by 
more scatter*
The evidence was sufficient to warrant the computation
Table XXIV* Relationship Between Full Ownership and Fertility Among the White Rural-Farm
Population by County*
















Fairfield 80,2 457.0 Kershaw 61.9 605.6
Greenwood 76,9 407.0 Spartanburg 60.2 472.9
Union 76.6 452.6 Sumter 59.8 657.7Richland 75.8 435.1 Oconee 59.7 602.2Charleston 74.5 502.6 Hampton 59.0 596.8Chester 74.0 475.4 Anderson 56.7 514.0Lexington 72.5 570.1 Williamsburg 55.9 685.7Newberry 72.5 430.9 Cherokee 55.5 528.3Greenville 69.4 430.1 Calhoun 55.2 457.9Lancaster 69.4 543.2 Aiken 54.8 515.3Laurens 67,5 422.9 Lee 52.2 548.8Berkeley 67.3 620.4 Orangeburg 51.8 560.5Colleton 66.8 463.5 Barnwell 50.4 598*2Dorchester 66.8 533.5 Allendale 49.4 430.7Abbeville 66.7 526.6 Horry 48.0 675.2York 66.1 537.8 Darlington 47.6 606,1Beaufort @5.6 497.5 Clarendon 46.8 706.0Edgefield 65 .0 444.7 Chesterfield 46.5 659.1Pickens 64.7 527,4 Bamberg 44.9 577aJasper 64.2 489.8 Florence 42.4 667,6Georgetown 63.6 716,5 Marion 35.6 641.4Saluda 63.6 503,4 Dllldn 29.6 684,4McCormick 63.5 479.6 Marlboro 27.0 649,4
1* Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Agriculture; 19S0f Volume I, Part 16,
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Table 2a; and Table I, Appendix A*
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of a correlation* This was done* It was expected that 
scatter would hold the correlation to a moderate strength* 
This was found to be true* as a correlation of 0*60 and a 
coefficient of alienation of 0*64 were obtained* Beyond 
any doubt white rural-farm fertility is inversely related 
to the economic potential of the people*
Another basic facet of this proposition Is the capa­
city of the farm enterprise* the farm’s economic possibil­
ities as determined by the condition of the land *»nd the 
agricultural organisation* This characteristic can be ex­
tremely enlightening because it mirrors long-time conditions 
and practices which have come to be part and parcel of the 
prevailing outlook or state of mind of the Inhabitants of 
the area* The significance of this factor for political 
behavior has been verified**2 The image of over-worked 
farm land and dispirited people combining poverty and high 
fertility has* since the days of the depression* been allud- 
to by the social scientist* the author* and the reformer**®
*2 Rudolf Heberle* The Sociology of Spc^al Move­ments (Hew York* Appleton* Century* Crofts* Inc** 1961)* 
Chapters 11 and 10*
45 Alfred Griswold, RaawMMg *»***Barcourt* Brace* Incorporated*1948)}Harold Hoffcorner* edi­tor* T&e Social £nd mp^mXo Mthe Sout hWastern States (Cnapel Hill* North Carolina* The university or Worth Carolina Press* 1950)$ Arthur Bap or* Pre­face to Peasantry (Chapel Hill* North Carolina* University of North Carolina Press* 1936)$ and Erskine Caldwell and Margaret Bourke White* £ou fiayj> .seen ffhalr Faces (New York* 
The Viking Press* 1957)*
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The previously mentioned study by Lively and T&euber 
described the use of soil type areas as an index of socio- 
economic status* Their work demonstrates the validity of 
this index in population analysis*
South Carolina soil types have been plotted*44 Soil 
type areas of course do not follow county lines and some 
belts are so thin that their consideration is precluded as 
an important influence in particular counties* An effort 
has been made to Join counties into geographically reason­
able areas* This has been done by combining similar soils 
into one unit and by placing counties by their major soil 
type* Figure 7* below* reproduces a combined form soil map 
by eounty for the state*
The major soil subdivisions partition the state into 
a Piedmont and a Coast Plain* The latter consists of orig­
inal soil materials washed down off of the Piedmont and 
acted upon by water and water life when the Coast Plain was 
a part of the ocean floor* For the purpose of this study 
the several soil divisions of the Piedmont have been com­
bined to form Upper and Lower Piedmont belts*
The Upper Piedmont Includes Oconee* Pickens* Anderson* 
Greenville* Laurens* Spartanburg* Union, and Cherokee count-
44 J. L. Fulmer, Type a of Farming and Studies in South Carolina* South Carolina Agrl perment Station Suffefln SOLO* Clemson* South Carolina* 1957* 
p* IS*
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ies* Its soil* are Porter* Cecil# Appling# and Durham#
Porter la the least significant as It Is limited to the
extreme western mountainous area* It is essentially far**
tile hut steep slopes prevent full cultivation* The bulk
of the area is Cecil# Appling* and Durham soils. Their
common name is red clay hill* They are fertile and their
drainage la good* Diversified agriculture is practiced and
45*a good to high standard of living is maintained*11 The 
crop currently produced is that best adapted to the area* 
and the soils can be kept at their present level or im- 
proved*
The Lower Piedmont consists of Cecil* Appling* Durham* 
Iredell* Mecklenburg* Davidson* Oeorgevllle* Herndon* and 
Alamance soils* Iredell* Mecklenburg* and Davidson soils 
are heavier with clay* have more lime and less potash than 
the others* The last tbree soils show traces of slate and 
white quartz and are moderately strong in acid* Such soils 
are best for lespedeza production* This Is a less profi­
table farming area than the Upper Piedmont •
The Sand Hill area*a soil Is as the name Indicates com­
posed of sand and sandy loam* There is little nutriment 
value and great acidity in It. The soil types are Norfolk*
4® United States Department of Agriculture# Soils 
and Men: Yearbook of Agriculture: 1938 (Government Prlntincc
Off 1557 Waafflng55n7~P P. 1060*
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Huston* and Portsmouth* However* there are interstitial 
areas of* "the beet agricultural soil of the Coast Plain*"*6 
Agricultural prospeots are poor* "By far the greater part 
of the Horfelk sands should he reforested or used for wild- 
life or recreation purposes* Only the smooth areas and 
those where the sandy elays are near the surface should be 
farmed**^
The Upper Coast Plain area is oomposed of Norfolk* Hus­
ton* Orangeburg* Marlboro* Kalemla* Red Bay* Creenvllle* and 
Tift on soils* Norfolk and Huston are the predominant soils* 
The land is flat and permits intensive agriculture* The 
soils are sandy loam* medium strong in acidity* and have 
little organio matter* However* the land la so amenable 
to farming that granting the use of fertiliser they* "pro** 
duee the most profitable crops of any soils in the South*"*®
The Lower Coast Plain soils are composed basically of 
CoxvlUe* Bladen* and Portsmouth soils* The land Is flat* 
preserves original ocean floor features* and is spotted 
with swamps* bogs* and sand bars* Farming is impeded by 
aeration and drainage* and the area is tinder-developed*
With artlflcal drainage the soil Is fairly good for farming*
46 s m »  ?• » n .
47 Ibid.. p. 1070.
48 Ibid.. p. 1070.
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Several predictions can bo made about the fertility of 
the people farming in these soil types* Good soil types 
and consequent high levels of lJ.ving should be associated 
vith low fertility while poor soil areas should be reflect­
ed in high fertilities* Thus# the Sand Hills and the hewer 
Coast Plain farmers should have high fertility* The farm 
people of the other three areas Should have low fertility#
Data bearing upon the relationship between soil type 
areas and the fertility of the white rural-farm people are 
presented in Table XXV* Column one oontalns the soil type 
areas and counties* column two contains the effective fer­
tility ratios of the white rural-farm population* The 
average fertility differs by soil type area* The lowest 
ratio Is in the Dower Piedmont# Only slightly higher Is 
the Upper Piedmont ratio of 491*5# significantly higher 
is the sand Hill area with a fertility ratio of 657*0* The 
residents of the two Coast Plain areas exhibit the highest 
fertility ratios# These are virtually Identical being 569*0 
for the Lower Coast Plain and 566*3 for the Upper Coast 
Plain# Neither are signifieantly different from the ratios 
of the residents of the Sand Hill area#
The fertility performances do not follow the proposed 
patterns* The Lower Piedmont residents have a slightly 
lower fertility than the residents of the Upper Piedmont 
although the soil of their area is not as good# The reai«» 
dents of the Upper Coast Plain have a fertility of equal
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Table JXXVi Relationship Between Soil Type Areas and theFertility of the White Rur&l-Farm Population!










Upper Piedmont 491 • 3 Upper CoastOconee 602.2 Plain 563.8Cherokee 528.3 Clarendon 706.0
Pickens 527.4 Dillon 684.4Anderson 514.0 Sumter 657.7Spartanburg 472.9 Marlboro 649.<$Ini on 432*9 Darlington 606.1Greenville 430.1 Barnwell 598.3Laurens 42^.9 Bamborg 577.}
Orangeburg 560.5Lower Piedmont 490.6 Leo 548.8Lancaster 543.2 Calhoun 457.9fork 537 .8 Allendale 430.7Aobeville 526.6Saluda 503.4 Lower Coast
McCormick 479.6 Plain 582.2Chester 475.4 Williamsburg 718.5Fairfield 457.0 Horry 675.2Edgefield 444.7 Florence 667.6Mewberry 430.9 Marion 641.4Greenwood 407.0 Berkeley 620.4Hampton 596 . 8
Sand Hills 557.0 Dorchaster 533.5Cnesterfield 659.1 Charleston 602.6
Kershaw 605.6 Beaufort 497.5nexington 570.1 Jasper 489.8
Aiken 515.3 Colleton 463.5
Richland 435.1
1* J.L. Fulmer, Types of F a r a n d  Farm Business Stuaies In South Cerollna  ̂ South Carolina Agrioultural' Experiment 
station Bulletin 310, Clemson, South Carolina, 1937, p. 
12; and Table I, Appendix A*
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also with tha residents in the Lower Coast Plain despite 
their better soil* In the latter oase this condition is 
understandable when it is recalled that tenancy is high in 
this area*5* The richness of the land Is not retained by 
those who work it* This also explains the imbalance in 
fertility and soil richness in the tfpper and Lower Pied­
mont areas*
The concept of soil type was introduced in tracing 
the general theme of a relationship between economic poten­
tial and fertility* An Inverse relationship has been de­
termined in terms of ownership of production means* Those 
counties with proportionately large ownership had lower 
fertilities than counties with proportionately low owner­
ship* The economic potential of the farm is orginally de­
termined by the quality of the soil* Can these factors be 
combined? Would breaking the soil types down by proportion 
of ownership explain the division within soil type areas?
In Table XXVI the data support the proposition in part* 
In all three soil type areas in which a division had been 
seen* the split was partially explainable in terms Of owner­
ship* The division with high fertility showed lower pro­
portional ownership of f arms then did the division with low 
fertility* But as Individual counties did not stand in di­
rect relationship and t he diff erenees between averages were
51 See Tables XXIX and XXIII# this Chapter*
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Table XXVI: Relationship Between Selected Soil Type Ax*eas,Land Ownership* and the fertility of the WhiteRural•Farm Population^
Soil type aress 
and counties




oent of white 
farm owner* 
ship





PlainClarendon 16 • & 706.0T>111 on 29.* 6 684.4Sumter 59.8 657.7Marlboro 27.0 44.7 649.4Darlington 47.6 606.1Barnwell 50.4 598.2Bamberg 44.9 577.1Orangeburg 51.8 560.5
Lee 52.2 548.8Calhoun 55.2 52.3 457.9Allendale 49.4 430.7
Lower Coast Plain
Williamsburg 55.9 716.5
Horry 48.0 675.2Florence 42.4 51.4 667.6Marlon 35.6 641.4Berkeley 67.5 620.4Hampton 59.0 596.8
Dorchester 66.8 533.5
Charleston 74.5 502.6




Kershaw 61.9 60.5 605.6Lexington 72.5 570.1
Aiken 54.8 65.3 515.3Richland 75.8 435.1
1# Abstracted from Tables XXIV and XXV*
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not large* other factor# must Intervene*
Of real importance Is the relationships between count­
ies within and between soil type areas* Xn the Lower Coast 
Plain area Colleton* Jasper* Beaufort* Charleston* and Dor* 
cheater counties show much lower fertility than those 
counties in the northern section of the area* Although the 
breaking point Is more obscure* a similar division occurs in 
the Upper Coast Plain area* A southern sector consisting 
of Allendale* Calhoun* and lee counties shows fertility ra­
tios significantly lower than those for the others of the 
area* The southern sections of both Coast Plain areas seem 
united in fertility as do the northern sections*
As previously mentioned* the basic soil type division 
is between the Coast Plain and the Piedmont* The line of 
demarcation is the fall line* the original coastline* which 
is the current Sand ElUs area* While it is the soil type 
breaking point* It is most closely associated with the 
Coast Plain area in fertility performance* Again the two­
fold split into northern and southern sections occurs* The 
northern section is made up of Chesterfield and Kershaw 
counties* Their fertilities definitely ally them with the 
Coast Plain areas*
Definite breaks are not found in the two Piedmont 
areas* In the Lower Piedmont area there is a tendency to­
wards a north-south split with Lancaster and York counties
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having higher than average fertility. However$ they are 
joined by Abbeville in the far southern corner. In the 
Upper Piedmont only Oconee County stands out In definite 
opposition.
The conclusion drawn from this table is that soil type 
is not independently important. Average inter-area differ­
ences while significant are less important than intra-area 
differences. The former appears to be a product of the 
latter. The Independent classification by soil type does 
not appear to be logical.
The clear groupings of counties and the insight from 
Table XV direct attention Immediately to variations In farm­
ing economy. What basic socio-economic differences separate 
the people in these areas? Will these groupings arrange 
themselves along certain socio-economic continue In accord­
ance with their divergent fertility?
State Economic Areas Belated to the Fertility of the White 
Kural-Farm Population
It is possible to approach this problem through the 
use of state economic areas defined by the United States Bu­
reau of the Census and used by it to present certain data 
in the 1950 Census of Agriculture• The consideration of 
state economic areas does not divert from the objectives of 
this study. The data so far examined in the chapter have 
shown themselves to fall logically into these economic
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areas* The economic areas can now be used as first grounds 
for testing the importance of given socio-economic factors*
The original work in the establishment of state eco­
nomic areas was reported in State Economic Areas*4^ Within 
each state two standard sets of areas are presented — one 
for agricultural and the other for non-agricultural data*
In South Carolina both sets coincide* The state economic 
areas were determined in this fashion. A review of pre­
vious studies led to the delineation of tentative economic 
areas* Statistics were gathered from data in the censuses 
of 1940 and 1945, and the accuracy of the areas was determin­
ed*
The statistics considered in the checking for agri­
cultural areas included the following!
I* Social level indexes of the rural population*
II* General characteristics of the agricultural eco­
nomy*III* Type of farm composition*IV* Agricultural income*
V*. Value of farm products*VI* Crops and yields*
VII* Livestock production*
The tentative boundaries were accepted or reformed on the
basis of this statistical analysis* The report presented
for these areas tables of statistics obtained from previous
census reports* These present Quick, clear Insights, and
analysis in this study can begin with them*
49 Donald B o k u ©. State Economic Areas (Government 
Printing office, Washington,' £>* 0 iSSlT*
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Figure 3, reproduces the State Economic Areas for 
South Carolina as delineated by the United States Bureau 
of the Census#
It must first be established that there is a signifi­
cant fertility variation between the State Economic Areas*
The computation of county effective fertility ratios for 
the areas is easily accomplished by reference to the original 
county computations in Table II# Appendix A* The relation­
ship between the State Eoonomlo Areas and the fertility of 
the white rural-farm population is shown in Table XXVII* 
Column one contains the counties grouped by State Economic 
Areas and column two contains the effective fertility ratios 
of the white rural-farm population*
Similar fertility performances are not found within 
all of the State Economic Areas* In Area 1 the difference 
between the fertilities in the two counties Is 74*8 points 
which is not overly large* A slightly larger difference is 
found in Area 2 where 107 points separate Anderson and Green­
wood counties* Approximately the same gulf if found in Areas 
3, 4, and 5* Serious differences are found In Areas 6 and 
8* In Area 6 Clarendon is separated by 875*3 points from 
Allendale* and In Area 8 Georgetown Is separated by 253 
points from Colleton* There is little variation In Area 7 
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Table XXVIIi .Relationship Between State Economic Aroas and theFertility of the White Kural-X^&rm Populationl





Area 1 Average 578.4
Oconee 602 #2Pickens 527*4 Area 6
Average 564*1 Clarendon 706.0Sumter 657.7
Area 2 Marlboro 649.4
Anderson 514*0 Darlington 606.1
Spartanburg 472*9 Barnwell 698.8Greenville 430.1 Hampton 696 *8
Laurens 422*9 Bamberg 577.1Greenwood 407*0 Orangeburg 560*5Average 462*9 Lee 648*8Calhoun 457.9
Area 3 Allendale 430*7
Lancaster 543*2 Average 596 *6York 537.8
Cherokee 528*3 Area 7Chester 475.4 Williamsburg 685*7
Union 432*6 Dillon 684.4Average 515.4 Horry 675.2Florence 667 *6
Area 4 Mari on 641*4Abbeville 526 *6 Average 672 .2
Saluda 503*4 Area 8McCormick 479*6 716.5Fairfield 457*0 Georgetown
Edgefield 447*1 Berkeley 620.4Newberry 430*9 Dorchester 533*5
Average 473*9 Charleston 502.6Beaufort 497 *5
Area 5 Jasper 489.8
Chesterfield 659*1 Colleton 463.5
Kershaw 605*6 Average 551*5Lexington 570% 1Aiken 515*3
Richland 435*1
2. Donald Bo^ue. State Economic Areas (Government Printing Office, Waahingt on,- D.C . ,1951 l/Table B; an d Table I, 
Appendix A*
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How is this problem to bo handled? The State Economic 
Areas classification offers a wealth of material in easily 
available form* At the same time not all of the areas are 
marked by similarity in fertility performances among the 
white rural-f arm population. It was decided to proceed 
with the use of the state economic areas because in each case 
the counties with the varying fertility performance are In 
the minority* Their weight should not be sufficient to de­
tract from the over all proposed relationships*
Two immediate lines of investigation are available*
The original statistics presented in the State Economic 
Areas can be used in analysis* Also# the 1950 census of 
Agriculture data can be used* The former adds a new di­
mension to the study because It makes possible the considera­
tion of social and economic factors current at the beginning 
of the fertility measurement period* The latter data will 
make possible the consideration of the current picture and 
may be particularly valuable in considering the atypical 
counties*
There also are two approaches to each set of data* 
Consideration can be given to the entire gamut of data pre­
sented in the delimitation or in the statistical compila­
tions* On the other hand consideration can be given to 
those factors theoretically significant to the problem of 
fertility causation* The latter is time and energy conserv­
ing* The former seals off all loopholes* Practicality
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dictates the use of the theoretical factors*
To begin, a summary of theoretically related economic# 
social# and demographic factors must be marshalled from the 
various points of their mention in this study* The basic 
economic proposition is a decrease In fertility with an in­
crease in economic position* The presumption la that the 
economic burden of children reduces the chances for obtain­
ing or maintaining a desired socio-economic status and con­
sumption level* The number Gf children is therefore# 
limited* The high fertility of the poor or lower class is 
a reflection of their denial of status aspiration* With 
no chance of status advancement and a low standard of liv­
ing# children are not a liability* In like fashion high 
socio-economic status level persons show a raised fertili­
ty because their status is secure# and their economy sufflci-
60ent to Incorporate larger numbers of children* The basic 
problem in studying socio-economic factors has been obtain­
ing or defining exact indexes of status and obtaining them 
for sufficiently refined units of fertility analysis* The 
design of this study and tha availability of data relating 
to fertility have precluded the latter factor*
Innumerable indexes of economic factors and statuses
50 It appears that more attention should be turned 
towards the motivation arising from a desire to retain 
rather than obtain a social status*
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have been developed and can be used with available data* 
'these have been considered previously ©nd can be merely 
listed here* They aret
I* Condition of the general farm economy*
IX* Control over rewards of farm enterprise*
XIX* Level of living*
Social factors include the general cultural defini* 
tions on the desirability of children* large families* 
close family life* and extended family groupings which are 
correct in the community or within recognised groupings 
within the community* Such community groupings include 
generations* religious bodies* nationalities* races* 
regions* residential units* and friendship and clique 
groupings* For extensive groups such as the county these 
factors can be difficult to isolate* Four social factors; 
religious bodies* nationalities* races* and regions are
to a large extent held as constants In this study*
Demographic factors have not been considered but could 
be# Fertility is directly related to age* the sex ratio* 
and marital status* The influence of these factors upon 
fertility in the South In general has been commented upon
previously *®^
The analyris was begun with the data from the St at es
Vance* All of These People* p* 101#
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Economic Areas* Immediately a serious limitation of the 
data is noted* Ho consideration of raoe has been given*
All data are for the total population of the areas* The 
inaccuracies incident to non**separation were reported in 
earlier sections of this study* The social and economic 
circumstances of the Hegro are not necessarily that of the 
white* and the sectional Imbalance of the races further com­
plicates obtaining a clear picture*
The insights into the conditions of the general farm 
economy available in data presented in state Economic Areas 
Includes
I* Size of farms*
II* Humber of crop acres harvested#
III* Value of farm lands and buildings*
IV* Value of farm products#
V* Value of machinery and implements*
Further data from this source permit insight on the 
division of farm resources and revenue* These are I 
1* Farm operators classified as owners*
II* Farm operators classified as croppers#
XII* Humber of farms reporting paid cash wages of $200 
or more*
The lAflu*»nce of n o n -agricultural economy can be trac­
ed with an index based on the number of farm operators re-
porting 100 or mors days of off-farm work*
Data are also available for insight Into t he level of 
living of the rural-farm people* The available data in* 
eludei
I* Number of forms with running water*
II* Number of farms wired for electricity*
III* Number ©f farms having a telephone*
IV* Number of farms with tractors*
V* Number of farms with automobiles*
These data were formed into convenient indexes and related 
to white rural-farm fertility In the following set of tables.
Table XXVIII shows the relationship existing between 
the average size of farms In the State Economic Areas and 
the fertility of the white rural-farm population of the Areas* 
Column one contains the State Economic Areas* while column two 
contains the average size of farms in acres* and column three 
the effective fertility ratios of the white rural-farm popu­
lations* It Is presumed that the larger the average size of 
farms the lower will be the fertility of the whit© rural- 
farm residents because larger farms are taken to indicate 
a higher socio-economic level of living and expectation*
A general Inverse relationship Is found to exist* As 
the average size of farms increases the white rural-farm 
fertility declines* One serious exception exists* Area 2*
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Table XXVIII* Average Size of Farms In 1945 Belated to the




Average size of 










Area 1 68*1 564*1 3 5Area 2 61*3 462*9 2 1Area 3 83*9 515*4 6 3Area 4 99*4 478*9 8 2Area 5 89.7 578.4 7 6Area 6 78.0 596*6 4 7Area 7 53*5 672.2 1 8Area 8 88*4 551*5 5 4
1. Donald Bogue, State Econo mic Areas (Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D•t • i95i),"" Table BJ and Table I, Appendix A*
Table XXIX: Average Number of Crop Acres Harvested in 1944 















Area 1 21*8 564*1 2 5Area 2 26*4 462*9 4 1Area 3 25*8 515*4 3 3
Area 4 28*3 478.9 5 2
Area 5 31 *2 578.4 6 6Area 6 38*1 596.6 7 7
Area 7 21 *8 672.2 2 8Area 8 20*6 551.5 1 4
1# Donald Bogus, State Economic Areas (Government Printing 
Office, Washington^ D.C., 1^51), Table B; and Table I, 
Appendix A#
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an area of small slxed farms* has a low fertility ratio#
Area two la in the Upper Piedmont# Xt is a highly indust­
rialised sector of the state and a possible relationship be* 
tween this faotor and the low fertility will be checked with 
a later index* It is further noted that two sets of State 
Economic Areas appear as a natural break-down in this table# 
Areas 7* 6* and 5 exceed the others In fertility while with­
in themselves they exhibit the described inverse relation­
ship* These areas lie In the Upper Coast Plain* the Inter­
ior Coast Plain* and the Sand Hill areas* respectively# The 
other Areas* 1* 8* 3* and 4* exhibit the described relation­
ship# These areas are the hower Coast Plain and the Pied­
mont* respectively# It is concluded that the relationship 
exists# However* some as yet undetermined factor exerts 
an Influence within this system of classification#
Table XXIX depicts the relationship between the aver­
age number of crop acres harvested in 1944 and the fertility 
of the white rural-farm population# It Is assumed that as 
the average crop acreage goes up the fertility will decline 
because crop acreage is assumed to give direct insight into 
the economic level of the average farm enterprise of the 
area# Column one contains the State Economic Areas* column 
two the average crop harvest in acres* and column three the 
effective fertility ratios of the white rural-farm popula­
tion of the area# Ho understandable relationship can be 
discerned# Areas 5 and 6 are grouped together and show a
i m
step-like increase infertility with increases in average 
harvested acreage* Areas 1* 7* 3# and 4 show an abrupt 
decrease in fertility with an increase in crop acreage*
Area 8 is isolated and no relationship can b© inferred from 
it*
Areas 5 and 6 are possibly explainable in terms of 
being high tenancy areas in which all available lands are 
cultivated* but low rewards are passed on to the tenant 
operators* Areas 1* 7* 3* and 2* as possible low tenancy 
areas* exhibit the expected relationship* The sharp drop In 
fertility from Areas 1 and 7 to areas 3* 2* and 4 made this 
explaination rather h&s&rdous* although it will be checked 
with later indexes* It seems that it is more logical to say 
that crop acres harvested is not so important as the value 
of the crop which is harvested* For example* Area 7 is the 
tobacco area and as this crop must be hand set and picked 
crop acreage is small* This can not* at the present* be 
cheeked* and It seems advisable to drop the Index as a poor 
and inconclusive measure*
Table XXX shows the relationship existing between the 
average value of farms in terras of lands and buildings and 
the fertility of the white rural-farm population within the 
State Economic Areas* It is presumed that the value of the 
buildings and the lands is a direct Index of economic well­
being* Therefore the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population should be Inversely related to this value*
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Area 1 2716*75 564,1 2 5Area 2 6500,52 462,9 8 1Area 5 8721,38 515 ,4 3 3Area 4 2726,72 478,9 4 2Area 5 2858,42 578,4 5 6Area 6 3044,60 596,6 6 7Ares 7 3078,96 672,2 7 8Area 6 2427,64 561,5 1 4
1* Donald Bogus* State Economic Areas (Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C,,' l95l}* table B; and Table I* Appendix A*
Table XXXIi Average Value of Farm Products in Dollars In1944 Related to the Fertility of the Whit© Rural* 
Farm Population by State Economic Areas*
State 
Economi c Areas





Rank by value of farm products
Bank by fertil­
ity
Area 1 1059,67 564.1 1 6
Area 2 1327.03 462.9 5 1Area 5 1232.13 515,4 4 3Area 4 1169.59 478.9 3 2
Area 6 1665.27 578.4 6 6
Area 6 1920.57 596.6 7 7
Area 7 2325,56 672,2 8 8
Area 8 1159.90 551.5 2 4
1* Donald Bogue* State Economic Areas (Government Printing 
Office* Washington* D . C . , 1961)V Tito le B; and Table I* 
Appendix A*
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Coluasn one contains the State Economic Areas* column two 
the average value in dollars of the farm lands and buildings# 
and column three the effective fertility ratios of the white 
rural-farm population* The data in the table fall into two 
natural groupings as in Table XXVIII. State Economic Areas 
1# %  4* and 2 show a gradual decline in fertility with a 
gradual increase In the value of the average farm enterprise* 
Areas 5* 6* and 7 are collected at the high value end of the 
table* and show a direct relationship between farm value and 
fertility* As farm value increases fertility increases*
This is the opposite from the expected Inverse relationship* 
Area 8* the Lower Coast Plain* stands alone* The first 
grouping of Areas constitute the Piedmont* The second group­
ing la composed of the Upper and the Interior Coast Plain and 
the Sand Hill areas*
It seems most logical at this time to attribute the re­
versal in fertility pattern to the prospect of sharing in 
the revenue of the farm enterprise. In this case the in­
creased value of the farm land in the second grouping would 
not be realised by the tenant operators* Support Is given 
this position by the gradual decline in the fertility ex­
hibited by the farm people in the first grouping* This Is a 
possibility for later Investigation*
Tables XXXI and XXXII enable a continuation of the line 
of investigation commenced in Table XXIX* They Introduce in—
m
dexes based on the values of farm products in 1944 and of 
current farm implements and machinery. With both indexes it 
is proposed that rising values are directly associated with 
rising levels of economic well-being. The relationship be­
tween the Indexes and the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population is proposed to be an inverse one* The higher the 
economic well-being the lower the fertility performance is 
expected to be*
The date inTable XXXI show the bi-areal breakdown. 
State Economic Areas 5* 6* and 7 exhibit a direct relation­
ship between value of the farm enterprise and the fertility 
of the white rural-farm population. Areas 1* 8* 4* &* and 
2 show an Inverse relationship.
In Table XXXII the two-fold breakdown again occurs.
But In both sections an Inverse relationship between the 
variables is maintained. Areas 7* 1* 3* 8, 4* and 2 show a 
progressive decline in fertility with increases in the aver­
age values of farm machinery and implements. Areas 6 and 5 
show very high fertility ratios with the highest farm Imple­
ment and machinery values In the state. Within themselves 
they do show the decline in fertility with a value increase.
The data in both tables are intelligable if considera­
tion is given to farm tenure. In those areas characterised by 
farm ownership* Increases in farm values are accompanied by 
decreases in fertility performances. Onthe other hand* fer­
tility increases as farm values Increase in those areas char-
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Area 1 233*67 564*1 2 5
Area 2 302*18 462*9 6 1Area 3 250*07 515*4 3 3Area 4 287*09 478*9 5 8Area 5 347*06 578.4 8 6
Area 6 325*50 596*6 7 7Area 7 219*14 672*2 3n e
Area S 252*26 551*5 4 4
1* Donald Bogue, State Economic Areas (Government Printing Office, Washington, D*C,, 1 9 5 1 ab 1© Bj and Table I, 
Appendix A*
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acterlsed by tenancy and croppings In the first areas bene­
fits accrue to the f a n  operators and they are Influenced by 
then* In the latter areas the benefits are not retained by 
the f a n  operators and they are not influenced by them* These 
deductions are based upon an earlier analysis of farm tenure’s 
Influence upon the fertility of the white rural-farm popula­
tion* The impression gained from that analysis indicates 
that those oounties constituting State Economic Areas 5# 6# 
and 7 exhibited low ratios of farm ownership and high rates 
of crop tenancy* At this point It is necessary to demon­
strate that this Impression Is factual*
Table XXXIIX contains data bearing upon the relationship 
between the per oent of farm operators owning their farms and 
the fertility of the white rural-farm population* It is pre­
sumed that this index gives insight into the control and 
receipt of farm revenue* and that the latter is Inversely 
related t© fertility performance* As farm ownership in* 
creases fertility is expected to decline* In the table# 
column one contains the State Economic Areas# column two the 
per cent of farm owners# and colum three the fertility of the 
white rural-farm population*
Areas 6 and 7 are shown to have the lowest percentages 
of farm ownership* They are respectively about 33 and 36 
per cent* They also have the highest fertilities being 
respectively 581 and 671* Separated from this grouping by 
about 10 to IS percentage points are Areas 3# 4# and 2 whose
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Table XXXIII: Per Cant of Farm Operator® Classified as
Owners and Managers In 1944 Belated to the 
Fertility of the White Rural-F&rm Fertility by State Economic Areas-1*
StateEconomic
Areas













Area 1 51.4 564.1 6 5Area 2 47.9 462.9 5 1Area S 44.8 615.4 3 3Area 4 45.4 478.9 4 2Area 5 53.8 678.4 7 6Area 6 35.1 596.6 1 7Area 7 35.7 672.2 2 8Area 8 75.5 551.5 8 4
1* Donald Bogus, State Economic Areas (Government Printing Office, WashingionV S i § 5 l ) ,  £able B* and Table I# 
Appendix A •
Table XXXIV: Per Cent of Farms Reporting Two Hundred Dollars or More #&ic in Cash Wages In 1945 Belated to 
the Fertility of the White Rural-F&rm Population 
by State Economic Areas1
State Eeonomi e 
Areas
Per cent of 
faras paying two hundred 










Area 1 4.1 564.1 1 5Area 2 8.2 462.9 4 1
Area 3 6.7 515.4 2 3
Area 4 7.1 478.9 3 2
Area 5 13.1 678.4 5 6Area 6 20 .3 596.6 6 7
Area 7 26.9 672.2 7 8
Area 8 13.1 551.5 5 4
1# Donald Boaue. State Economic Areas (Government PrintingOffice, Washington^ D• C • 7 1951), Tab 1 e Bi and Table I,Appendix A*
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per cent of farm ownership are about 48* 45* and 43 re** 
speetively* Their fertilities are low* b elng 503* 474* and 
449* respectively* However* Areas 1* 5* and 3 have both 
higher ownership ratios and higher fertility ratios* Their 
fertility is similar to that in Area 6* If these data are 
examined with those in Table XXVIII an explanation is found 
for the divergent behavior exhibited in these tables* Areas 
7 and 6 have combined characteristics of low ownership ratios 
and small acreage farm else* Areas 5* and 4 exhibit both 
moderate ownership and large farm also* Finally Areas 1 and 
3 show high ownership ratios and moderate farm size* The 
white rural-farm populations In Areas 7 and 6 are highly 
fertile! those in Areas 1 and 8 are moderate; while those In 
Areas 3 and 4 have low fertility* The performances in Areas 
2 and 5 are not explainable*
It is advisable* therefore* to consider another index 
of the reward distribution system* The unaatisfactoriness 
ef the tenaney classification system used by the Bureau of 
the Census has been pointed out* Its use in this study has 
net been satisfactory* As a result a new index has been 
decided upon* It is an index of the number of farms which 
have reported the payment of $200 or more in wages during 
the last year* It is a reported fact that the southern 
farm economic system is frequently characterised by Juggling 
the farm worker baek and forth between the status of crop*** 
per wage laborer depending upon the prevailing market
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conditions* If risk is involved* the worker is mode to 
assume a part of it and becomes a cropper* If high prices 
are certain* he is made a wage worker and prevented from 
sharing in the profits* Also the introduction of farm 
mechanisation results In a need for fewer croppers and more
52wage laborers* This is perhaps the best measure of the 
extent of the current dieenfranchisment of the farm popu*
1 at ion* The relationship proposed to guide the sn&lymis is 
the same* Fertility is inversely related to sooio*»economio 
status* Areas with high rates of farms reporting paid wages 
should have a higher fertility than those having low rates*
Table XXXIV contains data bearing upon this proposed 
relationship* Column one contains the State Economic Areas* 
column two contains the per cent of forms reporting paid 
wages of #200 or more* and column three* the effective fer~ 
tility ratios of the white rural-farm population* The ex­
pected direct relationship occurs* Areas 3* 4* and 2 show 
low percentages of paid farm wages which are respectively 
about 7* 7* and 8 per cent* They have low fertility rates 
which are respectively about 313* 479* and 463* Areas 3
and 6 are intermediate in performance* In both areas about
*
18 per cent of the farms reported paid wages* the fertility 
performances of their White rural-farm residents are re—
68 Smith, Sociology SL RgESl, £i£a» PP» 294-295sand Lowery Nelson, Rural Soplology (New Yorks American Book Company* 1948)* pp* 251-258*
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spectively about 578 and 551. Areas 6 and 7 have high per- 
cent ages or paid wages. They are respectively about 20 and 
29 per cent. Their respective fertilities are 597 and 672*
These oonalderations support the foregoing discussion. 
The high fertility performance by the white rural-farm 
people in Area 5 is partially explained by Its moderate rate 
of employment of wage workers*
These findings can be reduced to two statements* The 
fertility of the white rural-farm population is inversely 
related to the populations control of the reward distribu­
tion system. And* where farm ownership prevails* the fer­
tility of the white rural-farm population is inversely re­
lated to the value of the farm enterprise*
One more possibility within the economic frame of re­
ference can be pursued. Limitation of fertility Is assumed 
to mirror the acceptance of a high level of living in terms 
ef goods and services and the curtailment of a major ob­
stacle* children* in the attaining and retaining of this 
desirable level. Is the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population in South Carolina Inversely related to its level 
of living?
Data to analyse this proposition are available in State 
Beono"^c Areas as earlier reported* These includet
I. Number of farms with running water*
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IX* Number of farms wirad for electricity#
III* Number of farms having a telephone*
IV* Number of farms with traotor(s),
V* Number of farms with automobile(s)*
These are all factors from which suitable Indexes have been 
made In numerous researches cited In an earlier section 
of this study* In each case the data were converted into 
indexes by computing their proportional appearance or ab­
sence among the farm residences for each State Economic 
Area* They were then arrayed in tabular form so that their 
presence or absence* taken as an indicator of socio-economic 
status* was related to the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population of the Area* These relationships are presented 
in Tables, XXXVI, XXXVII, XXXVIII, XXXIX, and XXXX*
The form of the table is the same for each of the five 
indexes* Column one contains the State Economic Areas, 
column two the Index ratio for each area, and column three 
the effective fertility ratios for the whit© rural-farm pop­
ulation* The rank positions of the Areas by the index and 
by fertility performances are contained in columns four and 
five, respectively*
The data in Table XXXV are assembled specifically to 
analyze the relationship between the per cent of farm res­
idences possessing running water and the fertility of the 
white rural-farm population of the Area* The index Is pro­
strated to 5.nfer the average socio-economic level of the Area’s
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Table XXXV: Per Cent of Farms Reporting Running Water in Dwellings in 1945 Belated to tho Fertility of 




Per cent of farms re* 
porting 
running 











Area 1 12.9 564.1 5 6Area 2 19.6 462.9 8 1Area 3 12*8 515.4 4 3Area 4 13.5 478.9 6 2
Area 5 17.3 578.4 7 6Area 6 10.6 596 .6 3 7Area 7 7.3 672.2 1 8Area 8 9.7 551.5 2 4
1* DonaldBogue» State Economic Areas ( Government JPriiitiinscOffice* Washington* D.C.,1951), Table B; and Table I*
Appendix A*
Table XXXVI: Per Cent of Farms Reporting Electricity In the Farm Dwelling In 1945 Belated to the Fertility 










ratios white rural- 
farmpopulation
Bank by 




Area 1 49.3 564.1 7 5Ar ea 2 59.8 462.9 8 1Area 3 39.0 515 .4 6 3
Area 4 31.7 478.9 4 ZArea 5 36.5 578.4 5 6
Area 6 21.7 672.2 3 7
Area 7 28.8 672.2 3 8Area & 21.4 551.5 1 4
1* Donald Bogue, State Economic Areas (Government PrintingOffice* Washlngton, D.~S. * X^STT# Table and Table I*Appendix A*
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people# The date in the table shoe a natural breakdown 
into two groupings* One grouping includes Areas 7# 6# 1# 
and 5f the ether includes Areas 8* 3# 4# and 2* The first 
grouping consists of the Upper and Interior Coast Plain 
areas# the Piedmont•Mountain Area* and the Sand Hill area#
The second grouping contains the Piedmont and Lower Coast 
Plain areas# Within each grouping an inverse relationship 
exists between soeio-economic status and white rural-farm 
fertility* An orderly progression occurs throughout* On 
the basis of this index a clear Inverse relationship is evi­
dent* However* it is also clearly shown that soma other 
factor or factors are of equal performance# Is this same 
preposition supported by the insights provided by the other 
of socio-economic statusf
In Table XXXVI are assembled data bearing on the re* 
latlonship between the per cent of farm residences wired 
for electricity In an Area and the fertility of the white 
rural«»farm residents of the Areas* It Is Inferred that 
possession of electricity is direct evidence of soelo-eee- 
nemie status* Ho relationship was found* Moderate and high 
fertility prevails in the Areas at either end of the socle* 
economic scale* Ho form of continuity can be found* Perhaps 
the program of rural electrification has overcome some socio­
economic differences*®®
Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics#Rural Family Living Charts (United States Department of ftgy tflni|Washington, D*G * * 1952)# Chart 19# pp* ©0—51
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Tab]fe XXXVII contains data bearing upon the relation-* 
ship between the per cent of farm dwell Inga reporting a 
telephone and the white rural-farm population** fertility 
by State Economic Areas* It Is presumed that the possession 
of telephones Is directly related to socio-economic statue* 
She pattern observed in Table XXXV is repeated In this table* 
Two natural groupings appear* In each there Is an inverse 
relationship between socio-economic status and white rural- 
farm fertility* progression is uniform throughout* The
data from the two tables corroborate each other*
Table XXXVIII presents data on the relationship be­
tween per cent of farms reporting a tract or (3) and the fer­
tility of the white rural-farm population by State Economic 
Areas* It is presumed that the proportional reporting of 
tractors is a direct index of the average edc lo-economic 
level of the Area* For a third time a natural subdivision 
into two groupings appears within the data* Both groupings 
contain the same State Economic Areas as before* In both 
an inverse relationship between socio-economic status and 
white rural—farm fertility is maintained* It is a consistent 
progress5on throughout the table* The findings stand in line 
with those from Tables XXXV and XXXVII*
Table XXXIX sets forth the data regarding the relation­
ship between the possession of an automobile and the fer­
tility of the white rural-farm population* The per cent of 
farms in the Area reporting the possession of a car is taken
1S3
Table XXXVII* Per Cent of Farms Reporting a Telephone in the
Dwelling in 1945 Related to the Fertility'of 
the White Rural-Farm Population by State Economic Areasa
State Per cent of Effective Rank by Rank byEconomic farms re- fertility per cent fertil-Areas porting a ratios report- ity
telephone white rural- ing ain the farm tele- dwelling_____ population phone
Area 1 2.5 564.1 2 5Area 2 5.6 462.9 7 1Area 3 5*3 515.4 5 3Area 4 5.4 478.9 6 2Area 5 8*0 578.4 8 6Area 6 3*1 596*6 4 7Area 7 1.7 672*2 1 0Area 8 2.9 551.5 5 4
1* Donald Bogue, State Economic Areas (Government Printing Office, Washington, D . C i ' 9 5 1  j, Table B; end Table I, Appendix A*
Table XXXIII* Per Cent of Farms Reporting Tractors on the




Per cent of 










Area 1 5.4 564*1 2 6Area 2 9*4 462.9 8 1Area 3 7.3 515*4 5 3Area 4 9*3 478*9 7 2Area 5 8.6 578.4 6 6
Area 6 6.7 596.6 4 7Area 7 3.4 672.2 X 8Area 8 5.7 551*6 3 4
1. Donald Bogue, State Economlc Areas (Government PrintingOffice, Washington, D . C K b i T / S a b l e  B; and Table I,
Appendix A*
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Table XXIX s Per Cent of Farms Reporting Automobiles on the Farm In 1945 Related to the Fertility of the 
White Rural-Farm Population by State Economic Areas^
State
EconomicAreas
Per cent of 
farms re- porting 





Hank by per cent 





Area 1 46 *4 564.1 $ 5Area 2 62.1 462.9 8 1
Ares $ 44*5 515.4 , 2 $Area 4 50.6 478.9 6 2
Area 5 54.9 578.4 7 6Area 6 48.0 596.6 5 7
Area 7 47.1 672.2 4 8
Area 8 $4.2 551.5 1 4
1* DonaldBogue, State Kconomlc Areas (Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D • C *, l9’6X), Table 0; and Table 1, 
Appendix A*
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as a direct measure of the average socio-economic level of 
tie area# No relationship la discerned#
Conclusions drawn from Tables XXXV through XXXIX eon* 
sist of a recognised Inverse relationship between socle** 
economic status as mirrored In levels of living and the fer­
tility of the white rural-farm population# This Is In line 
with existing theory proposing such a relationship and the 
findings of previous population studies#
The breakdown of the data into two groups of different 
fertility performance* and the Inverse relationship between 
level of living and fertility within each* is understand­
able if previous work is considered# The high fertility 
areas are 7* 6* 5* and 1# These are the areas characteriz­
ed by poor soils and/or low rates of farm ownership and 
high rates of wage labor# Thus the interdependence of all 
three factors is demonstrated# Level of living la shown to 
be of real importance because it operates within the other 
restrict ions #
One other proposition within the economic frame of 
reference remains# This is the partial transfer to an ur­
ban economy# This proposition was applied to a simple rank­
ing of the counties and was substantiated# It Is introduced 
here to Indicate its existence at this level of analysis and 
to emphasize the complexity of the problem#
Exactly what Is being measured by an index of such a
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characteristic? Part-time farmers generally seek non-farm 
work# In this there is no aooial class change* They still 
occupy a lover rung of the occupational income scale as 
they generally accept manual and often unskilled work* Bee* 
nestle enhancement is partially d e b a t a b l e X t  appears 
nest likely that enhancement is felt by the lower elements 
of the agricultural economy when they can find off-farm work 
to fill slack periods in farm activity. Thus in addition to 
measuring a change in the economic level* the index Is a 
gauge of a disrupted way of life* It is a potential trans- 
for of economic practices and an invasion of family life 
standards and an alteration of the outlook or total way of 
life* It is presumed that this transfer is associated with 
reduced fertility*
Data for an index of this phenomenon* as previously 
mentioned* are available in State Economic Areas* An index 
is obtained by computing the proportions of farm operators 
working off of their farms 100 days or more during 1944 of 
all farm operators of the Area* In Table XXXX* data bearing 
on the relationship between a partial transfer from a rural 
to an urban economy* as measured by this index* and the fer— 
tility of the white rural-f arm people are presented* The 
tendency is present but the inability to account for the
54 Francis E. McVay, Factory meets ffflj Carolina* Horth Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin 83* Raleigh* Berth Carolina* 1947* pp* 
8-16
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Table XXXX: Per Cent of Farm Operators Reporting 100 or More Days of Of*JF-Farm Work Related to White Rural- Farm Fertility by State Economic Areas^
State Per cent of Effective Rank by Rank byEconomic farm operators fertility per cent fertil-Areas working off of ratios of off itytheir farms white rural-* farm100 days or farm workersmore In 1945 population
Area 1 15.7 564.1 3 5Area 2 17.4 462.9 5 1Area 3 18.2 515.4 7 3Area 4 16.0 478.9 4 2Area 5 18.0 578.4 6 6Area 6 10.5 596.6 2 7Area 7 2.9 672.2 1 8Area 8 27.3 551.5 8 4
1. Donald Bogue, State Economic Areas (Government Printing Office, Washington, D* C., 1951) Table B; and Table I, Appendix A*
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urban nature of the off-farm employment prevents the 
appearance of a real relationship*
Summary
The exploration of the relationship between aoclo-eco* 
nomic status and rural-farm fertility is based upon extensive 
research* The specific elements of the relationship that 
have been isolated ares
I* Farming* as an economic structure* is associated 
with high fertility*
XX* Socio-economic statuses within the farming economy 
are associated with distinct levels of fertility 
performance•
It was proposed both to apply and test these presump­
tions to the whit© rural-farm fertility in South Carolina 
in an effort to understand the present and predict the 
future fertility behavior of the people*
Original techniques called for the ranking of the 
eomtles by various economic Indexes and by fertility per­
formance* the investigation of relationships found to 
exist* and computation of correlations to gauge the strength 
of such relationships •
The direct relationship between farming and high fer­
tility had been previously determined in Chapter III • An 
index of per cent of employed population of the county ©n-
18©
gag®A In agriculture had been used* The original impli­
cation had been the pervasion of the rural way of life with 
lta values on family and children* The same index and 
findings can be used to Indicate an economy and Its rela­
tionship to fertility*
An investigation of the relationship between the socio­
economic statuses of the rural-far® population and fertility 
performance was proposed through the consideration oft
I* Reward Distribution system*
II* Conditions of the general farm economy*
XU* Selected levels of living.
In considering the reward distribution system* atten­
tion was turned to the distribution of the economic revenue 
of the farm enterprise with the reasoning that those having 
the least share would have the highest fertility* Tenancy* 
erop tenancy* and ownership ratios of the farm operator 
population were used as indexes* No relationship was dis­
covered with the use of either the tenancy or crop tenancy 
ratios* Their ambiguous nature possibly prevented any clear 
insight* An Inverse relationship of the moderate correla­
tion strength of 0*60 was found between socio-economic status 
and fertility when ownership was used as an Index* The 
existence of an inverse relationship was accepted* but the 
presence and importance of other factors was recognized*
A logical factor seemed to be the economic condition
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of felis entire farm enterprise as indicated toy it® value and 
revenue* As this is ultimately a fmotion of soil resources* 
the latter was selected a® astarting point* The state was 
subdivided by soil types and fertility differences were 
analysed* A slight relationship was discovered* There was 
extreme variability in fertility within any one soil type 
area* But the similarity of fertility among sets of contiguous 
counties within an area made it most logical to direct further 
socio-economic considerations through sub-areal groupings of 
counties*
A Bureau of the Census publication* State Economic 
Areas* presented groupings of agriculturally socio-econom- 
ically homogeneous counties for the state. Significant fer­
tility variations between them were noted and their use was 
accepted. The subsequent analysis made use of the 1945 data 
originally used to delineate the areas. This data was pre­
sented in the publication* State Economic Areas. Three ele­
ments of the economy were selected for investigation!
I* Condition of the general farm economy.
II. Distribution of the controls over the economic re­
wards of the farm enterprise.
III. Aspects of the level of living.
Two objections were raised at this point. One concerns the 
1945 data* the data did not permit the separation of the 
white and Negro races. This has been shown to be a serious 
limitation. The other concerns the fertility fluctuations
within some of the State Economic Areas# In two caeca this 
exceeds $50 pelnte« The Areas are net homogeneous In some 
factor or footers significant to fertility variation#
Overriding these objections an analysis was made using 
the available areas and the 1945 data* As Indexes of the 
condition of the general farming economy* the size of farm* 
erep areas harvested* and value of lands* buildings* machines* 
implements and farm products were used# The relationship was 
established) aw the economy rose fertility fell* but certain 
reservations wore made* State Economic Areas 5* 6* and 7 
showed a general tendency towards a rise in fertility with a 
rise in general economic conditions of farming* This tend** 
ency was thought to be related to the system of distribution 
of the farm revenue* Such a ease was assumed in the eutlin* 
ed program of study* and a second set of Indexes was Intro* 
dueed to account for the distribution system* Decreasing 
claims on the system were presumed to be associated with in* 
creasing fertility* Ownership and paid labor wages were 
used as indexes# An inverse relationship was established* 
Earlier findings of this study had made this the expects* 
tien* The use of an index on wage laborers clarified an 
earlier inability to obtain a relationship by using tenancy 
as a measure* Those areas with high fertility and moderate 
tenancy rates had large proportions of wage work* This 
evidence in turn supported the preceding st at ©stent of an in#* 
verse relationship between the condition of the general farm
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economy fertility because It Justifies the direct re­
lationship found in Areas 6, and 7* and partially that found 
in Ares 5«
A third element of the socio-economic structure was con­
sidered* This was level of living* Persons aspiring to and 
attaining high levels of living frequently do so by reducing 
the burden of procreating and rearing children* It was 
therefore proposed that the fertility of the white rural* 
farm population would be Inversely related to the popul at louts 
level of living*
Possession of eleetrleally wired homes* tractors* auto­
mobiles, running water* and telephones were used as indexes 
of level of living* A definite Inverse relationship was es— 
tabllshed between level of living and fertility*
A  general conclusion is that an inverse relationship 
between socio-economic status and fertility prevails within 
South Carolina*s white rural-f arm population* socle*econom­
ic status is a complex phenomenon and the interrelationships 
are frequently involved* Fertility variation 3snot related 
to it alone* ‘The foregoing analysis was unable to pin down 
the problem more specifically because of a failure to con­
sider the races separately and a lack of homogeneous fertil­
ity performance within eaoh separate State Economic Area*
The exact influence of the use of 1946 data was also not known*
CHAPTER FJVT
HOMOGENEOUS FERTILITY AREAS RELATED TO DEMONSTRATED 
IMPORTANT SOOTO-EGONOMIC FACTORS
Introduction
The basic problem encountered in this study has been the 
general tendency for a number ©f variables to be factors in 
fertility performance* while at the same time no factor can 
be isolated as of paramount Importance or even of consistent 
importance# In part* this can be attributed to the unwieldl** 
ness of the unit of analysis* which is too large to be of 
basic homogeneity* It is possible that such is the nature 
of the phenomena# But* it Is necessary to demonstrate this 
in as positive terms as possible*
The findings on soclo** economic status and Its relation** 
ship to fertility presented in Chapter IV produced strong 
support for the thesis of an inverse relationship between 
the two factors# The work in the third chapter produced 
similar support for the thesis of an inverse relationship 
between the fertility of the white rural**farm population and 
the partial transfer to an urban economy* These relation** 
ships were determined In spite of two major drawbacks of the 
data and the methods* One was the inability to account for 
a recognised racial bias in socio-economic factors* and the 
other was the recognition that state economic areas were 
really not homogeneous in terms of fertility performance* It
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a dams necessary at this point to account for both of these 
factors*
It appears entirely possible to combine both the deter* 
mined factors and the above defined limitations of the study 
to date* and from them to draw substantive conclusions* Xt 
is therefore proposed that homogeneous fertility areas be de­
fined J that they be accepted as constituting in some fashion 
homogeneous sooio-oultur&l areas; and that these areas be ex­
amined for fundamental differences in socio-economic status 
and the impingement of an urban economy*
The procedure will be as follows; the fertility ratio® 
of the white-rural farm population for each county will be 
entered on a county map of the state* Through a series of 
combinations* both visual and statistical* homogeneous group­
ing of counties will be discovered and plotted# These group­
ings will in turn be examined with every Index and charac­
teristic so far demonstrated In this study to have relation­
ship with fertility variability* In every case racial bias 
will be accounted for by considering the characteristic only 
as it applies to the white race* Whenever possible fruitful 
areas will be examined by further Indexes In an effort to 
refine the relationship as explicitly as possible*
The first step Is to determine the relatively homoge­
neous fertility areas* Table I In Appendix A contains the
effective fertility ratios of the white rural-farm popula­
tion for each county In the state* These ratios were
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transcribed to a county map or the state* The results are 
reproduced in Figure 9*
Visual inspection Immediately Isolates five basic areas* 
In the northeast sector of the state the counties have in the 
main high fertility* Immediately below in the southeast 
sector fertilities are highly variable* On the coast the 
fertilities are low* In the central portion of the area the 
fertilities are moderate, while Barnwell and Hampton Counties 
on the southern border have high fertilities* Two more sect­
ional divisions occur in the Interior of the state* A middle 
grouping of counties in the Interior possessing low fertility 
is bordered on the north and south by strips of counties hav­
ing moderate fertility* In the far west, Oconee County stands; 
alone with a high fertility*
Within these five areas Individual counties are opposed 
to the general tendency and are more closely related to non­
contiguous areas or stand mid-way between bordering groupings• 
First there are the obviously Inconsistent counties. In the 
northeast, Lee County, with Its moderate fertility ratio of 
543*3, does not resemble the surrounding high fertility 
counties which are well up in the 600*a* It is, therefore, 
excluded from this grouping and joined to the moderate 
fertility counties In the middle southern sector* In the 
far west Oconee County does not resemble the surrounding 
counties but rather resembles the northeast sector counties* 
However, It does not seem advisable to Join It to them* In
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terms of soil type, type of farming, and surrounding urban­
ism, it is too far different to be included* It must there* 
fore be kept apart and, for all practical purposes aside from 
occasional comparisons, be excluded from the following study# 
Finally on the Georgia border in the southeast Hampton and 
Barnwell Counties differ considerably from the surrounding 
counties and tend to resemble the northeastern counties* As 
they are in the general Coast Plain milieu, It Is thought to 
be practical and acceptable to include them with the north­
eastern counties*
It is proposed at this point to consider the four metro­
politan counties as a separate unit. This is not In agreement 
with the statement in State Economic Areas which affirms a 
basic similarity of agriculture In these counties with that 
foiaad in contiguous areas* however, the defined State Eco­
nomic Areas are not homogeneous in fertility* It appears 
that new considerations are in order* Therefore, they will 
be considered separately* Some additional work on metro­
politan areas and fertility will be undertaken*
The entire Coast Plain area of the state has been ac­
counted for and attention can be turned towards the interior 
counties. Here the problem is one of relegating several In- 
between counties Into either the central low fertility group­
ing or the bordering moderate fertility grouping* The 
counties concerned are Chester, Spartanburg, and McCormick*
The central grouping shows a fertility range from 407*0 to
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457*0, while the bordering group has a fertility range from 
545*2 to 505*4. The fertility of each of the three counties 
under consideration was compared for distance from th© low­
est point in the range of th© latter grouping and the highest 
point in the range of th© former. Spartanburg was found to 
be only 15*9 points higher than th© rang© of th© interior 
grouping and was assigned to it* Chester was found to ex­
ceed this same grouping by only 18.4 points and was also 
assigned to it* McCormick was poised equidistant from both 
and was assigned arbitrarily to th© bordering group to give 
a balanced number of counties to each group* Comparing th© 
average fertility of each grouping to the separate fertility 
ratio of each of the three counties results in the same 
assignments•
This completes the disposition of all of the counties 
and results in the formation of six groups and the exclusion 
of Oconee County. Table XXXXI contains the final disposition 
of all of the counties and the average fertility ratio of 
each group. For convenience the groups are assigned a ntimber 
beginning in the interior of the state* Figure 10 depicts 
the location of each group*
The Influence of the Metropolis on Whit© Kural-Farm Fertility
In the subdivision and grouping by homogeneous fertility 
areas made above, four counties were set aside because of 
their metropolitan nature. The basis of this Is the previ­
ously quoted studies showing a declining urban fertility with
1 9 8














Area 1 Bamberg 577.1Lancaster 543.2 Lexington 570.1York 537.8 Orangeburg 560.5Cherokee 528.3 Lee 548.8Plekens 527.3 Dorchester 533.5Abbeville 526.6 Average 560.6Anderson 514.0 Area 5Saluda 503.4 Georgetown 716.5McCormick 479.6 Clarendon 706.0Average 524.2 Williamsburg 685.7Area 2 Dillon 684.4Chester 475.4 Horry 675.2Spartanburg 472.9 Florence 667.6Fairfield 467.0 Chesterfield 659.1Edgefield 447.1 Sumter 657.7
Union 432.6 Marlboro 649.4
Hevberry 430.9 Marlon 641*4
Laurens 422.9 Berkeley 620.4Greenwood 407.0 Darlington 606.1
Average 451.5 Kershaw 605.6Area 3 Barnwell 598.2
Beaufort 497.5 Hampton 596.8Jasper 489.8 Average 659.0Colleton 463.5 Area 6Calhoun 457.9 Aiken 515.3
Allendale 430.7 Charleston 502.6
Average 465. 5 Richland 435.1Area 4 Greenville 430.1Average 453.1
1# Data from Table I, Appendix A*
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increasing urban size* In Chapter II of this study the In­
fluence of urbanism as a generalized force upon th© fertility 
of the white rural-farxn population was investigated and re­
futed* However it was noted that this fertility was low In 
th© metropolitan counties* Th© Influence of the metropolis 
can bo ohocked at this point. The fertility ratio of th© 
white rur al-f arm residents of th© metropolitan counties can 
bo compared ©gainst those of the other areas* Th© face of 
the evidence in Table XXXXI indicates that no relationship 
exists* The white rural-farm people of the metropolitan 
grouping have an average fertility ratio of 465*1. This Is 
equaled In both Area 2 and Area 5* Th© whit© farm residents 
of the former have an average fertility ratio of 451*5 and 
those In the latter have one of 465*5* Both are of course 
for all purposes the same as the average for the metropolitan 
area*
If this Is tae case whet is the Influence of urban size 
upon urban fertility? Does not urban fertility decline as 
urban size Increases? This can be studied quickly In a 
limited fashion by considering the major urban centers only. 
It may give insight to th© fertility of th© whit© rural-farm 
population•
The analysis begins with a composite view of residences 
for the entire state. These are set forth in Table XXXXII.
It presents data and fertility ratios for the white popula­
tion for urban, rural-nonfarm, rural-farm, and composite





Rural-nonf a m Rural-farm Rural2
1950
Number of women 307558 141623 100005 65930 16593515-44
Number of children 
0-4 154696 62029 55839 36823 98662
Effective fer­
tility ratios 503*0 438*0 558*4 558*5 558.4
1940
Number of women 
15—44 271511 84058 95242 92204 187446
Number of children 0-4 107740 23414 39372 44954 94326
Effective fer­
tility ratios 396*8 278*5 413*4 487,5 449.9
1930
Number of women 
15-44 219694 61917 72105 85672 157777
Humber of children 
0-4 108643 22286 36510 49847 86357Effective fer­
tility ratios 494*5 360*0 506*3 531*3 547.3
1* Bureau of th© Census, United States Census of Population? 1950» Volume II, Part 40, 
Washington, 1952, Chapter B, Ta’tlVlS,1’"" ~
2* Both rural-far® and rur al-nonfam.
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rural residences for the period 1930-1950* Column one con* 
tains the year, while columns two through five contain the 
residences•
For each year specified, the fertility of th© whit© 
rural-farm population exceeds that of the whit© urban popu­
lation* In both 1930 and 1940 whit© rural-farm group ex­
ceeds th© white rural-nonfarm group* In 1950 they are 
equal* These are of course the expected differences*
Over the twenty year period each residential grouping 
shows a decline and a final rise In fertility to the last 
date* The dip Is of approximately equal strength fow ®&ch 
residence group* For th© urban and rural-nonfarm groups, the 
1950 fertility ratios exceed those for 1930* Th© 1950 fer­
tility ratio of the white rural-f arm people is about 30 
points under that for 1930* The largest increase, about 80 
points, is registered by the whit© urban population* This
short time trend is In line with th© increasing trend re-
1ported for the nation as a whole*
In each case the fertility of white urban people Is less 
than that of the farm people* This is a consistent relation­
ship regardless of trends* Can It be demonstrated that urban 
fertility declines with an increase In urban size?
Reports*(Government Printing Office, V*
1 Public Health Service, lJ.fa.alrSta.falat.laa., aaafti%i©aning of the 1947 Baby Boom, l r #
Washington, E>* C*, 1948}*
2 0 5
An approach can be made to the solution of this question. 
The Census Bureau provides in the 1950 census a three cat©-
ggory breakdown of th© metropolis. There is first th© central 
city of th© metropolis, th© legal entity. This is the massed 
residential area and business and industrial hub. It is th© 
legally defined city. Next there Is the urbanised area. This 
Is the legal urban community, providing It has © population of
50.000 or more persons, together with its fringes of Incorpo­
rated and unincorporated places. That is, It Is th© city and 
its massing of population just outside of its legally defined 
limits. Finally there Is the metropolitan area. This is a 
county or group of counties containing at least one city of
50.000 persons or more. Here then are three area® of ur­
banity. In decreasing strength of urbanity they are the city, 
the urbanized area, and th© metropolitan area. In South Caro­
lina three of these seta are available. A fourth, Aiken 
County, Is defined as a part of the Augusta, Georgia metro­
politan area. It can be used in part*
It is proposed that the fertility of th© whit© popula­
tion will increase consecutively from the urban center through 
the urbanized area to the metropolitan area in each of these 
three sets of data. Further the fertility of the white popu­
lation of Aiken County will equal or be superior to that of
2 Bureau of th© Census, United States. Census of 
Populations 1950, Volume II, "Characteristics of th© Popula­
tion * Part 55ir"11 South Carolina" (Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C., 1952), pp. V-VI•
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th© other metropolitan areas because it is the second of* a 
two county metropolitan system*
The data bearing upon this analysis are assembled in 
Table XXXXXIX* Column one contains th© area, column two the 
number of white women aged 15—44, column three the number of 
shite children under the age of five, and column five the 
effective fertility ratios of the whit© population* The 
metropolises are ranked by sis© of their urban community*
In South Carolina, Columbia is first with a city population 
of 86,914 persons* It Is followed by Charleston with 70,174 
persons* Greenville has 58,161 parsons and Is ranked third# 
Aiken County is contained within the Augusta, Georgia metro­
politan area* The city of Augusta has a population of 71,508# 
In all cases the total populations include Negros#
In the Columbia metropolitan unit, there is a regular 
progression in rising fertility from th© urban place through 
the urbanised area to the metropolitan area# The fertility 
ratios are respectively 559*0, 417*0, and 430*6* The last 
two are so close that a real distinction can be made*
The same relationships hold true for the Charleston 
metropolitan unit’s population* The fertility of th© popula­
tion increases regularly from the urban place to the metropol­
itan area. Little difference and no social difference occurs 
between the fertilities of the urbanized area*© population 
and that of the metropolitan area# It la Interesting to note 
that In each category the fertility of Charleston’s papula-
20  o
Table XXXXIXIs Relationship Between Metropolitan Residenceand the Fertility ©f Whit© Urban People1
Community and residence by else of urban place
Fertility experience Number of Number of Effective fer«* white white tility ratios women aged children whit© rural*** 15*44 aged 0*4 farm population
ColumbiaUrban place 15771 5347 389*0Urbanised area 22405 9347 417*0Metropolitan area 23957 10315 430*6
Augusta8Urban place 4113 10483 392*3Urbanised area 5806 13811 420*4Metropolitan area 11744 25025 469*3
CharlestonUrban place 9532 5569 374*4Urbanized area 19037 9004 473*0Metropolitan area 23087 11274 488*3
Greenville®
Urban place 12034 4535 376*8Metropolitan area 35584 15812 444* 4
1* Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population a 1950s Volume II, Parts 11 and 40, Washington, 1952, ~cHapter B, Table 33 in both Parts 11 and 40} and Table I, 
Appendix A*
2* Aiken County, South Carolina Is a part of the Augusta, Georgia metropolitan area*
Bureau of th© Census did not define an urbanised area*
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tion exceeds that of Columbia,
Greenville does not have an urbanised area. Its total 
population in 1940 was under the figure taken by th© Census 
Bureau as the miminum required for the delimitation of the 
urbanised area* Once again the rise in fertility is present. 
The urban-place population’s fertility is 376,8 while th© 
metropolitan area population’s fertility ratio is 444,4* It 
should be noted the Greenville’s urban-plae© fertility Is 
equivalent to the Charleston’s* but Its metropolitan area’s 
fertility is 44 points under Charleston's, At the same time 
there is a greater total population difference between Green** 
ville and Charleston than there is between Charleston and 
ColiSQbia,
The Augusta, Georgia, metropolitan area has a total popu­
lation of 162,013 persons. Of these 71,508 people live In the 
city of Augusta, and 108,873 persons live in Bichmond County, 
the county In which Augusta is located, Th© remainder, 53,157 
people, live In Aiken County, South Carolina, and of these 
7,083 live In the town of Aiken, Therefor©, this metropolitan 
unit as a whole, in Its dependence upon Augusta city, should 
rank between Columbia and Charleston cities.
The same fertility experience is not©d for th© Augusta 
metropolitan unit as was noted for the others* There is a 
regular progressive Increase in fertility from th© urban— 
place to the metropolitan area. The fertility ratios are 
respectively 392,3, 420*4, and 469,3, Th© urban-place
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fertility of Augusta exceeds that of* all of th© other metro* 
poll tan unit s, but its urbanized area and metropolitan area 
fertilities fall between those of Golumbla and Charleston*
To sum up this table, fertility increases regularly 
with the inclusion of successive territories surrounding 
the central city* The differences in the totals seem 
socially significant* The differences between urbanized 
areas and metropolitan areas do not seem socially significant * 
Therefore, the central city^ influence seems uniform through* 
out the defined area of its influence* In general there is a 
progressive increase in fertility with the decline in size of 
the central city* All of these conclusions must be accepted 
as tentative due to the small number of units involved in the 
analysis•
The analysis made so far supports the accepted theory 
of an inverse relationship between urban size and fertility 
performance* One final area of analysis can be used to con­
clude the case• This is the study of fertility performance 
among the major cities and towns of the state*
To guide the study it is proposed that th© fertility 
performance of the urban population is inversely related to 
urban size* The required data are assembled in Table XXXXXV* 
Column one contains the urban communities, column two their 
total white populations, columns three and four the number of 
women aged 15*44 and the number of children aged 0*4, and 
column five the effective fertility ratios of the white
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Table XXXXIYs Relationship Between Si a© ©1* Urban Communityand the Fertility of th© White Urban People1
Urbaneosffisunity White pop­ulation of the community
Number of women aged 15-44
Number of children aged 0-4
Effectivefertilityratioswhite rural** farmpopulation
Columbia 55671 15711 5347 339*0Greenville 42063 12034 4535 376.8Charleston 39287 9532 2569 374*4Spartanburg 24568 6700 2860 382.1Roek Hill 19486 5871 2292 390*4Anderson 14247 3867 1415 365.9Flereziee 14061 3632 1679 456.0Sumter 13327 3472 1750 504*0Greenwood 9216 2483 843 330*8Brandon-Judson 8911 2366 1019 430*7Orangeburg 7439 1878 891 474*4




The data in th© table in general support th© thesis of 
an inverse relationship between urban fertility and urban else, 
but the evidence is not as conclusive as proposed* 'Three 
urban communities appear out of line in the relationship* Of 
greatest Importance is Greenwood which has as low a fertility 
as Columbia but is the ninth largest urban community, while 
Columbia is the largest* Some of this can be explained by 
the presence of a small college and an orphanage within the 
town* This would place some young unmarried women in th© 
population and thus reduce the fertility ratio* Therefore, 
Greenwood can be partially explained* Anderson is also out 
of line* Its position as an urban community of its present 
rank goes back at least as far as 1930* Brandon-Judson Is 
also somewhat out of line* No specific reason can be given 
for these deviations*
The problem presented by this Table is a determination 
of the amount of difference which must be present for social 
significance. There can be no doubt about the significance 
of the extremes of the table, but there is some about several 
steps within the table* There is a significant drop In popu­
lation between Columbia and Greenville, and it is accompanied 
by a significant increase in fertility* There Is neither 
between Greenville and Charleston. Thar© Is a significant 
population drop between Charleston and Spartanburg, but no 
increase In fertility. There is a drop of about 5,000 in
C, JL\J
population between Spartanburg and Kook Kill, but ther© la 
no significant change in fertility* Koek Rill and Florence 
differ significantly in both population and fertility* The 
fertility change between Florence and Sumter is significant 
but the population drop is not* Orangeburg stands mid*way 
in fertility between the last two, but is significantly 
lower in population* From this it appears that large sige 
differences in population are important, but that small dif­
ferences are not, and in the latter case other factors must 
be sought to explain the variation that occurs*
From the foregoing study it appears evident that the 
fertility of the white urban people of th© state is inversely 
related to the si a© of the urban community* This will not 
explain all of the variability seen between urban communi­
ties, but it will explain a large portion of it*
The original motivation of this analysis was the recog­
nition tnat the fertility of th© whit© rural-farm people in 
the metropolitan counties did not differ significantly from 
that of two nonmetropolitan areas * This brought up the 
question of the variability of urban fertility by the size 
of the urban community* It is now demonstrated that this 
relationship does exist within the South Carolina urban 
population*
One more point needs to be clarified before th® implica­
tions of the above findings can be transferred to the for-* 
tility patterns of the whit© rural-f arm people* Does the
2 1 1
fertility of the white metropolitan area people differ from 
that of the white rural-farm people in the same area? T®bl© 
XXXXV contains data bearing upon this question* Column one 
contains the metropolitan areas and residential categories, 
columns two and three contain the required data on women and 
children, and column four contains the effective fertility 
ratios of the white populations*
In every case the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population does exceed that of the whit© urban residents in 
the same metropolitan areas* While the differences in fer­
tility are not always large the trend is clearly evidenced* 
Certain factors support this conclusion* Charleston and 
Aiken counties are the receiplents of war-time and post-war 
migrants and there are indications that large numbers of 
these were young married couples* This would tend to Inflate 
the fertility ratios for both areas and smaller rural-urban 
differences would result*
However, the limited size of the variations reduces the 
confidence that can b© placed in any generalization* Cer­
tainly the social difference is questionable* In addition it 
is noted that the fertility of the whit© rural-farm people 
in Greenville and Columbia counties is less than that of the 
white urban people In Aiken and Charleston counties.
A complete generalization cannot be made* It may be said 
tentatively that the fertility of the white rural-farm people 
exceeds that of the white urban people In the same metropoll-
Table XXXXVi Relationship Between the Fertility or White Urban and Whit© Rural-Farm People by Metropolitan Areas^
Metropolitan area and residence Effective fertility ratio white population Pointdifference
Columbia
Urban 414 # $ 90Rural-f ana 455*1
Aiken®
Urban 469*4 46Rural-farm 515*4
Chari©aton
Urban 473*0 29Rural-farm 509*6
Greenville
Urban 306.4 125Rural-farm 430*1
1* Table I, Appendix A*
2* Aiken County, South Carolina la a part of the Augusta, Georgia metropolitan area*
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tarn area* Such a tendency is clearly established*
These factors can be sustained by the analysis or the 
degree of urbanization In the separate fertility areas* The 
data appearing in Table XXXXVI make this analysis possible.
The per cent of the total areal population classified as 
urban vas taken as an index of urbanity* Within the table* 
column on© contains the fertility areas, column two the in­
dex of urbanity, and column three the measured fertility of 
the white rural-farm population*
Visually ranking the areas by fertility and by urbanity 
shows that no relationship exists. Area three, the most rural 
area, has a fertility about equal to Area 6, th© metropolitan 
grouping, and Area 2, the third most urban grouping. At the 
same time Area 6 is about two-thirds urban while Area 2 is 
one tenth urban* Areas 4 and 5 are not significantly dif­
ferent in urbanization, both being about one fifth urban; 
yet they have significantly different fertility ratio®, 560*6 
and 659.0 respectively. They ara also much less distant from 
Areas 2 and 3 than the latter are from Area 6, but there is a 
far greater fertility variation between Areas 4 and 5 and 
Areas 2 and 3 than there is between the latter and Area 6.
The conclusions drawn from this section of th© study are 
in full agreement with those in Chapter IX. There is no ob­
served relationship between urbanism and the fertility of th© 
white rural-farm people. Such a tendency does occur, however, 
within the metropolitan areas* This Is despit© th© recognized
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Table XXXXVI: Relationship Between Degree of Urban ism andthe Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Pop­ulation by Fertility Area®1
FertilityAreas Per cent of popu­lation classi­fied as urban
Effective fertility ratios white rural-farm population
Area 1 36*3 524*2
Area 2 34*0 451.6
Area 3 10.4 466.3
Area 4 23.0 550#6
Area 5 22*6 659.0
Area 6 66.7 453.1
1. Compiled from data in Tables I and XX, Appendix A,
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established Inverse relationship between white urban fertility 
and also* It can only be concluded that those urban factors 
producing a decline In urban fertility do not apply to rural* 
farm fertility# Either the factors have not yet been diffused 
or their impact is not felt In the rural world*
The Influenoe of Socio-Economic Status on White Bural-ffiarm 
Fertility He-examined
The major work proposed for this chapter is th© redevelop­
ment of the relationship between socio-economic status and th© 
fertility of the white rural-farm population* Such a relation­
ship is authenticated by a number of studies* It was estab­
lished with respect to the South Carolina population in 
Chapter IV* However, dissatisfaction was expressed with the 
inability to hold the socio-economic factor of race constant 
and the variability of fertility performance within th© de­
fined State Economic Areas. It was proposed that a new group­
ing on the basis of homogeneous fertility performance be made 
and this averaged fertility be related to white socio-economic 
status measures only. It was proposed that this would result 
in the establishment of a more clear-cut relationship*
Th© fertility areas have been constructed and introduced 
in an earlier section of this chapter. Attention is here 
turned to adequate socio-economic Indexes for th© whit© rural- 
farm population. Such Indexes must be produced on a county 
basis In order to be usable with the units on which fertility 
was measured. The most direct approach to th© problem Is a
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regular process through th© already established indexes and 
tables*
Socio-economic condition and level have been traced in 
previous work to the underlying condition of th© entire farm­
ing economy and the distribution of the rewards of the economy 
to the various elements of the farming population* Logic 
dictates the investigation of these factors as a preface to 
the investigation of th© inventories of material possessions, 
the commonly accepted indexes of socio-economic status*
In Chapter IV an inverse relationship was determined to 
exist between the condition of the general farm economy and 
the fertility of the white rural-farm population with th© 
exception of the upper coast plain section where a direct 
relationship was established* The most enlightening indexes 
used were the size of farm and the value of farm machinery 
and implements*
The United states Census of Agriculture* I960 presents
data on the number of White farm operators and the total land
3In farms of these same people* From these an easy computa­
tion was made of the average size of farms In terms of acres 
of land per white farm operator* The resulting measure of
^ Bureau of the Census, United States Census of 
Agriculture: 1950, Volume I, ”County and State KeonomTo 
Areas,Part 16, "North and South Carolina" (Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D* C*, 1952), Chapter B,
Table 2a*
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tiie condition of the general economy appears in Table XXXXVII« 
Column one contains the Fertility Areas and the counties, 
column two contains the average size of th© white farm opera­
tion, and column three fertility performance of the white 
rural-farm population*
1*0 relationship between the variables can be discovered* 
There is great variability in size of farms* Th© largest 
average is 290 acres in Area 3* This is associated with an 
average fertility ratio of 465. However Areas 2 and 6 with 
average acreages of 125 and 106 have equally as low fertility 
ratios of 451 and 453, respectively• It cannot be presumed 
that there is a maximum point in size beyond which fertility 
does not vary greatly as Areas 5 and 4 have nearly the same 
acreages, 115 and 114 respectively, while their fertility 
ratios are 559 and 560. Their size of farms is not sharply 
divergent from the other acreages but their fertility is*
The data in the table do not mirror even a tendency towards 
the anticipated inverse relationship.
lata for the second suggested Index, v^lu® of farm 
machinery and Implements are not available for whit© farm 
units, however there are available data for constructing an 
index of average crop acreage harvested. Although of ad­
mittedly poor nature It is the only Insight available* Pre­
sumably the larger the average crop acreage the better the 
economy of the average farm operation* Table XXXXVIII pr©*> 
sent a the data bearing upon this relationship between the
3X8
Table XXXXVIIi B6lftti<^iship Botwein Avofaco Whit© Rupftl*Farm SI*© end th© Fertility of th© White.Rural-Farm Population by Fertility Areas*
FertilityAreas Average sise In acres of white rural-farms
Effective fertility ratios white rural-farm population
Area 1 97.3 524.2
Area 2 125.1 451.5
Area 3 290.4 465.3
Area 4 141.2 560.6
Area 5 114.8 659.0
Area 6 106.4 453.1
1* Bureau of th© Census9 United States Census of Agricultures 1950, Volume I# Part 16, Washington, 1952# Chapter B# Table 2a; and Table X, Appendix A*
Table XXXXVIII I Relationship Between Average White Rural-Farm Crop Acreage and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Population by Fertility Are as 3-
FertilityAreas Average crop acreage of white rural-farms
Effective fertility ratios white rural-farm population
Area 1 29.7 524.2
Area 2 34.3 451.5
Area 3 66.3 466 . 3
Area 4 56.5 560.6
Area 5 35.8 659.0
Area 6 31.8 453.1
1. Bureau of the Census# United States Census of Agriculture; 
1950, volume I# Part 16# Washington# 1952# Chapter B# 
Table 2a; and Table I# Appendix A*
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the average crop acreage harvest ©d and whit© rural-farm 
fertility*
No relationship is present* Fertility Area 6 does not 
differ significantly in average crop acreage from Areas 1, 6, 
and 2 m Their average crop acreages are 35*6* 29*7, 31*8, and 
34*5, respectively* However, Area 5’s fertility far exceeds 
taose of the other mentioned Areas* At th© same time, Area 
4 while having a moderate fertility ratio has an average crop 
size of 66*5 aores which is similar to Area 3*s which is 
66*3* But the letter’s fertility is much less being 465*2 
while the former’s is 560*6* No Interpretation can be given 
for the nature of this table at this po3nt other than th© 
complete failure of the index to effect any screening*
Will the consideration of the distribution of claims 
upon the farm economy prove more fruitful? The analysis 
undertaken in Chapter IV indicated the presence of an in«* 
verse relationship* Is this condition clarified and ren-* 
dereb more explicit by the consideration of homogeneous 
fertility areas?
The extent to which th© average farm operator in each 
county shared in the rewards of th© farm economy was 
measured by thre© indexes* These were th© per cent of white 
farm operators classified as full owners, the per cent of 
farm operators classified as croppers, and the par cant of 
farms whore paid wages of $200 or more during th© year 1949 
were reported# Insofar as possible these same indexes will
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be uasd again and will be modified for the whit© rural-farm 
population*
Table XXXXIX contains data bearing upon the relation*** 
ship between ownership and fertility among rural-farm whites* 
The columns contain, respectively, the fertility areas, th® 
per cent of whit© rural-farm operators who are owners, and 
the fertility ratios of the white rural-farm population* Th© 
analysis is guided by a proposed inverse relationship between 
the two variables.
This proposition is substantiated. Th© data indicate an 
inverse relationship* Among rural-farm whites, as ownership 
declines fertility increases* The nice stair step arrange­
ment should not be emphasized. Areas 2 and 6 have th© same 
per cent of ownership and nearly identical fertilities. Areas 
3, 1, and 4 have nearly identical per cent® of ownership, but 
they show a scatter of about 100 points in fertility ratios* 
Their per- cent of ownership shows about five points difference 
from those of Areas 2 and 6. Th© range of fertility is th© 
same as before. In opposition to the 3© groupings Is A res. © 
where the per cent of ownership shows a decline of about 16 
points end a fertility decline of over 150 points, Th© stair 
stepping Is then coincidental; th© major distinction Is the 
separation between Area 5 and Areas 2, 6, 3, 1, and 4. This 
involves significant differences in ownership and fertility 
perf onnanees *
Gan the factor of tenancy be referred back to th© data
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Table XXJUCIXs Relationship Between White Rur®1—Parra Owner—
ship and the Fertility of the White Rural- Farm Population by Fertility Areas-*-
FertilityAreas Per oent of white rural-farm opera­tors classified as owners
Effective fertility ratios white rural-farm population
Area 1 62*1 524* 2
Area 2 6T*4 451.5
Area 3 62*3 465.3
Area 4 60.2 660.6
Area 6 47.6 659,0
Area 6 67.4 453.1
1. Bureau of th© Census * United States Census of ̂ u^icvCLture? 1950, Volume I, Part IS , Washington,' 1§52, cEapter B#Table 2a; and Table I, Appendix A*
Table L: Relationship Between White Rural-Farm Crop Tenanoy and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farra Popu-*1ation by Fertility Areasl
Fertility
Areas
Per cent of white rural-farm opera­tors classified as croppers
Effective fertility ratios white rural-farm population
Area 1 10.6 524.2
Area 2 8.4 451.5
Area 3 2.4 465.3
Area 4 8.0 560.6
Area 5 16.3 659.0
Area 6 6,5 453.1
1- Bureau of the Census, United States CenauA. of A&rionlturet 1960, Volume I, Part iS , Washington, 1&52, Chapter B,
Table 2a; and Table I# Appendix A*
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on the general farm economy? Soso a understanding is attained 
from the data in Table XXXXVII • A rough combination of the 
average size of farms in Areas 1, 2, and 3 and the separate 
consideration of Areas 4, 5* and 6 produce a declining rank* 
ing of farm sise which is respectively 170*9, 141*2, 114*8, 
and 106*4 (acres)* These group divisions are made on the 
grounds of a rough similarity to type of farming areas and 
the advisability of considering the metropolitan farming 
areas separately* The same rough combination of average fer­
tility ratios produces, respectively, ratios of 480*3, 560*6, 
659*0, and 453*1* There is, then, an inverse relationship 
between average size of farms operated by white farmers and 
the fertility of rural-farm whites* The process of tele­
scoping the fertility Areas presumably acts to control 
tenancy, shown to be related to fertility, and type of farm­
ing which in this case would influence the necessary size of 
the farm operation* The size of farm distinction is in terms 
of a cotton, orchard, and general farming area, a very poor 
soil area where much land is unusable, a tobacco area, and a 
truck farming area surrounding metropolitan communities,
A similar treatment cannot be mad© in Table XXXXVIII* 
Obvious Inconsistencies between areas appear and prohibit 
this telescoping of the table* The Index is completely 
useless *
In the study of th© influence of the reward system upon 
fertility, suggested Indexes two and three remain to be
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examined* index three, paid wages of $200 or more, cannot be 
prepared for whites because no census breakdown by race is 
available* This throws the burden upon index two, per cent 
of white croppers, a very weak measure« This was born© out 
in the analysis in Chapter IV where results were interpret** 
able only with the corollary uses of th© index on paid wages* 
On the off chance that when analyzed In terms of th© homo-* 
geneoua fertility areas It may offer some insight, the Index 
was computed and is presented In Table I**
The construction of the table and its analysis are 
based upon th© proposition that as wait© crop tenancy in­
creases the fertility of the white rural-farm population will 
also increase* The columns contain the Fertility Areas, the 
per cent of white farm operators classified as croppers, and 
the effective fertility ratios of the whit® rural farm popu­
lation, respectively*
So true relationship Is aiscloaed* Area three with th© 
low crop tenancy percentage of 2*4 per cent has the low fer­
tility rad o of 46b ,5. Areas 6, 4, and 2 have white crop 
tenancy percentages of six to eight per cent* Areas 6 and 2 
have low fertility ratios of 453*1 and 451*5, respectively* 
Th© fertility of the whit© rural-farm people In Area 4 is 
much higher being 560*6* Area 1 shows moderate tendencies 
with a white crop tenancy percentage of 10*6 and a fertility 
ratio of 624*2* Area 5 has 16*3 per cent of its whit© 
farmers classified as croppers and a high fertility ratio of
2 2 4
Oo^.G* The comparison is one of extremes* There is no 
straight forward progression of th© data* A partlal explana­
tion is dependent upon an evaluation or wage labor which 
cannot he made* This table is interpreted as being or no 
proof in itself, but as supporting the analysis and Inter­
pretation made in Table XXXXIX* Nothing new and no clari­
fication have been offered to the analysis and conclusion 
already presented in Chapter IV#
Vi'hat conclusions can be made so far in the analysis of 
economic factors through th© use of homogeneous fertility 
areas? The original implications are retained* Th© fer­
tility of the Y,hite rural-farra population Is inversely re­
lated to the condition of the general white farm economy and 
to the reward distribution system of that economy* It 
appears that the reward distribution system is of greater 
importance than the condition of th© general economy*
The use of homogeneous fertility areas has not led to 
gi’eater ciuxity In the analysis of the relationships than was 
achieved with the use of State Economic Areas* Prom this, 
two interpretations follow. It must be presumed that numerous 
factors are at work and that their compositfi effect prevents 
more than the establiskment of general reliability and 
validity for any one causal factor* Also, the present level 
of analysis through the use of census data will not permit 
closer scrutiny* Therefore, propositions and interpretation® 
must be of a general rather than of a specific nature*
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The crux of the relationship between economic status and 
white rural-farm fertility was defined in terms of level of 
living* Granted the desirability and availability of com­
forts, luxuries, and any activity, service, or object de­
fined as desirable, it is presumed that each farm unit will 
possess these things proportional to Its ability to pay for 
them* An inventory taken of these as possessed by the 
average farm unit in a county would then constitute a real­
istic, effective measure of the generalized economic status 
of farm vaalts in the county* Moreover it would be the most 
direct and pertinent measure of such economic status*
This line of thought was pursued In Chapter IV, and It 
was demonstrated that an Inverse relationship between socio­
economic status and the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population existed. It should be remembered that In the 
use of State Economic Areas three Areas, 5, 6, and 7, stood 
apart from the others* The fertility of their white rural- 
farm populations was higher than those of the other Areas. 
Within these three Areas, however, an inverse relationship 
between the level of living and the fertility of the whit© 
rural-farm population was present* This was thought to 
possibly be due to th© concentration of the Negro rural- 
farm population In Areas 5, 6 and 7. It Is hoped particu­
larly that the present analysis through the us© of homo­
geneous fertility areas will resolve this split in th© data*
The indexes selected for analysis are absence of piped
2 2 6
running water, possession of a mechanical refrigerator, pos** 
session of flush toilets, number of persons per room in th© 
dwelling unit, degree of dilapidation among th© residences, 
and per eent of the population having 6 or less years of form-* 
&1 schooling completed. Th© first index was used in Chapter 
IV, and it Indicated an inverse relationship between socio- 
economic status and fertility. Two former Indexes, per cent 
of units with telephones and per cent of units with tractors, 
are not available for the white residences alone and there­
fore cannot be used in the present analysis.
The second index above, possession of a mechanical re­
frigerator, Is available for white units alone. It has been
used successfully as an Index of socio-economic status by
4Schuler and Sewell. Index three has been used successfully
5by Schuler. Th© mini mum persons per room has been used by
6Schuler, Sewell, and Eagood. The latter refined th© measure
* E. A. Schuler, Social Status and Farm Tenure - 
Attitudea and Social Conditions of Corn Belt and Cotton Belt 
Farmers Tc.S.D.A. Social Research Report' fv, Government Printing Office, Washington, P. C., 1938}f and William 
Sewell, !k Short Form of the Farm Family Socio-Economic 
Status Scale,” Rural Sociolo&y, VIII (1943), 161-169*
® Schuler, Ibid♦, pp. 56-63.
** Schuler, Ibid., pp. 56-63; Sewell, Ibid.* pp. 161-
169; and Mar garet Hagood, "Development of a 1946' "Rural Farm Living Index for Counties,” Rural Sociology* VIII (1943), 
171-180.
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to dwelling units occupied by 1*5 or more persons per room* 
The dilapidated condition of the housing Is an Indirect &p- 
proach to the value of the dwelling, which has been used on 
several occasions*
The final index on educational accomplishments has been 
used successfully by Sewell and Kagood as reported In the 
previously quoted sources*
The analysis of the data and the format of th© tables 
are guided by the proposition of an inverse relationship 
between the socio-economic status of the white rural^farm 
population and its fertility. In th© case of South Carolina 
this has been determined already. Primary Interest Is there­
fore centered upon the proposition of a more clearly dexnarked 
relationship contingent upon the us© of homogeneous fertility 
areas. In addition it is proposed that the fertility areas 
will show homogeneity In socio-economic level of living*
As the tabular format is the same throughout, time will 
be conserved by outlining it at this point* Each Index i© 
accepted as a significant measure of socio-economic status*
7 A. h. Mangus, Rural Regions of the United States 
(Works Progress Administration, Spec!aT~K©ports, Uovemment 
Printing Office, Yfashington, D. 0., 1940); and C. E* Lively 
and C. Taeuber, Rural Migration in the United States (U. S.
D* A., Bureau of Agricultural Economics Hes©arch Monograph XIX, Oovernment Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1959).
Coltann one or the Table contains the Fertility Areas, eolmrn 
two the index, and column three th© measure of th© fertility 
performance* All indexes are computed for the white popula­
tion or whit© residences alone* Bata on th© first five indexes 
were obtained from the United States Census of Housing} 1950* 
Volume I, Chapter 40* Bata on the sixth index war© obtained 
from the United States Census of Populations 1950* Volume IX, 
Part 40, Chapter B*
Table LI contains data bearing upon the relationship 
between the per cent of white rural-farm residences lacking 
piped running water and white rural-farm fertility. The 
census definition of this means no piped running water on 
the premises eifcaer inside or outside of the dwelling* Water 
is obtained from wells by hand pulley or other means or from 
free flowing springs, streams, etc* It must first be noted 
that this facility is marked by its absence* In no Area does 
more than one half of the white rural-farm residences have 
piped running water*
Is there variability In th© Index within the separate 
Fertility Areas? In Area 1 the average Is about 59 per cent* 
The low point Is 54 per cent and the high point is ©7 per 
cent* There is a spread of 13 points* The Area 2 average 
Is 50 per cent with a low point of 43 per cent and a high 
point of 55 per cent for a spread of 12 points* Th© spread 
of Area 3 Is 20 points from a low of 40 per cent and a high 
of 60 per cent with an average of 53 per cent* Beaufort
Table LTj Relationship Between Per Gent of White Rural* Farm Residences Without Running Water and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farm Population by Fertility Areas*
FertilityAreas Per eent of white rural-farm reel* denoes without running water
Effective fertility ratios white rural-farm population
Area 1 sa*7 524.2
Area 8 49# 9 451.5
Area S 52.8 465.3
Area 4 55.8 560.6
Area 5 63.8 659.0
Area 6 44.8 453.1
1# stataa gm»lfaa«19SOi Volume If Chapter 40, Washington* 19527 Table a
Table LI 1t Relatione hip Between Per Cent of White Rural*Farm Residences Having Mechanical Refrigerators and the Fertility of the White Rural-Farra Population by Fertility Areas*
Fertility
Areas
Per eent of white rural-farm resi­dences having mechanical refrigerators
Effective fertility ratios white rural-farm population
Area 1 72.3 524.2
Area 2 76.3 451.5
Area 3 75.2 465.3
Area 4 75.8 560.6
Area 5 65.1 689.0
Area 6 75.1 453.0
1. Bureau of th* Cenoua, United S t a ^  q«mjU8 of Hou«ln«» 1950a Volume I, Chapter 40. Washing ton, 1953, Tables 35 and 33a $ and Table I. Appendix A#
County is the only county showing wide variability* In Area 
4 the low point is 50 per cent, the high point is 68 per 
cent, the average is 54 per cent, and the spread is 18 points, 
In this Area, Bamberg Is th© only county showing wide vari­
ability* Area 5 has a low of 51 per cent and a high of 7© 
per cent with an average of 64 per cent and a spread of 24 
points. In this area the counties break down Into two group­
ings of equal size, those In the 60fs and those in the 50*8. 
Among the latter are Darlington, Florence, Bumter, Clarendon, 
Williamsburg, and Berkeley. This is largely a contiguous 
block. But the breakdown has no significance for fertility 
as the counties are drawn from all levels of the fertility 
continuum. Area 6 has a spread of 50 points from a low of 21 
per cent to a high of 51 per cent with an average of 45 per 
cent. Charleston County is the only one showing great 
variability.
Variability Is not found in Areas 1 and 2, and It is 
limited In Areas 3, 4, and 6 if Beaufort, Bamberg, and Charles­
ton Counties are excluded. Area 5 snows variability in the 
index which is not directly related to fertility.
Is there any significant difference between th© socio­
economic status of th© separate Fertility Areas? The varia­
tions from average in Areas 4, 3, 2, and 6 do not overlap th© 
average in Area 5. It is assumed then that th© difference 
between these two groupings is significant. For similar 
reasons, it is assumed that Area 1 is significantly different
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from Areas 2 and 6* Areas 4, 3, 2, and 6 are not signifi­
cantly different* Prom these assertions, it follows that 
the variations in fertility between the Areas should have the 
same degree of significant differ©noe. That is, th© fer­
tility in Area 5 should be significantly different from that 
in Areas 4, 3, 2, and 6* The fertility within the latter 
grouping should not be significantly divergent*
A similar distribution is found in the fertility per­
formances* Area 5 has a fertility ratio of ©39* That in 
Area 2 is 452, in Area 3, it is 465, and in Area 6 it Is 
453« But Areas 4 and 1 are out of line* Area 4 has a fer­
tility ratio of 561 while its socio-economic position is 
identical with that of Areas 3, 2, and 6* Area 1 has a fer­
tility too low for its socio-economic position; however, 
these differences are minimized when assessed in terms of 
the variability in the socio-economic index*
Thus the expected relationship is largely borne out*
The fertility performance in Area 5 is significantly above 
that in Areas 3, 2, and 6. In the same way the fertilities 
in Area 3, 2, and 6 are not significantly different* how­
ever Area 1 should be significantly different In fertility 
performance from Areas 2 and 6. But Its fertility Is only 
90 points superior to theirs. Area 4 should not be signifi­
cantly different from Areas 2 and 6 In fertility; yet Its 
fertility ratio is about 108 points superior to theirs* In 
both Area 2 and 6 the variability around the average in
socio-economic standing overlaps th© average® of all of th® 
other Areas* Thus their fertility variability cannot be con­
sidered clearly* It seems evident therefore that the r ela- 
tlonship established by these data is a general on© and that 
other variables intervene*
Suppose these few counties that deviated considerably 
from the pattern established by the other counties were 
eliminated* Would this alter any of the foregoing considera­
tions? JSo differences become apparent * Areas 6 and 2 still 
overlap* Areas 4, 3, ard 2 overlap* And Areas 4, 3, and 1 
overlap* Those groups are therefore not significantly dif­
ferent* Thus the original conclusions still prevail*
Biped running water is dependent upon the availability 
of utilities or the availability of an independent electric 
or gas pumping system located on the premises* A majority of 
the rural farm dwellings In the state are electrified* But 
electric power is costly in South Carolina, and electric 
pumps are a heavy drawin upon the system* This Item may be 
too expensive to be considered by many farm families and In­
sufficient variability may have resulted, thus obscuring the 
fertility analysis*
It appears that the first purchase of electrical equip­
ment following the installation of an electrical system la
2 3 3
an electrical refrigerator®* As this Is a lass costly appli­
ance, it may prove a more significant index than piped running 
water *
The census makes available information on th© number of 
dwellings of white farm operators possessing mechanical re­
frigerators • These are not exclusively electrical refrigera­
tors, but they are sufficiently so to serve th© present 
purpose* Table LII oontains data bearing upon the relation­
ship between the per cent of whit© farm residences possessing 
mechanical refrigerators and white rural-farm fertility#
The same questions proposed for the analysis of Table 1*1 
can be used in the analysis of this table* Is there varia­
bility In the index within the Fertility Areas? Is there 
variability among the Fertility Areas? Is this accompanied 
by fertility variability? And, to what extent are such 
variations significant?
There is no great variability In the socio-economic In­
dex between the Fertility Areas* Area 5 is set apart from the 
rest with the average of 65 per cent* This is seven points 
lower than the percentage of 72 In Area 1* But the figure 
for this Area in turn varies only three points from the 
percentages in Areas 6 and 3 which are 75*1 and 75.2,
o Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics, 
aural Family Living Charts, (U.3.D.A*, Washing, D. C*.19527 Chart 19, pp.50-51).
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respectively* These of course are virtually identical and in 
turn are almost identical with the 75*8 per cent in Area 4 and 
the 76*3 per cent in Area 2.
In terms of intra-area variability, Areas 2* 4, 3, 8* and 
1 are so closely located that their variabilities carry each 
one past the per cent socio-economic standing of the others* 
However, all are significantly different from the per cent 
socio-economic standing In Area 5, as their variability does 
not reach Area 5's percentage*
Fertility analysis is limited to the composite difference 
between Areas 2* 4, 3, 6, and 1 and Area 5* The former fer­
tility Is roughly 491 while the latter Is 659* This Is a 
significant difference* The use of this index Is to strength­
en the conclusions so far reached*
Data on another household appliance are available* They 
concern the presence of flush toilets in the dwelling of rural- 
farm waitas• Such an index is closely related to the first 
index, but is more stringent in that It Is an appliance more 
frequently added as an Improvement to an existing water system* 
The earlier reasoning that a more readily obtainable appli­
ance might give more meaningful results was not borne out) 
therefore, it Is possible that the opposite will prove true*
In addition the present index1s main usefulness is Its 
availability for the white population alone*
Table LIII contains the data bearing on the relationship
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among rural-farm whites between the presence of flush toilets 
In dwellings and fertility perf orxnane© * It must first be 
noticed that the dwelling of rural-farm whites In South Caro­
lina by and large lack flush toilets# In no Fertility Area 
does more than one third of the farm dwellings possess such 
conveniences# The extent of possession In all of the Fer­
tility Areas Is very similar# They range from 20 to 33 per 
cent possession# The range In each Area tends to spread 
between 10 and 25 percentage points# This variability pro­
hibits any real analysis# It Is disclosed that Areas 6 and 3 
are signifIcantly higher in socio-economic standing and lower 
In fertility performance than Area 5*
One final index of socio-economic status will be 
attempted# The analysis so far has dealt with currently 
prevailing factors - the status of th© economy, the division 
of rewards, and the possession of goods and services commonly 
considered as luxuries# Perhaps more insight will be shed by 
analysing an index based upon cumulative experience! on© that 
will depict conditions over a number of past years. Such In­
sight Is provided by an Index based upon th© average number 
of years of completed formal schooling#
The Census Bureau presents such data for th© white rural- 
farm population 25 years of age and over# It is presumed that 
the lack of formal education Is associated with low socio­
economic status# An Index was constructed on th© basis of 
the per cent of the white rural-farm population 25 years of 
age and over that had completed six or leas years of formal
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Table LIII: Relationship Between Per Cent op White Farm Residences Having Flush Toilets and the Fer­tility of the White Rural-Farm Population by Fertility Areas*
Fertility Areas Per cent of white farm residences having flush toilets
Effective fer­tility ratios white rural- farm popu­lation
Area 1 20.1 524.2Area 2 26.1 451.5Area 3 31.3 465.3Area 4 27.9 560.6Area 5 21.4 659.0Area 6 33.2 453.1
1. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Housing:1950, Volume I, Chapter 4 0,Washington, 1952^ Tables35 and 33a; and Table I, Appendix A*
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schooling* Six was selected because previous demographic 
vork on tre relationship between education and fortuity boo 
shown it to be a decisive dividing point In school exparl* 
one©,®
Tfoe data bearing upon tae proposed relationship between 
the amount of formal schooling and the fertility of the whit© 
rural •far® population la presented in Table LI V# At first 
^lanoe there seem to be considerable difference between the 
Fertility Areas* however, there is wide variability In 
educational attainment on the part of the separate counties 
la Areas 1* 8# and 5* ho analysis is possible# It appears 
that the use of an index based upon emulative experience Is 
not practicable*
The analysis of the level of living as related to white 
rural-farm fertility indicates that an inverse relationship 
exists# As the level of living declines# the fertility per* 
fonaance Increases* The relationship is act & straight for* 
ward one of step by step changes* Hat her# It Is one of ex* 
treses of the socio-economic continuum* This is in direct 
agreement with the conclusions reached on the r ©~ ©xeualnation 
of the influences of the condition of tue general farm economy 
and the reward distribution system*
9 national hesouroes Committee# The Problems of j  
Chen^lnx population (government Printing ufflee# Washington# t * C#|1®3SJ ppt 146*
2m
Table LXV: Per Cent of White Rural-Far® Population Twenty 
Five fears of Age and Over with Six Years or 
Less of Completed Formal Schooling Related to 
the Fertility of the White Hural-Farm Popu­lation by Fertility Areas*
Fertility Areas Per oent of rural- 
fara whites having six years or less 
of completed formal schooling
Effective fer­
tility ratios white rural- farm popu­lation
Area 1 38,0 624 .2Area 2 34,3 461,5
Area 3 29,8 465,3
Area 4 31.1 560.6Area 6 44.1 639.0
Area 6 33.3 463.1
1* Bureau of the Census* United States Census off Popu­
lation t I960, Volume IX* Part 40, WaiMngion* TSS27 Chapter B* fables 49 and 49a; and Table X, Appendix 
A*
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The trend of this analysis seems so well marked that a 
re-examination of the partial transfer to an urban economy 
and Its resulting influence on white rural-farm fertility 
will not be undertaken* Its Influence has already been noted*
as has Its limitation by other variables*/
Summary
Work in Chapter IV had established an inverse relation­
ship between socio-economic status and fertility among rural- 
farm whites* The relationship was general and lacked specif- 
fc clarity because it appeared to concern more the extremes 
of the socio-economic continuum than it did the intermediate 
points* Two factors were proposed as possible blocks to 
greater clarity* The defined State Economic Areas did not 
display homogeneous fertility performances* There was con­
siderable variability within some Areas* It was thought that 
this prevented greater clarity in the established relation­
ship* AJ.so* the social significance of race was not con­
sidered in the construction of the Sta\ * Economic Areas* In­
formation on whites and Negros was lumped into a single Index 
or statistic* This was done despite the recognised social 
and economic gulf lying between the two groups in which the 
Negro occupies the lowest statuses# Thus the various socio­
economic Indexes were not modified for the white race alone* 
Areas with a small white population and a large Negro popu­
lation would mirror the socio-economic level of the latter 
regardless of the true white level*
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Therefore, the count lea were regrouped into homogeneous 
Fertility Areas* Six such Areas wore developed* $hila con-* 
tiguiiy was not an absolute criterion, it was used so far4 as 
it was practicable* The previously used indexes were, where- 
ever possible, reworked with data for whites and used in the 
re-analysis of the relationship between socio-economic status 
and fertility* They were supplemented by new indexes when­
ever possible*
In addition It was proposed that the lack of a relation­
ship between urbanism and the fertility of the white rural- 
farm population could be examined one last time In an effort 
to check the earlier conclusions* In both cases, It was pro­
posed that the use of homogeneous fertility areas would dem­
onstrate the existence of the relationships and that greater 
clarity would be secured through this consolidation*
In a completely different line of thought it was asked 
if the recent birth trends towards higher rates during and 
following the Second V-orld War have upset the accepted and 
expected relationships between fertility and socio-cultural 
experience* Indirect evidence on this question was offered 
In the analysis of the relationship between community size 
and the fertility of tne white urban people* If the expected 
inverse relationships were discovered with exactly the same 
methods of analysis as used for the white rural-farm popula­
tion, tn© continued veracity of existing theory would be 
supported and In turn the present analysis of rural-farm
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fertility would be strengthened*
The analysis was undertaken and it was shown that the 
fertility of the white urban population Increased as one 
moved from the urban place to the metropolitan area* In 
general the fertility of urban whites increased as the size 
of the urban community decreased* It was shown that the fer­
tility of the rural-farm whites exceeded that of urban whites 
over a 30 year span from 1930 to 1950* It also exceeded the 
fertility of the rural-nonfarm whites in 1930 and 1940, but 
was equalled by the latter in 1950. Therefore, the accepted 
relationship between urban size and urban fertility and be­
tween urban and rural fertility does exist, and the njethod 
of analysis used in this study is sufficient*
But a ro-analysis of the effect of urbanism on white 
rural-farm fertility failed to demonstrate £ relationship* 
Fertility Areas ranked by per cent of the total population 
classified as urban did not constitute an Inverse ranking 
by fertility. The conclusions reached in Chapter II were 
reaffirmed. Urbanism as 3uch is not related to white rural- 
farm fertility*
The re-examination of the established Inverse relation­
ship between socio-economic status and rural-farm fertility 
was then undertaken* The analysis of the general farm 
economy failed to uncover any relationship at all* But, a 
relationship was established when the data were standardized 
for tenancy and type of farming* A study of the reward
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distribution system showed that fertility was Invei^sely re­
lated to farm ownership, and there were indications that it 
was directly related to orop tenancy* In neither case was a 
regular step by step relationship established* The need to 
subolassify the general farm economy by tenancy was taken to 
indicate that the reward distribution system was more Im­
portant to fertility than the condition of the general farm 
economy. The confinement of the relationship to on® between 
the extremes was taken to indicate the presence of other 
variables, and to indicate the limitation of the importance 
of the socio-economic factors In fertility variation*
The crux analysis of socio-economic status and its im­
pact on fertility was investigated through the prevailing 
levels of living of the Fertility Areas* The already estab­
lished inverse relationship was reaffirmed. Once again no 
step by step relationship was divulged, high levels of liv­
ing were associated with low fertility and low levels of 
living wita high fertility* But there was too much scatter 
to Indicate a relationship between moderate levels of living 
and moderate fertility* Other factors must intervene*
Therefore, it was concluded that socio-economic factors 
were important elements In fertility variability. But they 
did not operate alone* They were one of a set of factors* 
Their influence Is best seen in terms of extremes * Their 




Demographers have established that various soolo- 
cultural groupings in western society have different levels 
or differentials of reproduction. Of basic Importance Is 
the superior reproductive performance of the rural-farm 
population which has, in the United States for at least 150 
years, exceeded the reproductive efforts of the urban popu­
lation. Such variability Is extremely Important because 
urban communites of 25,000 or wore people have been shown in 
the past to have failed to reproduce themselves. In general, 
the current size or future expansion of urban communities 
has been dependent, ultimately, upon rural-farm fertility. 
Adequate use of potential population requires a more compre­
hensive understanding of rural-farm fertility*
This study undertook the investigation of variable 
fertility of the white rural-farm people by the analysis of 
the Influence of urbanism, a partial transfer to an urban 
economy, and socio-economic status upon It.
The low level of urban reproduction, the deoline of 
urban reproduction with Increased community si^e, and the 
reduction of fertility from rural-farm to rural-nonfarm to 
urban residence are cited as evidences of the Influence of 
urbah?-sm# Urbanism was accepted as the entire gamut of 
socio-cultural factors of urban life Including curtailed
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family life, reduced functions and necessity of family 
life* inoreased non-family interests* and heightened eoonoiBi© 
burdens on the family* As this general influence of urban 
life patterns was gradually invading the rural environment* 
it was proposed that rural-farm fertility ratios would be 
reduced* Specifically* it was proposed that indexes of 
urbanism could be Inversely related to an index of fertility 
of the white rural-farm population*
Discussions of the reasons or motivations for reduced 
urban family size emphasize the demands and potentials of the 
urban economy and the family desires for status* The urban 
family is a consumption unltj little or no family production 
is permitted* Its economy* therefore* is extremely in­
elastic* Pew* if any, provisions or alterations, are per­
mitted or possible* Salaries* wages* and raises are not 
decided by family size and requirements. Moreover, the family 
as an all-consumption unit cannot make basic intra-family 
changes in its economy* And, children cannot be made pro­
ductive units of the economy* These are strong economic 
motivations to limit fertility and family size* As opposed 
to this the farm child can take up chores and otherwise aid 
in the economic life of the family* As the family produces 
part of its food supply by its own efforts, less economic 
drain is felt by an increase in size* It need not oppose, at 
least on economic grounds, large families. Finally* the 
urban family Is surrounded by goods and services requiring 
considerable financial Investment which are being defined
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more and more as necessities of life* Opposed to these are 
the economic burdens of child bearing and rearing# The urban 
family to this time has been moving to reduce the economic 
burden of children in favor of the former expenditures# It 
vaa proposed, therefore, that as rural families transferred 
their economic activities to urban areas, they would accord­
ingly reduce their fertility# Specifically, it was proposed 
that Indexes of a partial transfer to an urban economy on 
the part of the rural-farm population would be related in­
versely to an index of fertility among rural-farm whites#
Previous Investigations have demonstrated that generally 
fertility Is related Inversely to socio-economic status. This 
seems to be true also for the rural-farm population# It was 
proposed, therefore, that indexes of socio-economic status 
would be related Inversely to an Index of the fertility of 
the white rural-farm population#
South Carolina was selected as the area of the study*
The author worked there and would have the Immediate benefit 
of local experiences# South Carolina had adequate propor­
tions of rural ana urban population, sufficient socio­
economic variations, adequate part-time farming activities, 
and a large enough number of counties for the application of 
standard measures# It also presented homogeneity In reli­
gious practices and nationality, both recognised Influences 
upon fertility performance# The selection of South Carolina 
required one restriction upon the study# It was necessary
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to restrict it to the study of the whit© rural-farm popula­
tion* About 39 per cent of the South Carolina population is 
Negro. Of these about 70 per cent are rural residents and 
45 per cent are rural-farm residents* They are not aveh^y 
distributed over the state but tend to live in tue Coast 
Plain. As there are large economic and social gulfs between 
the waites and Negros* the analysis in some areas would have 
been biased if there had been no standardisation for race.
Bata were obtained from the published reports of the 
United States Bureau of the Census on population, housing, 
and agriculture. The data bearing upon the white rural-farm 
population were made available in county units. Thus, the 
county was accepted as the basic unit of analysis. This was 
a drawback as an entire county had to be treated as a homo­
geneous social entity when in reality this was not always so.
The county form of presentation also prohibits the direct 
analysis of relationships. All socio-cultural characteristics 
are related to the county. Thus, cross references must be made 
in terms of the county. That is, counties must be ranked by 
one characteristic and then by another characteristic, and 
finally these rankings must be compared to determine the 
existence and nature of the relationship.
It was found necessary to modify the original scheme of 
the analysis. The number of variables involved and the ambi­
guity of the results led to the consideration of larger units 
than the county. These were developed out of observed simi-
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larities in fertility performance among grouping® of conti­
guous counties* Two systems of groupings were used* The 
first, a series of groupings of counties within each state on 
the basis of the possession of similar social and economic 
characteristics, was devised by the Bureau of the Census in 
1945* The second system was a series of groupings of counties 
by similarity of fertility performance* Both systems were 
used in the analysis of the influence of socio-economic status 
and were then used to reanalyze some aspects of urbanity and 
a partial transfer to an urban economy*
The analysis of the relationship between unbanlsm and 
white rural-farm fertility was based upon five indexes* These 
were:
I* Size of the largest urban community 
II, Total populations classified as urban
III. Humber of urban communites 
IV. Per cent of population classified as urban 
V. Tensity of the farm worker population 
The first four indexes failed to disclose the presence of any 
relationship* The fifth Index pointed to a direct relation­
ship* An Inverse relationship had been expected on the 
grounds that isolated rural farm families would have fewer 
urban contacts ana higher fertility* The discovered direct 
relationship was Interpreted as Indicating the fundamental 
Importance of either or both part-time farming and socio­
economic status* Both of these factors were examined IH the 
rest of the study. The analysis of the above data resulted
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in the conclusion that urbanism as a general phenomenon is not 
related to the fertility of the white rural-farm population* 
Distance from the city and the number of urban contacts with 
the city are not significant factors in the reduction of fer­
tility among the rural-farm whites* As it is known that 
rural-farm fertility exceeds urban fertility and that until 
recently urban fertility has been leading rural fertility 
in a general decline, it was proposed that sons© specific 
aspect of the urban culture not sufficiently accounted for in 
the general urban contact indexes caused the decline*
A clue to this aspect was offered in th© fifth index*
The prospect of a partial transfer to an urban economy was 
studied first* here it was presumed that gaining a portion 
of the family income from urban sources makes the family 
economy more rigid and intensifies the absorption of urban 
values* Four indexes were used to measure the partial trans­
fer to an ’orban economy* These weres
X. Per cent of employed population in agriculture
II. Per cent of employed white population in agriculture
H i  Per cent of farm operators working off of their farms
100 days or more in 1949
IV. Per cent of part-time farms#
With the use of the first index a direct relationship 
with a correlation strength of 0*52 was established* The more 
the rural-farm population confined Its activities to farming, 
the higher Its fertility became# Index two offered a modifi­
cation of the original index for the whit® population alone*
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The relationship was strengthened as the correlation became 
0*60, Decidedly, full pursuit of farming by the white farm­
ing population is directly related to its fertility*
When index three was standardised for the presence of 
urban communities, an inverse relationship was observed be­
tween off-farm work and the fertility of the white rural-farm 
population* This was not true for standardisation of index 
four* While neither is as definite as indexes one and two, 
both support them*
A partial transfer to an urban economy as symbolised by 
reduced farm employment, off-farm work by farmers, and part- 
time farms is inversely related to the fertility of the white 
rural-farm population. Thus the original implication of 
urban contact is reformed to one of intimate economic contacts 
and intimate social contacts*
Numerous studies have demonstrated that fertility is 
inversely related to socio-economic status and that this is 
true as well for the rural-farm population* A final area of 
this study was the analysis of the influence of socio-economic 
status on the fertility among rural-farm whites in South 
Carolina*
The analysis was subdivided into a study of the general 
condition of the farm economy, the reward distribution system 
and the level of living* To measure the reward distribution 
system the following indexes were used*
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I. Per cent of whit © farm tenancy
II* Per cent of whit© farm crop tenancy
III. Per cent of white farm ownership
Indexes one end two proved useless. This was attributed to 
the ambiguity of the census classification system# Index 
three was used successfully# Among rural-farm whites, owner­
ship is Inversely related to fertility. The relationship 
has a coefficient of correlation of 0.60 which indicates 
moderate strength# Therefor© socio-economic status, as re­
flected by position In the reward distribution system, is 
Inversely related to fertility among rural-farm whites#
The approach to the general condition of the farm 
economy was made through the study of soil areas, reasoning 
that the soil areas would imply poor farms and poor eeonomic 
conditions. The substance of the analysis showed that in the 
interior sections of the state the farm people in good soil 
had lower fertility performances than the people in poor soil 
areas, however, this was not true for the Coast Plain Area* 
In this region good soil areas were associated with high 
fertility. As these were areas of high tenancy, it was In­
ferred that the socio-economic organization of the farms 
was more significant. Thus, soil quality is not a factor 
of independent Importance.
It was apparent that within the soil type areas there 
were definite alliances and divisions among the counties.
This was so strikingly apparent that a new approach In terms
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or groupings of counties was undertaken* The Bureau of the 
Census presented such an aggregation in the concept of State 
Economic Area, an assemblage of counties on the basis of simi­
larity in social, demographic and economic characteristics* 
This classification was somewhat in line with groupings by 
soil-type and by similar fertility perform&nce#
The proposed socio-economic analysis was transferred to 
the study of State Economic Areas* G-enei'al economic condi­
tion was measured by the average size of farms* crop areas 
harvested, value of lands and buildings, farm products, and 
farm implements and machinery* The analysis of collected 
data demonstrated that the economic well-being of the farm 
enterprise was inversely related to the fertility of the 
white rural-farm population* However, full explanation was 
not offered by this factor alone* It was deduced that an 
accompanying factor, the reward distribution system, was 
important* This had already shown In the analysis of a simple 
ranking of the counties*
The analysis of the reward distribution system was re­
peated, substituting State Economic Areas for the original 
county unit* The analysis was not as clear cut as had been 
hoped. However, the earlier unequivocal relationship be­
tween the two variables was reaffirmed* A new Index based 
upon the use of paid wag© laborers In farming was used to 
advantage# It was shown that those areas characterised by 
high rates of paid wages were also high in fertility*
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A third element or the socio-economic factor# level of 
living, was analysed through the State Eoonomic Areas# The 
limitation of fertility was assumed to mirror the acceptance 
of high socio-economic tastes In goods and services and the 
curtailing of a major obstacle, children* in an effort to 
attain and retain these desirable things#
The following were used as indexes of level of living 
status!
I. Per cent of dwellings having running water
II. Per cent of dwellings having electricity
III, Per cent of dwellings having a telephone
IV. Per cent of dwellings having a tractor
V. Per cent of dwellings having an automobile
It was found that too large a per cent of rural farms had elec­
tricity for It to be useful as a criterion of status* The 
Index on automobiles was also found to be uninterpretable•
The other three Indexes were used to demonstrate an inverse 
relationship between level of living and the fertility of 
the white rural-farm population. Several State Economic Areas 
showed a definite fertility superiority over the other areas* 
But as a group they too were characterized by an inverse rela­
tionship between level of living and fertility. It is to be 
remembered that these Areas with high fertility were also 
characterized by either poor farming land or crop tenancy and 
wage labor* Considering their basic economic distinction 
from the other areas# the present analysis Indicates the pre­
vailing Importance of level of living aspirations.
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Th© us© of tb© State Economic Areas was undertaken with 
two known limitations, no standardisation for race and a 
lack of homogeneity in fertility performance among th© 
counties making up State economic Areas 1* 6, end 8, and only 
moderate homogeneity in fertility performance in the remaining 
areas* It was proposed that the elimination of these drawbacks 
would enhance the relationships uncovered in the foregoing 
work*
It was decided that an analysis be made in terms of 
groupings of counties having similar fertility performances* 
This form of grouping destroyed to a large extent the pre­
vious ctate Economic Areas* Six areas were constructed* On© 
of these was a grouping of the four metropolitan counties, 
Aiken, Charleston, Greenville, and Kichland.
The work In Chapter Two had Indicated that no relation­
ship existed between urbanism as such and the fertility of 
the white rural-farm population* It was possible now to 
examine the influence of the metropolitan community at first 
hand. No relationship was found to exist* Non-metropolitan 
Fertility Areas had as low white rural-farm fertility per­
formance as the Metropolitan Fertility Area* This raised the 
question of urban Influences upon urban fertility*
Analysis showed that the fertility of white urban people 
was less than that of white rural-farm people* This was also 
true in 1940 and 1930* In th© metropolitan counties whit®
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urban fart 1X1 ties wore higher In the urbanized areas and the 
metropolitan areas than they were In th© central cities« Also 
white urban fertility was shown to increase as the size of the 
urban community decreased* Therefore* urban influences on 
urban fertility were experienced* But white rural-farm fer­
tility was not noticeably altered by urban influences* This 
was again checked by analysis of the Fertility Areas* 2t 
was shown that the Fertility Areas with high indexes ofi
urbanism* as measured by per cent of population classified 
as urban* did not have fertility noticeably lower than less 
urban Fertility Areas* The analysis justified th® belief in 
urban influences on urban fertility but demonstrated that 
these influences did not reach the white rural-farm popula­
tion*
In hopes of achieving greater clarity of relationship* 
the socio-economic influence on the fertility of the white 
rural-farm population was re-examined* The previously ana­
lyzed factors were snown to be of importance* It was demon­
strated that the reward distribution system was of more im­
portance than the condition of the farm economy* Classifica­
tion by Indexes of condition of farm economy were effective 
only when they had been standardized for the reward distribu­
tion system*
The influence of level of living was also examined* Hew 
Indexes were available* They were based upons 
X. Possession of a mechanical refrigerator
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XI*Possession of a flush toilet 
Ilit Number of persons per room In th© dwelling 
I V a  Extent of dilapidated housing
V* Population with no more than six years of completedformal schooling
The repeated analysis Indicated the expected inverse 
relationship between level of living and the fertility of the 
white rural-farm population* however, it indicated the basic 
difference arose between the counties of the northeast Coast 
Plain and those in the rest of the state* The former counties 
consistently showed the highest fertility and th© lowest level 
of living* The relationship was therefore not straightforward 
and step by step; rather it was one of the differences between 
the extremes of the level of living continuum*
The original contentions of this study met with varied 
results* The fertility of the white rural-farm population 
was not uniform throughout the state* The fertility of 
rural-farm whites was shown to b© unaffected by their degree 
of general urbanization*
Their fertility was shown to be inversely related to 
their partial transfer to an urban economy* As more working 
time Is spent off of the farm In obviously urban pursuits, 
the fertility of rural-farm whites declines*
Finally, among rural-farm whites, fertility was found 
to be inversely related to the socio-economic status* Sepa­
rate factors of the economy could be singled out* They were
2 m
th© general condition or the farm economy, the reward distri- 
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Table I: Effective Fertility Ratios Whit© Population by 
Residence^-
County Rural-f arm Rural^nonfarm Urban
Abbeville 526*6 492.8 501.1Aiken 515*3 540.2 469.4Allendale 430.7 472.4 «*«•» W»«N»Anderson 314.0 531.9 397.1Bamberg 577.1 498.3 471.1Barnwell 398*2 485.7F'.aufort 497.5 565.8 556.2Berkeley 620,4 636.4Calhoun 457.9 487.8 «.«*«••• WCharleston 502.6 566.7 473.0Cherokee 528.3 647*9 409.6Chester 475.4 512.6 434 .4Chesterfield 659.1 585 .4 456.1Clarendon 706.0 629.0 647.3Colleton 463.5 589.7 402.6Darlington 606.1 589.4 402.4Dillon 684.4 635.3 509.5Dorchester 533.5 585.0 506.1Edgefield 444.7 588.8 432.1Fairfield 457.0 598.9 477.2Florence 667.6 649.6 468.7Georgetown 716.5 790.6 546.4Greenville 430.1 544.0 306.4Greenwood 407.0 510.6 370.3Hampton 596.8 551.0Horry 675.2 691.7 497.2Jasper 489.8 502.6Kershaw 605.6 588 .3 488.8Lancaster 543.2 597.3 523.2Laurens 422.9 464.3 476.0Lee 548.8 638.0 460.8Lexington 570.1 573.3 446.8McCormick 479.6 534.2 e e w e  a*Marion 641.4 620.8 518*7Marlboro 649.4 641.6 478.7Newberry 430.9 594.6 383.4Oconee 602.2 587.1 434.5Orangeburg 560.5 525.6 474.4Pickens 527.4 554 .2 401.2Richland 435.1 546.8 414.3Saluda 503.4 491.9Spartanburg 472.9 513.7 412.2Sumter 657.7 701.9 522.0Union 432.6 499.2 462.5Williamsburg 685.7 642.2 485.8
York 537.8 603.1 414.5
1. Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Populations 1950, Volume II, Part 40, Washington, Chapter B, Tabies 
4^,58,and 49*
Table II: Effective Fertility flatioa White Rural-Farm and Urban Populations by County*
County White rural-farm fertility White urban fertility
Number of Number of Effective Number of Number of Effective
women aged children fertility women aged children fertility
15-44 aged 0*4 ratloe 15-44 aged 0-4 ratios
Abbeville 1052 554 526.6 896 449 501.1
Aiken 1537 689 515.3 3219 1511 469.4
Allendale 202 87 430.7 0 0
Anderson 3496 1797 514.0 8637 3430 597.1
Bamberg 506 292 577.1 745 351 471.1Barnwell 565 338 598.2 C 0Beaufort 203 101 497.5 908 505 556.2Berkeley 822 510 620.4 0 0Calhoun 463 212 457.9 0 0Charleston 392 197 502.6 19037 9004 473.0Cherokee 1963 1037 528.3 2861 1090 409.6Chester 753 358 475.4 1860 808 434.4Chesterfield 2479 1634 659.1 638 291 456.1Clarendon 949 670 706.0 338 185 547.3Colleton 1191 552 463.5 628 281 402.6Darlington 1734 1051 606.1 1993 802 402.4Dillon 1508 1032 684.4 844 430 509.5Dorchester 701 374 533.5 488 247 506.1Edgefield 506 225 444.7 368 159 432.1Fairfield 337 154 457.0 1165 556 477.2Florence 3640 2430 667*6 4365 2046 468.7Georgetown 642 460 716.5 1735 948 546.4
Greenville 3834 1651 430.1 29355 8994 306.4Greenwood 801 326 407.0 4264 1579 370.3
Hampton 501 299 596.8 0 0Horry 5607 3786 675.2 1764 877 497.2
Jasper 245 120 489.8 0 0
Table II (continued): Kffeotive Fertility Ratios White Rural-Paria and Urban Fopulationa
by County!
County White rural-farm fertility White urban fertilityNumber of Number of Effective Number of Number of Effectivewomen aged children fertility women aged children fertility15-44 aged 0-4 ratios 15-44 aged 0-4 ratios
Kershaw 1217 737 605.6 1029 503 486.8Lancaster 1555 735 543.2 2200 1151 523.2
Laurens 1453 606 422.9 2767 1317 476.0
Lee 820 450 548.8 408 188 460.8
Lexington 2154 1228 570.1 2648 1183 446.8
McCormick 196 94 479.6 0 0
Marion 1322 648 641.4 1446 750 518.7
Marlboro 947 615 649.4 1387 564 478.7Newberry 1121 483 430.9 2037 781 383.4
Oconee 2617 1576 602.2 1291 561 434.5Orangeburg 1877 1052 560.5 1878 891 474.4Pickens 2715 1432 527.4 1391 558 401.2Hichiand 917 399 <435.1 20242 8386 414.3Saluda 1158 583 503.4 0 0 m  wwSpartanburg 4673 2210 472.9 9854 4062 412.2Sumter 707 465 657.7 3812 1990 522. 0Onion 860 372 432.6 1773 820 462.5Williamsburg 1696 1163 685.7 529 257 465.8York 1718 924 537.8 8033 3330 414.5
1.Bureau of the Census, United States Census of Population: 1950, Volume II, Part 40. ’Washington, Chapter B, Tables 4̂ , 48, and 49.
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